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,INTRODUCTION

This notebook represents an ongoin6 protess of collecting and organizing

materials which may be helpful to you in training staff persons to assume

the role of resource specialist.

We have chosen-to use a three-ring binder whith allows you to add materials.

We are sure that many of you have a wealth of materials which you have de-
4

veloped over the Past years as implementation of the Master Plan evolved

from a dream to reality. Therefore, this is not submitted to you as the

training but only as' supplemental materials.

Much of the information will be useful to you in designing inservice presen-
,

tations and in providing immediate tools and,techniques to regular class-

room teachers. Some of the masters riot- overhead transparencies are also

included in the re§odrce specialist training manual from StRN 3 as we worked

. together and shared resources in the development of the trAini,ng for the

Southwest consortium.

Many items included in this 'notebook are excerpted from resource specialist

handbooks developed by other Master Plan implementors. Credit and thanks

are given to Whittier Area Co-op; Tulare County, Santa Barbara County, Contra

Costa County, and Riverside County Superintendent of Schools Offices; and

Monroe Intermediate School District, Monroe, Michigan.

Ruth Wharton Brown
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OVER'VIEW OF LEGISLATION

OBJECTIVE: Participants will list the major components of SB 1870 and how it
relates to Resource Specialist Programs.

_ CONTENT ACTI'VITY - MEDIA

Overview of SB 1870

Title 5 Regulation
re: Resource Specialist

9

Present component of SB 1870
using format below:

Implementation

Intent Mandate
Quality

Indicators

Enlist group participation and
input for column three

Debrief using filmStrip

OH #1 8

SB 1870 films6-ip and
training package from
Resource Service Center

Conclusion:
8 mm film:
-"Who's on First"
Abbott 81 Costello

Eastin-Phelan Corp.
P. 0, Box.4528
Davenport, Iowa .52808
(319) '323-9735

cost: 425.00,.

10



AB 777

Legislative Update

AB 777 SeCtion 52860 affects Resource Specialists programs in the
following manner:

If a school district and school choose to include within the
provisions of this article funds allocated pursuant to Chapter 7 (commencing
with Section 56700 of Part 30), the school district shall comply with all
requirements of that Par.t, except that: 1) resource specialist pro'gram
services and designated instruction and'services may be provided to pupils
who *have not been identified as individuals with exceptional needs.

1
-3-
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wn.sos man
Superintendent ol Public Instruction

and Director ot Education
.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
STATE EDUCATION BUILDING, 721 CAPITOL MALL, ISACNAMDITO 95514

September 14, 1981

TO: District and County

= FROM: Davis W. Campbel
Deputy Superintende

Superintendents

or Programs

SUBJECT: EDUCATION
PRI5GRAM PROVISIONS OF AB 777

k

hip

Assembly Bill 777 (Chapter am of the 1981 statutes) was signed by the e

Governor on June 28, J981. This bill has been widely recognized for its many

impRrtanLprovisions concerning
educational finance. The bill also, however,

contains a-School-Based Program Coordination Act which has considerable

significance for the design and operation of school programa. The memorandum

is designed to-communicate the main features of the Act.

The School-Based Program Coordination Act contains no mandates. It is

entirely permissive. Article 1 of the Aot_establishes the legislative

intent:

4 It is the intent of the Legislature to provide greater flexibility

for schools and school districts to better coordinate the categor-

ical funds they receive While ensuriteg that schools continue to,

. receive categorical funds to meet their needs.

It is further the intent of the Legislature to focus the authority

to exercise such flexibility at the school level, with the approval

A and under the policy direction of, the governing boarde

Article 3 of the Act permits.a school and School district to coordinate the

use of funds from up to 11 identified state
categorical pfograms at a school

with increased flexibility in the use of funds. Part I of this memorandum

covers tilis Article..

Article 2 of the Act permits a school district to request a waiver of nearly

any porsiori of the Education Code except those pertaining to the funding

sources covered by Article 3. Part II of this memorandum covers this

Article.

The Act rcomes effective January 1, 1982. In the next several Weeks, the

s on the provisions of

ief, Office of School

ants on the provision*

ief, Fiscal Policy

Depailme t will send out administrative instructions for making application ,

under the Act. In the meantiie, questions or comae

Article 3 should be addressed to Walter F. Denham,

Support Services at (916) 322-2508. Questions or c

of'Article 2 should be addressed to RRbert Age

Planning and Analysis Unit at (916) 322-164'5:
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. COORDINATED SCHOOL-BASED PROGRAMS (Article 3)

It is important to'recognize that under.Article 3 the application process .

used by the di>tprict to receive the,funds from the Article 3 sOerces is

unchang0. ,Any stUdent tpst data or language data or other data previously

requifed in.making applia.iiion for funds is still r4quired. Further, the.

reqUiteffients-or aptiodsrhat a:school district has in allocating funds to a

schdol,remain the same.*, What may be different under Article 3 is the use of

Xhe funds at a achool after they have been allocated ta the school.'
-r

Article 3 applies to schools that receive funds from one or more of the

following: '
...«

,

School Improvement Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 52000)

7 of Part 2a

,

Economic Impact Aid-
State Compensatory Education.

-Miller-Unruh Reading

1

Chaptet 4 (commencing with Seátion
. of Part 29

:f

Chapter 2 (commencing,with Section
Speciatistsà 'of Part 29 -

Gifted and Talented Education.. Chapter 8 (commencing
of Part 28

4

Chapterj (commencing with
of Part 30

'School Site Special Education .

Conser;ation Education

-

School Staff Development
Programs

Classroom Instructional TV

. Career Guidance C)nters .

New Careers . ,

Cadet Carps . .

with

. Article'4 (commencing.with
of,Chapter 4 of Part 6

Acticle.1 (commencing with Section444670)
of Chapter 3.1 of Part 25

54000)

54100)

Section 52200)

Section 56000)

Section 8750)

. Article 15 (commencing with,SectiOn 51870)
of ChaOter,5 Of Part 28

. Article 2 (commencing with Section 52340)
of-Chapter 9 of Part 28

. Article 5 (commencino with SectiOn 44520)
of Chapter 3 of Fart '25

. Chapter 1 (cOmmencing with Section 500). of
Part 2 of Division 2 Of the Military and
Veterans Code

*There is a.pOssible interaction with federal funds under ESEA Title I, or
PL 947142, that will be mentioned later.

-5-
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Both district-level and school-level affirmati/e decisions are necessary to

use the provisions of Article 3. At the district level, the governing board

decides to.allow a school to apply under Article 3. At the school level, a

school site council decides ii wishes to apply. Application is made by the

school, through the district, to the State Board of Education.

The steps are:

1. Local board deciding to allow participation
2. Informing the school community
3e Establishing a school site council
4. The council choosing to participate

-5. Developing,the school plan
6. Local board approval of the plan and submission to the state

7. Review and approval by the State Board of Education-

1. Local Board Deciding to Allow Participation

The first step in making application to participate under Article 3 is
consideration by the local governing board. If after consideration the
board decides it Will invite schools to participate, It establishes
policies and procedures to guide the distribution of information and the
formation of schobl site councils. The length and specific content of
these policies and procedures are optional for the board (assuming they
Ad consistent with the provisions of Article 31.

2. -Informing the.School Community

When the local board decides to allow partichmtioni it must provide
information concerning school-rhased coordination to the prinCipal of
every school that the board wishes to consider:for participation under ,

Article 3. The principal must share this information with teachers,
other school personnel, parents, and, in secondary Schools, students.

3. Establishing a School Site Council

P ior to the development of a plan under" Article 3, there must be a
school site council. Any school now operating under School Improvement
or having a council which meets the membership requirementa of School .

Improvement also meets the Council requirements of Article 3. In this

case, tht existing council automatically becomes the required council.
If no such council already exists, the local board must ensUre that all
interested persohs, including but not limited to the principal, teachers,
other school personnel, parents, and, in,Secondary schools, students,
have an opportunity to meet in public to establish the council. Member-

ship selection must be done by peers--students selected by students,
parents or other community members selected by parents, teachers selected
by teachers, other school personnel selected by other school personnel.

-6-
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At any elementary sctiool: .

,

a. Half the members must be parents or other community members.

b. Half the membership must be school staff, including the principal,
teachers, and other school personnel. , A majority of this half must
be teachers.

At any secondary school:

a. One quarter of the membership must be parents.

b. One quarter of the membership must be students.

c. Half the membership must be schoorstaffp including the principal,
teachers, and other school personnel. A majority of this half must
besteaChere.

Any other school-level coMmittee or council required by law must be
maintained and perform its mandated functions. Any state-required
advisory committee_or council, however, may 'elect to designate the school
site council to function as that advisory committee or council for all
purposes required by state statute oi regulations for a period of up to
two years. Any advisory committee or douncil required by federal statute
or regulation must be maintained and-may not have the school site council

perform its functions.

4 The Council Choosing to Participate

After the local board indicates that it will allow a school to partici-
pate under Article 3, a school site council is formed if one does not
already exist. The council's first step is to consider whether or not it

wishes to participate. If it does, the council, under'such policies is
have been adoptedby the board, must first choose which of the fundsthe
school has been allocated from the 11 sources it wishes to include in its
school-based coordinated program. It may choose only one, certain ones,

or all.

It may be that dile or more of the funding sources to be included is
presently used only in certain grades. .(The Most common exampleS of this
are School Improvement for.kindergarten through grade three only or'State

Compensatory Education for only some grades.) The council may choose to
operate under Article 3 only'for those grades or to include all grades in
the school in'its Article 3 participation.

If the council previously existing as a K-3-school site council under
School Improvement chooses to include all grades under Article 3, it must
then be reformed so that parents and stiff representing all grade levels
select the members who will develop the school plan under Article 3.

-7-
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" 5. Developing the School Pl n

'Once the council hat ide tified the funding sources and the grade levels
to participate, it must velop a school programhplan, including budget-
'ing the funds for all sou ces that are included under Artiele .3.. If

there is already a compre ensive School program plan for. the school, itJ-

may bemodified as-needed to meet the requirements of-Article 3..

The plan must include:

a. Curricula, instructionS1 strategies and laterials responsive to- the
tndividual needs and learning styles of each pupil.

b.. Instructional and auxiliary _services tirmeet the special needs of
non-English-speaking or limited-English--speaking pupils, including
instruction in,a language these pupils understand; tducationally
disadvantaged pupils;,gifted and talented pupils; and pupils with-
exceptional. needs.

c. A staff development program for teacheri, other school personnel,
paraprofessionals, and volunteers.

d. Ongoing evaluation of the educational program of the school.

e. Other activities add objectives as established by the council.

f. 'The proposed expenditures of funds available to the school from the
funding sources the council chose to include in the coordinated
school-based program.

For funds used under Article 3, the irovisions of the funding source
statutes or regulations pre entirely repraced by the Article 3 require--
ments. The renuirements under Article 3 'pertaining to the individual
funding sources are:

School Improvement

The provisions of Article 3 completely replace the.provisions of
School Improvement. LT comparing Article 3 with'School Improvement,
it,is clear that any school plan Vhich currently meets the,provisions
of School Improveient will also meet those of Article 3.

.Because the program developed under Article 3 may be for the total
school population, schools now funded'for K-3 only under School
Improvement may use those funds for the whole school program (all

.grade levels in the school). Articta 3 additionally provides explic-
itly that midi) schools will not lose their eligibility for School
Improvement expansion funding should such funds become available.

-8-
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Economic Impact Aid-State Compensatory-Education

Article 3 allows Economic Impact Ald (EIA) fund8 to be included in the
school-based coordinated program.' While the EIA,statute provides funds
to districts-under a single formula, the provisions,of'the Title 51
Administrative Code require the district po divide the funds into
EIA-State Compensatory Education (HIA-,SCE) and EIA-limited-English-
proficient (EIA-LEP) allocations p9 pchools. The requirements for
services to LEP students, however, ire contained in AB 507 (1980) and
are not affected by AB 777. None Of the requirements for serving LEP
students may.be removed or replaced when EIA-LEP funds are Coordinated,
under. Article 3. With this in-mind, EIA-LEP funds may be coordinated ;
under Article 3 if.EIA-SCE funds are also coordinated under Article 3.

When EIA-SCE funds are coordinated under Article 3, however, the
provisions of Article 3 completely replace the EIA-SCE provisions.
(NOTE: ESEA, Title I, requirements remain fully in effect. Further,
the use of SCE funds under Article 3 complicates the district's
allocation of both Title I-and SCE funds to schools. Because of the

-complications, the Department recommends not considering the use of
SCE funding under Article 3 prior to the 1982-83 school. year.) The

Department will provide further instructions,and advice in this arei
in the coming weeks.

State Compensatory Education funds may be included under Article 3 at
a ichool if, and only if, either:

-

a. 'There is açate funding (ZIA-LEP plus EIA-SCE) for disadvantaged
students fc1r75 percent of the students at the school (in the
grade levels th compensatory education programs), or

b. The total amount of EIA-LEP plus EIA-SCE and state and local funds
over and above the base funding at the school allocated for'educa-
tionally disadvantaged students equals 75 percent of the product
of the total school enrqllment (or the enrollment of those grades
with compensatory education programs) times the educationally,
disadvantaged per capita funding rate at the school. As an
exadple, assume 1,No students at a school with Elkfunds at the
rate of $500 allocated for 600 educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents, giving $300,000 total of EIA funds. As 75 percent times
1)000 times 000 equals $375,000, state.and local funds abox4 the
base totaling $375,000 minus $300,000 equals $75,000 would have to
be allocated`to the school to allow the State Compensatory Educe- .

tion funds to be coordinated under. Article 3. All or part of the
$75,000 could be other funds coordinated under Article 3. If less
than.173,000 were avatlable, the district would have to allocate
the difference.

.4 Miller-Unruh

The funds must be used to hire a reading specialist using the exist-
ing criteria for hiring. However, the role of the person hired is
then determined by the council as it develops 'the school plan under
Article

-9- 17
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-Gifted and Talented-Education.

The local board decides Whether and how much gifted and talented fund-
ing is allocated to the school, Once allocated tothe school, such
funds are budgeted by the council as it develops the school plan under
Article 3.. -Article 3 includes a provision that existing district
gifted and talented advisory committees be maintained.

Special Education

All the provisions of special education statutes stay intact under
Article 3 except that:

a. Resource specialist program services and designated instruction
andservices may be provided to pupils who have not been.identi-
fied aa'individuals with exceptional needs.

b. Programs for individuals with exceptional needs-must be under the
direction of credentialed special educatiOn personnel, but ser-
vices May be provided entirely by personnel not funded by special
education monies, provided that all services specified in the
indivklualized educapion program (IEP) are received by the Oupil.

The budgeting of special education funds is not affected by Article 3.
Rather, the Article increased flexibility in;the way both regular and
special education staff members are used- (There may:be some diffi-
culty 4n the more flexible provision of services, however, because of
the involvement of federal PL 94-142 funds. Because of this, the
Department recommends that such personqk continue to be used as they
are presently until clarification dan be obtained. The Department
will provide further instruction And advice in the coming weeks.)

Conservation Education

Nes Careers

School Staff Development'(AB 551, Article 1

Classroom Instructional TV

Career Guidance\Centers*

Cadet Corps

Other providions of Article 3 affecting the development of the school
plan are:

1

The district allo...

dates funds to the
. schools according to

the provisions of the
funding source. The
funds are then,used
under the provisions
of Article 3.

a. If the school site'council chooses to include EIA funds in its
coordinated prOgram, it must consult with any school bilingual
advisory committee required by raw prior to submitting its plan to
the local governing board. If the bilingual advisory committee

*There are no funds available for Career Guidance Centers at this time.

-1 0- 18
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objects to the plan, written copies of the comarttee's objections
must be attached to the plan when it is submitted.. Deciaiona of the
school site council and.the local governing board are nonetheless
final concerning what is'submitted to the State Board of Education
for its review and approVal.

b. Article 3 allows the council, as part of its school plan, to request
released time not to exceed eight days for each participating staff
member during the regular school year to advise students or conduct
staff development programs, with the district receiving full average
daily attendance reimbursement for those days. As Article'3 covers
the entire school program, staff in all grade levels may be included
regardless of the allocations of funds to the school (e.g., School
Improvement for kindergarten through grade three only).

c. In the preparation df the coordinated school program plan, the school
site council day request, under Article 2 of the Act, to waive all or
part of any section of the Education Code with certain limited
exceptions. These exceptions are noted in Part II of the semorandum.

6, Local Board Approval of the Plan and SubmissiOn to the State

The school site council submits its recommended plan, including any
waiver request and any request for released time to advise Students or
conduct staff development,to the local board. The board revieWs and

approves or disapproves the plan. If approVing, the board submits the

plan to the State Board of Education; if disapproving, the.board
communicates specific reasons for its disaPproval to the council, after
which the council alters the-plan in response to.the reasons for its
disapproval and subMits it againto the board.

7. .Review and Approval by the State Board of Education

The State Board of Education reviews and approvesbr disapproves the-
coordinated school-based plan. The review cateria will be based
entirely on the provisions of the Act and any regulations which may be .

adopted. Also, there will be program quality and fiscal reviews very
similar to prograM reviews currently conducted for schools receiving
School Improvement; ESEA, Title I; or ETA-SCE funds.

In line with current practice:districts are encouraged to form consortia,
for conducting program reviews of educational programs utilizing consoli-
dated application funding or for providing program-development assistance
and reviewing school site plans, or -both. Details of consortia formation
are containe4 in the Assistance Guide for Forming a Consortium to Improve
School Programs.
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II. EDUCATION CODE WAIVERS (Article 2)

Increased flexibility for school programs using funds from the sources
covered by Article 3 is provided 'by that article. The School-Based Program

Coordination Act also inludes an Article 2 which allows for greatly
increased district and/or school flexibility for virtually all other Nitta

of the Education.Code.

Article 2 provides that a local governing board may request the waiver of

any section ofthe Education Code, apart from Article 3 or the section

pertaining to the funding source& covered by Article 3, with only two

specific limitations:

The identification and assessment criteria relating to Any
categorical aid pr4ram must be continued.

The emPloyee rights and school finance provisions specified in
Education Code Section 52033 must be.maintained.

The State Board of Education is required to grant the waiver unless it

specifically finds one of the following:

1. The educational needs of the pupils are noe adequately addressed.

2. The waiver affects a program which requires the existence of a

school site council and the school site council did not Approve the

request.
,

3. The appropriate advisory committee did not have an.adequate oppor-

tunity to review the request. Further, for a.request to waive a

requirement,pertaining to programa for limited-English-proficient'

students, the request did not include-ayritten summary bf
objections, if any, to the request made by the bilingual advisory

committee required pursuant to Section 52176.

4. pupil and teacher protection is jeopardized.

5. Guarantee of parental involvement is jeopardized.

6. The request would substantially increase state costs.

7. The exclusive representative of eiployees, if any, as provided in

Chapter 10.7 (commencing with Section 3540) of Division 4 of Title 1

of the Government Code, was not a participant in the development of

the vaiver.

Furthermore, a complete and documented waiver request is automai'ically

vroved for one year if it is not acted on by the State Board of Education

within two of its meetings following receipt.

DWC:cw

-12- 20



SB 1870

Juey 28, 1980, i4 a 4igni4icant date which kepusents

the signing oti Senate BLitt 1870, the Cati6oAnlit Ma4ten

Mtn Speciat Education, by Goven.no4 Bkown.. The taw

io5 consideted to be one o6.the monumentat pieces o6

Legistation o thiS decade. Untike pnevious spec-Lae

education tegiaathn, SB 1870 4.4 !tooted in the phito4ophy

that we wade the savices with the wi4dom and 6o4e4ight

that-each handicapped individuat ha4 a 41.Atulte in odic

6utune. They, too, have gigs. Section 56001 cite4 the

intents o6 the Legistatune, which wilt be teatized

thnoughout the state oi Catitionnia. A4 we Viain staii to

impteMent this bi.f.t, we muSt conatintty negect on the

intents o6 the Legistatuxe.

-13-
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ARTICLE I INTENT

56000. The Legislature funds and declares that all individuals
with exceptional needs have a right to participate in free appropriate
public education and that special educational instruction and services
for-these persons are needed in order to ensure them of the right to
an appropriate educational opportunity to meet their unique needs.

It is the intent of the Legislature to unify and improve special
education programs in California under the flexible program design of
the Master Plan for Special Education. It is the fUrther intent of the
Legislature to assure that all individuals with exceptional needs are
provided their rights to'appropriate programs and services which are
destgned to meet their unique needs under Public Law 94-142.

It is the-further intent of the Legislature that nothing in this
.part shall be construed to abrogate any right provided individuals with
exceptional needs and their parents or guardians under Public Law 94-142.

It is the further intent of the Legislature that the Master Plan"
for Special Education provide an educational opportunity for individ-
uals with exceptional needs which is equal to or better than that pro-
vided prior to the implementation of programs under this part, including,
but not limited to, those provided to individuals previously served in
a development center for handicapped pupil.

It is the intent ofthe Legislature that the restructuring of
special education be implemented in accordance with provisions of this
part during a two year transitionaj period commencing with fiscal year
1980-81, with full implementation to be completed by June 30, 1982.

56001. It is the intent of the Legislature that special education
programs provide all of the following:

(a) Each individuat with exceptionat need4 i4 a44uted an
education appnopniate to hi4 .on het need4 in pubticty 4uppotted.

pug/cam thnough comptetion Ofhi4 04 het pne4c/cibed coume o6 4tUdy
04 =tit 6uch time that he Oh 6he ha6 met p4o6iciency Atandarma
pkeisctibed punouant to Sectionis 51215 and 52326.

(b) Eatty educationat oppontunitie4'ane avaitabte to att
chitdnen betweeh the age4 o6 thnee and Outt. yean4 and nine month6 who
nequite 4.nten4ive 4peciat education mad 4env4.ce4.

(c) Eanty eduCationat oppontuni2ie4 may be made avaitabte
to chitdten youngen than thnee yean4 o6 age who nequite inten4ive
4pecia2 education and 4envice4 and 'thein panent4. -

(d) Any chitd youngen than 6oun yean4 and nine month4,
potentiat4 etigibte 6on veciat education 6hatt be a66on4ed the
putection4 ptovided by thi4 pant and by...Ode/cat taw commencing with
hi4 on hen ne6ennat 6on oeciat education inottuction and 6envice4:

(e) Each individuat with excepttonat need4 6hatt have hi4
on hen educationat goa24, objectiva, and 4peciat education and netated
4envice4 4peci6ied in a mitten individuatized education ptogkam.'

J



(6) Education pkogkams ake'pAovided undek an appkoved local

plan 6ok speciat education which sets 6okth.the etements 66 the p1Logkam4

in accokdance with the pk0vi4ionaid6 this patt.' This plan iok special

education shall be devetokd coopekativety with input 6kom the community

advisoky committee and appkopkiate kepkesentation 6kom speciat and

kegutak teachem and administkatou selected by the gkoups they kepke-'

sent to enAutte e66ective paktitipartion and communications.

(g) Individuals with exceptionat needs ake o66eted.speciat

assistance pug/Lams which pkomote maximum intekaction with the genetal

school poputation in a mannek which appkoptiate to the needs 06 both.

(h) Pupils be tkan4 6ekke4 out 06 Speciat education pkopanm
whet./ speciat education sekvices ake no 'Longa needed.

(i) The unnecessaty use. 06 &bets 4.6 avoided in pkoviding

speciat education and ketated sekvices 60k individuals with exceptionat

needs.

(j) Pkocedukes and matetials 6ok assessment and ptacement.06

indimiduats with exceptionat needs shag be setected and administeked4so

as not to be tacially, cuttunatty, ok"setuatty disckiminatoky. No single

assessment instnument shalt 6E the sole mite/Lion 604 detetmining place=

ment 06 a pupit. Such pkocedukes and matekiats lion assessment and ptace-

ment shatt be in the.individuat's mode 06 communication. Pkocedukes-and

matekiats 6ok use with non4nglish-speaking and timited-Engtish-speaking,
pupits aS de6ined in'subdivisions (d) and (e) 06 Section 52163, shag be

in the individuat's ptimaky tanguage. Att assessment matekiats and

ptocedukes shall be setected and adMinisteted puksuant to Section 56320.

(k)- Educational pkogkams ake cookdinated with pthek public

and pkivate agenCies, including pteachools,.child devetbpment pkogkams,

nonpublic, nonsectakian schools, kegionat occupational centeks and

pkogkams and postsecondaky and adutt pkogkams 6ok individuats with

exceptional needs.

(t) Psychological and health sekvices 6ot individual's with

exceptionat needa shatt be available to each school site.

(m) Continuous evaluation 06 the e66ectivene6s 06 these
speciat education pkogkame, by the school distkiet, special education

sekvices 'Legion, Oh county 066ice Ahalt be made to insuke the highest

qudtity educational 066eking6.

(n) Appkopkiatequati6ied sta66'ake emptoyed, consistent

with cke entiating kequikements, to 6ul6i22 the kesponsibitities 06 the

local ptan and that poSitive e66okts to emptoy quati64.ed handicapped

individuats ake made.

(0) Regutak and speciat eucatiLon peksonnel ake adequately

pupated to pkovide educationat instkuction and sekvices to individuats

with exceptional neede.

-15-
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OVERVIEW OF SB 759

FOUr. Major Parts of SB 1870

Program Mandates

Includes all requirements of PL 94-142,'referral, assessment, Individu-
.

arized Education Program (IEP) development. Descriptive of program options -
spedial c)asses, Resource Spetialist Program (RSP), Designated Instruction
and Services (DIS) and nonpublic schools. ,Includes discription of program
speciNalists and regionalized services.

Entitlements

Methods and formulas used to determine the level of funding agencies
are entitled to. Includes description of funding for Instructional
Personnel Services(IPS) units. Funding caps (service proporttons),
support services ratio, regionalized srvices, etc.

4

It was an attempt for the first time to.have entitlements based on
each Local Education Agency's (LEA) own needs. Always before, a statewide
average was used.

Revenues for Special Education from Five Sources

1. Federal (PL 94-142) entitlements

2. Revenue-limits per ADA,for special classes

3. Calculated general -fund contribution

4. Property taxes assigned (counties only)

5. Special education allowances

Expenditures

The actual cost'of the program needed to meet the mandates and provide
an appropriate program for-all handicapped individuals.

PROBLEMS WITH THIS SYSTEM IN 1980/81:

1. Very few in state understoo'd how the funding systemworked and its
relationship to the program and the mandates.

2. Forms used to assure entitlements were very late in development.

3. As a brand new sysiem it was higlity confUsihg.

4. Most important of_all, the revenues needed for the entitlements were
underestimated by about 120 million dollars.

-16- 2.4



What did the L6gislature do about this?

1. Through SB 639 they appropriated,$30 million of additional state
funds to help eover the deficit.

2. Decided to pass a bill that would eliminate or at least greatly
reduce the deficit.

What was the result?

1. SB 769

2. Attempts to remedy tile situation by reducing the entitlements.

3. It is an entitlement reduction bill. It didn't add any revenues,
and it eliminated almost no program mandates.

What about the effect on the expenditure or costs?

1. That problem was left uP to the LEA. if costs exceed the revenues,
then lEA's must make it up from additional general funds.

DESCRIPTiON OF SEVERELY HANDICAPPED AND NON-SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

Severelv Handicapped (aS defined by Education Code Section_56030.5)

Disability must be "profound."

Disability must be one of the following:

Autism
tlindness
Deafness
Severe Orthopedic Impairments
Serious Emqtional Distrubance
Severe Mental Retardation
Individuals who would have been in Development Centers

-17-



1. Definition has fiscal effect in three ways, so it is Very important
to define units correctly..

* P

(a) Different support ratio funding for severely and non-severeTy
handicapped.

(b) Different-aide funding for sevenely and'non-severely handicapped
. .

units.
A

(c) Different level of extended year.fpnding for severely and non-
-, severely handicapped.

,

2. 'Why the Legislature differentiated between severoly and non7severe1y
handicapped:

(a) Basically the sOecial education community was able to convince
the Legislature that programs for severely handicapped should
be protected from some of the cuts in entitlements.

(b) An example is the'support ratio squeeze. .Could have cut across
the board at a lesser level and gOtten the same fiscal sayings.
However, they decided tO cut non-severely handicapped more
dnastically.

3. Intent of the Legislature was to Pave severely handicapped affect only
special day classes, but the way it is written it affects all IPS units.

4

4. In the instructiAs on J-50 forms are definitions for each of the three
"settings:

(a) Special 'classes:

A class eprolling'at least 2/3 of pupil's defined as severely
Thandicapped.

OR
b

If less than 2/3 must be able to demonstrate that the severely
handicapped pupils in that class result in the need for extensive
additional stoport above that in non-severely handicapped special
classes.

) (b) DIS:

Caseload must consist of at feast 2/3 severely handicapped as
defined in the bill.

(c) Resource specialist:

ProgrammatiCally we do not believe that you could define a resource
spetialist program IPSunit as severely handicapped.

-18-
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Specia3 cautidn:

(a). Legislative staff and control agencies wifl be looking very
closely at the nuNher of IPS units that are classified as severely
handicapped throughout the state. The Department will be doing
some projections to compare with at P-1. If it comes in inordi-
nately high, I'm sure the Legislature will take immediate action.

THE EFFECT OF SB 769 ON KEY AREAS

The major reduction in entitlements is from the following:

GROWTH RESTRICTIONS AND DISINCENTIVES
1

SUPPORT SERVICES REDUCTIONS

AIDE REDUCTIONS

EXTEND6 SCHOOL YEAR REDUCTION

GROWTH RESTRICTIONS

Overall Growth

Limits growth of Instructional Personnel'Ullits in an LPA to 50%'of the
difference between where it was in 1980/81 and where it could be at full
funding (10% cap provisions),

Class Loading

Requires that if
must operate IPS
the plan.

Thus if you want
be 9.

an. LEA wants to grow (within the 50% requirement), you
units at certain averages either in the LEA or across

to grow in special classes, prior semester average must

In resource specialist and DIS, prior semester averige must be 22.

In addition to prior semester averages, you.must have pupils above the
average to fill newunits - need 6 for special class, 16 for DIS and

, resource specialist.

,



Growth Disincentives

In order to discourage growth in DIS, any new DIS unit added after
1980/81 onli receives 50% of newly calculated and squeezed support ratio.

SUPPORT SERVICES REDUCTION

.Recalculatton

1. All LEA's will need tb recalculate their support ratios:

(a) The,bill requires that all LEAs limit their indirect cost
4%.

(b) It mandates that you deduct any regionalized service costs
(including program specialists) that you incurred in 1979/80.
(Clarifies that this deduction is for both Master Plan'and
non-Master Plan entities in 1979/80. Maximum deduction ft. .

$30.00.)

(c) Requires that'you deduct any tuition paid in 1079/80 that 'was
not paid in 1980/81.

(d) When these deductions are made, you will be allowed to also
reduce your general fund contribution..

(e) All this will require the statewide average to be recalculated.

Squeeze

1. These newly calculated support'ratios will be subject to a squeeze.

(a) This squeeze results in fhe most significant reductions of
entitlements in the bill. -

2. Severely Handicapped Instructional Personnel Service Units

(a) If the support services ratio for the district or county is
greater than 1.5 times the statewide average, it shall be
reduced to 1.5 times the statewide average for 1981/82, aryl

,shall remain fixed in subsequent years:

(b) If the support services ratio for the district or county is at
or below 1.5 times theastatewide average, it shall remain
unchanged for 19$1/82 and in subsequent years.



Non-severely Nandjcapped Instructional Personnel Service Units

(a) If the support services ratio for the district or county is°
greater than 1.5 times the statewide average, it shall be reduced
to 1.5 times the statewide average in 1981/82, and in subsequent
years shall be reduced by 0.1 until it reaches 1.15 times the

statewide average.

(b) If the supp9rt services ratio for the district or county is less
than 1.5 times the statewide average, but greater than the
average, the ratio shall be reduced by 0.1 in 1981/82 and in

subsequent years until t reaches the statewide average.'

(c) If the support services ratio for fhe district or county is less
than the.statewide average, it shall remain fixed for 1981/82
and for subsequent years.

4. Any district or county officethat did not Kaye a suppoit services
ratio shall have an average ratio. (EC 56737 (b)(4))

-'
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EXAMPLES OF SUPPORT SERVICE

RATIO SQUEEZE

Estimated Statewide Average

150% of Statewide Average

District A

Prior Year Recalculated iiatio

1981-82 Ratios

Severely Handicapped

Non-Severely Handicapped

District B

Prior Year Recalculated Ratio

1981-82 Ratios

Severely Handicapped

Non-Severely,Handicapped

District C

Prior Year Recalculated Ratio

1981-82 Ratios

Severely Handicapped

Non-Severely Handicapped

52.17%

78.27%

85.32%

78.26%'

78.26%

77.00%

77.00%

67.00X

55.50%

(7.06)

(7.06)

(10.00)

55.50%

52.17% (3.33)



Severely Handicapped

AIDE REDUCTION

1. No fiscal or program change.

Non-Severely Handicapped Including RSP

1. fiscal change:

(a) District is entitled to a unit rate of 85% of prior year unit
)rate. Note: Prior year unit rate is based on 1979/80 full-time
equivalency or six hours, whichever-is greater.

(b) The effect is t6 reduce aide hours by 15% of the entitlement
in:SB 1870.

2. Program change:

(a) In 1980/81 all resource specialists were required twhave an
aide.

(b) Under SB 769 only 80% are required to have aides.

EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR REDUCTIONS

Applies to extended year just completed, as well'as in the future.

Severely Handicapped

1. No changes.

Non-Severely Handicapped

1. 85% of full-time equivalency Qf aide.

2. .6 or 60% of calculated unit rate.

3. 50% of new recalculated support ratio (after squeeze).



OTHER REDUCTIONS

,Program Specialist and Regionalized Services

.1. Changes mandate for program specialists from 1 per 560 handicapped '

individuals to 1 per 850. Reduces funding from SB 1870 entitlement

from $63.00 per handicapped individual to $44.00.

For regionalized services, reduces funding in LPA from $30.00_per

handicapped individual to $25.00.
. -

Prior Year Balances

1. Requires that when you compare the revenues you receive under SB 1870

and your 1980/81 expenditures, if revenues exceeded expenditures you

must count this' excess as income in 1981/82. (Currently this only

applies to this one year.)

Inflation Factor Reduction

1. Reduces 6% ',inflation factor in AB 777 to 5%.

Transfer of Programs

If programs are transferred from districts to counties or districts to

districts, State Superintendent must approve, and if there is an addi-

tional cost to state, istrict transferring program ust reduce revenue

limits accordingly.

Transfer of transportation to County Office

State Suilrintendent must give approval - only may approve if less costly

to the state or there is a reduction -in total mileage.



OTHER AREAS OF INTEREST

Infant Program

1. Programs that operated in 1980/81 must continue., Additional DIS
units are available if in 1981 you were at or above 10% caps or
specific setting cap.

Nonpublic Schools

1. All new placements must be reviewed by local board.

2. Any placement that is 100% above special class cost must be reported
to the Superintendent of Public Instruction.'

New Placements of Individuals that Cost Mot4e than $20,000

1. Must be reported to State Superintendent for recommendations.

EFFECTIVE DATES OF SB 769

Entire Year

1. Recalculation of support ratios - including 4% cap on indirect
charges.

2. Support ratio squeeze.

3. Growth limitations aneclass loading requirements.

4. New DIS units above 1980/81 levels only receive 50% of recalculated
support ratio.

5. Use of 1980/81 ending.6alancek as income for 1981/82.

.6. Infant allocation of additional DIS units.

7. Program specialist and regionalized services funding costs.

8. Severely handicapped section.

.9. Extended year provisions.

10. Change in reiource specialist aide mandate.

11. 85% funding for non-severely handicapped and resource specialist



january 1, 1982

41. Transfer of program or transportation.

2. *Waiver of loading requirements for sparsely populated LPA.

3. Requirement to report to focal board all new nonpublic school

placements.

4. Requirement to report to the state all new placements exceeding

a cost of $20,000.

5. Section on reporting those nonpublic school placements that exceed

by 100% the cost of a special class placement in the'LEA.

(The section that requires future contracts for these pupils to

not exceed the inflation rate for special education will not take

effect until 1982/81.)

, 6. Specified protections for rights of certificated employees if local

plan is reorganized.

California State Department
of Education, 1981.



COORDINATION & INSERVICE
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Coordination -- Inservice Workshops

The Resource Specialist shall demonstrate the following skills, knowledge and performance competencies;
coordinate special education inservice workshops and workshops fbr staff and/or parents.

CONTENT AU-IVITY MEDIA HANDOUTS

Discuss the myriad of activitiet:....J-Worksrop Asumption Inventory
that could be called inserviCe; ---Use as springboard activity
i.e., one-to-one teacher consul, to-generate discuSsion and
tation, small groups, etc. clear away preconceived ex,

pectations re: workshopl.
'Discuss the role of the Resource
Specialist in inservice and ---%Bral-nstorm ideas for gathering
staff development--also other needs assessment data. De-

1 local and state services.
. .velop-a workshop or inserVice

op activity for presentation at
Discuss how adults learn. In- their_local site. Design an

evaluation format for presen-
ting,outcomes to group.and
sharing ideas, content, etc.

clude content on workshops ftom
White.& Blackburr already in

. your files.

A-Add any services local to your
area on the sheet for parent
resources.

Transparenties
# 9 through # 16

Inservice Planning Shec

Workshop Elements

Activities Booklet

Adults and Effective
Workshop

Checklist and inservice
planning sheets

3 6
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INSERVICE TRAINING

As the resource specialist viorks to effect.change, he/she may discover
some needs for group inservice training for members of the school staff., In
meeting training demands, the resource.specialist should provide a brief
overview of the inservice.education goals and techniques.

. GENERAL AIMS OF INSERVICE TRAINING

There are three general aims or purposes for inservice training.
1. Orientation or awareness sessions--The goal of this type of session ts

to have participants obtain greater awareness of a product, an idea,
or an approach. An example would be a presentation entitled "Overview
of the Master Plan for Special Education," delivered to school and
community members. Awargness programs are impokant, because changing
attitudes may be the best step towards changing technique.

2. Knowledge or skill trainingThis type of training is designed to in-
crease the participants' skirl or knowledge in implementing a particular
technique. "Writing an Instructional Plan" could be the title of a
skill training session for special'education personnel.

3. Observable change in professional functioning--The emphasis of this type
of training is visible change and growth in the participants' on-the-job
functioning. This type of training occurs when the trainer supervises
And assists in the implementation of behavior management techniques in
the trainee's classroom'.

Resource specialists may be involved in developcng and implementing,
all of these types of inservice training for special education, regular
education, and parents. .

METHODS OF PROVIDING.INSERVICE TRAINING

In general, all activities of school personnel which result in con-
tinued-professional growth are considered to be inservice education.
Workshops, conferences, institutes, college courses, visitations, and self-
contained packages are among the various forms of inservice education; each
one differs in the degree of,learner and presenter participation. Visitations

are almost entirely participant-oriented; conferences, institutes, and work-
shops may use a wide variety of particinant-instructor involvement ratios.
Each wou111 also make use of the following methods:
1. Lecture--The lecture is usually the most frequently used method for

providing inservice education. The presenter delivers the message,
while the audience sits and listens for vary* periods of time. The
lecture may be enlivened by the use of demon§trations or visual aids,
such as films or slides. In general, lectures are probatily the least
effective means for engendering.professional improvement, although they
can be used effectively for awareness purposes.

2. Small group sessionsSmall groups can increase the feeling of safety
and willingness to take risks by the participants. Partidipants can
indicate if they are experiencing difficulties, and there is enough



flexibility to allow feelings to be discussed. In addition, the small
group'allows for cooperative learning. The small group.experience can
be especially iMpvtant during a conference and institute. Individuals
can tise the small group for individual questioning, idea sharing, and
mutual support. Itmay also become a relevant peer group for One's
commitment to action.

,Small groups-can beused for a variety of activities. Among these are:
a) Discussions--This technique can be used for developing awareness or for

summarizing a learning*experience. The group discussion centers'around
a particular content area and may be used to allow the participants to
explore their attitudes, opinions, and experiences.' The discussion
leader.can usually develop discussion by asking participants substantive
questions and the reasons for their particular statements.

b) Actual practice with the content,of instruction--Actual practice with
instructional content leads to the development of small ,group tasks.
These tasks provide for active learning on the part of participants and
must be planned so that they can be accomplished in the time allotted
(from 10 to 30 minutes), and tmmediate feedback can be provided.

,c demonstration--When materials are not generally available for practice
and implementation in small groups, demonstrations can be an effective
alternative. They can be particularly useful for awareness and pre-trial'
evaluations of new materials and techniques.

) Instructional games--InstruCtional games present a structured activity
with established rules. Two or more participants interact to achieve
clearly designated training objectives.

e) SimulationS--A simulation presents a simplified model Of the'real world.
Participants may be involved in decision-making or problem-solving roles
under sriecified conditions.

Role-playing is a type of simulation. It normally involves unrehearsed
dramatization presented before a group. A discussion Usually follows <

the performance, in order to fully analyze the situation and behavioral
variables. Most role-playing situations involve problems centering
around people, their actions, and attitudes.

Braitistorming can be considered 0 pseudo-simulation. A problem is
specified to which the participant must react. Simulations yield repli-
cable results; however, the results of brainstorming vary depending on
the participants and local demands.

Simulation games--Simulation games provide a combidation of games and
Simulations.4 Decision-making and real life elements are combined, with
definitions and rules for inteiaction.

g) Card sOrt--A card sort involves sorting,a deck of preparedcardsAnto
prescribed patterns. Examples of such patterns are sorting into a
hierarchy of importance, sorting into a sequence of steps, or. sorting ,

into specified Categories-.
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Some basic principles for the effective use of small groups at con-
ferences are:

1) Choose your group leaders carefully. Their skill at facilitating someone
else's learning is more'important than their expertise in the skill or
idea being taught.

The ideal size for a small .groUp seems to be between 5 and 10. LeSS than
five.seems to make the participants feel uncomfortable. More than 10
becomes cumbersome and slows the process.

Except at times when the conference proceis Calls for a teom interaction,
assign People to small 'groups with people other than those from their own
diStrict or school if possible. This seems to foreStall the natural ten.-'
dency of persons of.lesser status to defer to people of higher status in
their diStricts.

When Oppropriate to the content being presented, ask all of the nom-
teaaer members of the group to assume the role of the teacher of o hypo-
thetical class--if this is the focus of the content being presented.

Don't switch people from one group td another once the groups hove begun.
It iS important that each group assumereSponsibility for,its own success
as a group. If Ycw step in and remove dr add people to a group that has
already begun to operate, yoir threaten thit process.

After you have made it clear that you and the'presenter(s) are available
at any time for-further infOrmation or clarification, stay:out of the
small groups unless specifically invitedto come in. Group process.seems
tostop when an "outsider" tomes in, even if the outsjder's presence is

. well-intemped,

) Keep others from entering the small groups. This can be especially hard

ingv!Siting
firemen" who.simply want to get an idea df how things are

PLANNING. INSERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

-1. Determining a need for inservice programs. The first step jn developing'
an Anserwice program is assessing the target population's training need.
'A resource specialist may receive individual requests for inservice pro-
grams, but before she/he initiates implementation,,she/he may wish to
aetermine how general.the need for a particular topic is.

The resource specialist can obtain information about training needs of
the school in several ways. She/he may canvass the administration,
department heads, and teachers for an indication of general faculty needi
individually' or at meetings. She/he may distribute a survey or preference
scale to area teachers with the returns analyzed for high priority,
topics. .

Direct"discussions may not be feasible, but a coordinating body or task
force made up of representatives from various content areas and special-
ized services could joint19 develop inservice programs. This group could

,
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collect requests from school staff, parents, students, and community
groups, determine which needs are most immediate, develop associated
training objectives, and seek out the most appropriate source for pro-
viding thellikessary training.

2. Determinia4 content areas. Probably the most immediate result of a needs
susrvey will be the determination of high priority content areas. For
example, it may be determined that awareness level training on special.
education services available to children with exceptional ,needs is needed
by parents and community agencies. Teachers and other specialists may
have needs in the area of implementing specialized techniques.

3. Ceveloping objectives. Once the basic areas of insgrvice training con-
tent have been determined,'a critical first step in'planning is the ,

developMent of objectives. These objectives'should be competenc9-based,
stated in terms of the resulting desired behavior of the partici- .

.pants with evaluation criterja. .

If the group to be trained is small enough, the participants may actually
set the objectives themselves. If the resource specialist decides on
this approach; there may be a greater pay-off in participants' commitment
to achieve the objectives.. The presenter should be aware, however, that
participants have to be motivated to set their Own objectives and that
they are likely to need guidance and encouragement.

4. Selecting'and scheduling activities. After objectives tiave been estab-
lished and a general timeline for all planning, implementing and evalu,
ating activities has been determined, the actual activities need to be
selected and scheduled. An analysis of the objectives should result
in an appropriate selection of associated methods of delivery, such as
lectures, panel, demonstration, small groups, etc. The medium used needs'
to be determined by the message to be.conveyed. Once the activities have
been determined, the human and material resources can be selected. The
need for presenters, panel members, and group,leaders can be decided upon.
The effectiveness of using audio-visual aids, such as videotapes, film-
strip$, slides, tapes, transparencies, chalkboards, or flip charts can be
determined and their preparation included on the timeline. Learning
activities and tasks can be designed, if needed for the learning process.

5. Conducting the inservice program. Tips for smooth implementation include:.

a) Use handouts as a resource and reminder of essential information and
activities.

b) Adhere to the time schedule.
c) Allow participants'opportunities to discuss and apply new information

and skills.,
d) If learning activities are used, arrange for sufficient assistance

until all participants have completed the activity to their satis-
faction.'

e) Provide immediate feedback to participants regarding their success in
the learning activities.

f) Involve the entire staff in inservice education--principals, counsel-
.ors, teachers. They will be able to form their own support and re-
source groUps at the local school later.



g) Remember that administrative support is essential and can add
authority to your program.

h) Plan for additional support after the training, such as presen=
tation summaries, related bibliographies, lists of resources and
materials, and referrals to resource personnel and programs.

i) Jry to arrange for a comfortable, quiet setting for conducting the
program.

j) arefu ly schedule your program sp that its timing is convenient in
of the school year, month, week, and day.

7. Evalu ting the program's effectiveness. Evaluation is essential for
determining whether the program has met its objectives for the partici-
pants' knowledge or skill and for improving the content and delivery
of the program. Evaluation forms can be developed scr.that both aims can
be reached. A pre/post self-evaluation of knowledge or ability on the
objectives can be included, for evaluating participants' growth in these
areas. Inaddition, participants can be asked to rate the activities,
content, and structure.of the prograt on their value and interest.
Summarizing this data can provide information on whether the program's
objectives have been realized and whether it is productive and .satisfying
to ttie participahts.

A good technique for the design of future inservice programs can be the
inclusion of a needs assessment in the evaluation process. 'This may in-

volve the additional question, 'What further inservice programs would you
be interested in attendin" in the evaluation form.

SAMPLE INSERVICE PROGRAMS CONDUCTED BY RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

As a general guideline for beginning the school year at a school with
a-new Resource Specialist Program, a resource specialist may wish to list
all persons who need to be informed about the program either at the beginning
of the school year or over the summer and develop activities and a timeline
for establishing contacts. The following aaivities might be included; their
sequence would vary according to situational demandt.

1. Meet With the principal to discuss the programs and needed.training for
faculty.

2. Hold meetings to describe program to curriculum area or grade level
teachers. (Invite teachers to visit the program.

3. Publicize and hold meetings to describe the program to Community, parents,
dand learners. Announce the program through letters to the community.
Encourage visitations. Hold speeches at organizational meetings.

4. Hold organizational meeting with special education staff and principal.
5. Hold meeting to describe program to parents and learners in the program.
6. Contact community agencies to plan ancillary services.
7. Meet with teachers of learners in the program to interpret the individual

needs of learners.
8. -Meet with psychologists, social workers, counselors, vocational staff

.who may be involved to describe the needs of students.
9. Meet with aides and tutors to describe the individual needs of learners

and to explain appropriate methods for instruction.



A brochure, handout, or newsletter can be helpful in providing,initial
information about the Resokoce Specialist Program and services to school,
staff. A Master Plan bulletin board in the teachers' lounge can also serve
this purpose.

Adapted and reprinted from The Secondary ResoOrce Specialist in California:
Promising Practices, California Regional Resource Center, 1976.



Trainer Resource

ADULTS AND EFFECTIVE.WORKSHOPS

1. Adults are people who have a good deal of first-hand'experience. Some

have reflected on their experience and learned from it. Some have not.

Others have'changed their behavior without reflecting on their expferience,

and thus their words and actions are at odds. Most have learned by ex-

perience that their powers are limited; no longer do they expect the sand

fort to hold back the sea.
Effective workshops tap participants' experience as a major resource

for learning. Effective workshops are a source of new experience for

participants. Effective workshops help adults convert experience into

learning.

2: Adults are people who have.relatively large bodies subject to the stress

of gravitational stimuli. When they were younger, many adults slept

comfortably on hardwood floors. When they are older the floor is not so

comfortable. Most experience discomfort when they sit too long in hard

chairs. Chairs that are too short or too narrow are iiorse. Some adults

fall asleep in chairs that are just right.

Effective workshops have effective chairs or a good many'coffee

breaks.

3. Adults are people who have set habits and strong tastes. Many adults

need coffee in the morning; some in the afternoon. Some hate coffee

and get their caffeine from cokes or tea. Some would never touch caf-

feine, preferring health drinks instead. Some need to smoke; some insist

on no smoking. Some like spicy language; some are offended by profanity.

All find Yearning difficult when their habits and tastes are violated.

Effective workshops are sensitive to adult habits Snd tastes and

accommodate as many as possible.

4. Adults are people who have.some amount of pride. Although some are depen-

dent much of the time, all adults like to think of themselves as indepen-

dent some of the time. In military training the strong emphasis on de-

stroying independent judgment is strong proof that independence exists.

Workshops can be used to destroy independence and create people

who obey. Effective workshops develop greater abilities in self-direc-

tion and responsibility.

5. Adults are people with very .tangible things to lose. Effective work-

shops are concerned with gain, not with proving inadequacy.

Effective workshops aim for one hundred percent success. A

6. Adults are people who have developed a reflex toward authority. Some

4'buck.it. Some bow to it. Some relate to it as a resource. And some

just let it pass. When adults become their own,authorities, learning

power (radial energy) progresses geometrically.
Effective workshops make appropriate use of authority.

7. Adults are people who have decisions to make and problems to solve.

Many have the nostalgic idea of returning to school, of participating in

'pure learning. Few of them dO. Instead they go to movies or watch TV.

When they do go for learning, most are seeking help in solving prob7ems

or making decisions.
Effective workshops tend to be-both problem-centered and entertaining.
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8. Adults are people who havea great many preoccupations outside of a par-
ticular learning situation. People are animals who have uhusual diffi-

culty in focusing. Most adults have heavy-demands on their.time, greater
on some occasions than on others. Most have very real-life commitments.
Some adults are organized, some impatient, some overwhelmed.

Effective workshops are sensitive to their space in the adult world;
they are not hoggish. Effective workshops achieve a balance between
tight presentation and thelime needed'for learning integration.

9. Modern adults are people who are.bewildered by their options.
Effective workshops assist them in selection.

10. Adults are people who have developed group behaviors consistent with their
needs. Some are hostile, some helpful. Some are aggressive, some pas-

sive. Some are defensive, some open. Most adults select from a range of
ready behaviors the one that seems best calculated to meet their needs in
a given situation.

All have needs. All attempt to have those needs met by the group.

Some are more successful than others. All are sucèessful to the degree
allowed by the group. All behaviors are reciprocal. Some behaviors help
the group, others hinder it.

Effective workshops concern themselves with the needs of their par.:

fticipants. Effective workshops attempt to meet those needs in ways that
are helpful to the group. Effective workshops are a blending of many
kinds of behavior.

11. Adults are people who have established emotional frameworks consisting of
veues, attitudes, and tendencies. All need emotional frameworks for

successful functioning. Some function successfully with their framework;

others do not. Some are aware of most of their framework. Most are aware

of only some of it.
Progress produces pressure for change. Some change is lifegiving.

Some change leads to despair. .All change is disorienting. Too much

change in too short a time'is destructive. The ability to change is
directly proportional to the degree of safety adults feel. Rhetoric and

argument do not produce change in the emotional framework. New.experiences
may.f' Values are the hardest to change. Emotional change does not neces-
sarily produce behavior.change, behavior change does not necessarily re-
quire attitude change.

Effective workshops assist adults in making behavior changes.
Effective workshops assist adults in becoming more competent. Iffective
workshops may assist adults in making changes in their emotional frame-.
works when there is a high degree of safety, mutual commitment, and choice.

12. Adults are people who have developed selective stimuli filters. People

. have at least five sensing systems. These systems are interrelated.

Stimuli bombard these interrelated systems. An experience is-composed of
at least one stimulus. It is difficult to isolate a stimulus. Most ex-

periences are composed of numerous stimuli. An environment is a space
that is experienced. Environments contain countless stimuli.

People respond to stimuli by "filtering" those which are distressing,-
unpleasant, etc. In short, most adults hear what they want to hear.

Effective workshops exert some control over stimuli. Effective
workshops focus on more than one sensing system. Effective workshops

penetrate the filters.
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13. Adults are people who respond to reinforcements. Most respond fiVorably
to positive reinforcement moit of the time. All require negative rein-
forcement some of the time. -Some require reinforcement more often than
others. ,Some reinforcements are insulting. Most reinforcement loses
effect with senseless repetition.

Effective workshops are built on appropriate.reinforcement.

14. Adults are people who need a vacation. All good adult educators know
this, and effective workshops accommodate it.

15. Adults are people who are supposed to appear in control and who therefore
display restricted emotional response. Many have long lost children
locked up inside them. The children may be delightful, or they may be
horrid.

Workshops are often environments in which the doors come unlocked.
Effective workshops do not add to the bars, neither do they pry open the
doors. ,Effective wbrkshops are prepared for emotional release if it
oceurs.

16. Adults are people who have strong feelings about learning situations.
Everybody comes from somewhere. That somewhere was either # good experi-
ence or a bad one. In it they either succeeded or failed. As a result,
most people have strong tendencies toward competition, cooperation, or
withdrawal. Most can develop good feelings about learning situations.

Effective workshops are filled with success experiences.

17 Modern adults are people who are secretly afraid of falling behind and
being replaced.

Effective workshops allow them to keep,pace and grow with con-
fidence.

18. Adults are people who can skip certain basics.' If they are about to build
a footbridge, adults may learh only the mathematical principles required
to build it. For adults, foundations for the future are often irrelevant
and unnecessary; the future fs now.

Effective workshops are not bound to -basics. Effective workshops
get on lith helping adults learn to cope with present problems. Effective
workshops are little concerned with remedial education.

19. Adults are people who more than once find the foundations of their lives
stripped away. The college dorm is not the same as the room back home.
Leisurely afternoons are burned away by the,riewborn baby. Jobs are lost.
Parents die. Ideals are tarnished. DivorCes occur. Bodies don't per-
form as they once did. Children leave home. The stock market crashes.
Responsibilities are taken away. Retirement becomes mandatory. Mates
die and leave them alone.

Effective workshops go beyond helping adults cope; they help them
leyn to live again.

, 20. Adults are people who can change. This is the prime'tenet of faith for °

effective workshops.

21. Adults are people who have a past. Their memories are'filled with regrets,
gUilts, and nostalgia for magic times. A few are blessed with accurate



memories. A few are blessed with insight.
Effective-workshops are concerned with developing new competencies;

the "why's" of the past are someone else's conceim. .

22. Adults are people who have ideas to contribute.

Reprinted from Plannihg, Conducting, Evaluating Workshops, by Larry Nolan
Davis and Eark&Callon, Ph.D.
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I. Initiation of An InserviCe Training Program for Teachers

A. Several-assumptions
N

.
.

1. Most teachers have experienced a wide variety oflattempts to in-
fluence them to change their perfbrmance or to improve themselves.

2. Many of these experiences have not appeared relevant to any felt

need of the teacher and have resulted in defensive attitudes.

3. Most teachers have participated in some of these activities and
have been disappointed by the-impracticality of the help offered.

4. Most teacheri who have attempted changes as a result of partici-
pation in inser4ice training activities have experienced frustra-
tion or lack of support at the moment of real risk, when the
changes are first being tried out. *If the effort does not resilt
in success, they either give up or accept a change that has

little significance.
5. Most teachers have experienced feelings of guilt after commit ing

themselves to "try something new" if they have then not folloOed

through. \ .

6. Most teachers have a number of other important roles in profes-

sional associations, as parents, as citizens, and as private per-

sons. These other roles compete for time and attention.

. TypicalW the stimulys to participate in inservice training is an
unwelcome imposition of authority or an inept invitation to vol-

anteer, with n previous involvement or warm-up opportunity to
explore the p9tentialitles of the training. ,

8. Education as profession has not developeCnorms or procedures
that support and reward participation in continuing education, as

one would find in medicine, industrial engineering, or even agri-

culture.

B. Implications of the assumptions for approaches to teacher involvement

1. Teachers need to be involved in the identification and ariicu-

lation of their own training needs whenever possible. This does

not mean they "know what they need" in all respects, but the

process of articulation, with resource help, is vigor way of

-- securing involvement and commitment to personal h effort.

2. Wherever possible, teachers should have an opportunity to taste

before commitment, to see or experience a sample of what the in-

service learning experiences would be like before they become

involved.
3. The relevance and feasibility of a particular learning program ot

innovation should be communicated as often as possible through

accepted peers or "persons like me", so that the natural defenses

of caution and distrust can be dealt with.

4. It should be clearly indicated at the very beginning that there

will be follow-up support available as part of the learning ac-

tivity.
5. Joint sanction and participation by key elements of the peer

culture, as well as administrative leadership, should be sought.

6. The administration should involve the teachers in establishtng a

mutually satisfactory time, place, and principle of funding for

the professional development activities.
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II. Identifying Appropriate Targets for Irmervice Education Programs

A. Assumptions -

1. Current inservice education is focused primarily on the teacher
as an individual and is seen as a continuing acquisition of
concepts and 'skills in anticipation of future use, much in the
pattern of pre-service professional training. ,Transfer of such
learning to the problems of daily classroom life and school
operation is minimal.

2, Major responsibility for inservice education has been delegated
to colleges and universities. This situation has accentuated the
isolation of the teacher's professional growth activities from
the realities and relationships of the school setting.

3. The professional development problems of teachers are not solely
matters of individual growth but must be seen in the context.of
a group process, of team relationships, of total staff development.

4. The development of an effective problem-solving team requires .

more than direct focus on the problem to be solved. Clarification .

of role relationships, the establishment of supportive group
norms, the gaining of skill in performing a range of functions
needed in effective group operation, the development of a cli
of openness, trust, and mutual support-4- these are learning
which requireinvolvement of the total team in the inservic
education program.

Improvement in education demands change in behavior on the
part of the teachers, rather than just the learning of
something new. Such changes are most -likely to come
through a process of problem solving in which the teacher
is centrally involved.

b. The change potential of a teacher is determined in part
by what he perceives to be the expectations of hls peers.

c. The effectiveness of change activities on the part of
teachers or teacher groups is enhanced if the sanctioners
(administrators, studenti\ parents,.school board members)
are involved as participants.

d. Vertical teams (selected representation from central admin-
istration, teachers, pupils).

e. Cross-sectional teams (elementary teachers, secondary
teachers, parents, students, administrators, supervisors).

f. Groups serving continuing functions within the structure
(administrative councils, research and developmental com-
mittees, curriculum councils).

5. Attention should also be directed towa*0 the personal develop-
ment needs of individual staff members.\ Appropriate opportuni-
ties should be provided for assessment and diagnosis, planning
of strategies, and pursuit of inservice growth activities ap-
propriate to the personal professional growth needs of the indi-
vidual.

6. A multiple entry strategy is indicated. The professional develop-
ment program should provide simultaneous opportunitits for staff
members to engage independently in personal growth activities.



They shpuld, in additiori, be able to join in rble clarification
and development activities with peers who perfom similar roles,
and to join with appropriate colleagues in cross-role team dN-
velopment efforts.

B. Implications of these assumptions about targets for a teacher
, education program

1. Most inservice education activities should be carried on within
a setting in which the people who work together have en oppor-
tunity to learn together. This is likely to be in the local
school building, within the school system, or in-a setting where
the apprOpriate staff members can retreat for concentrated work
together. It is not likely to be on the college campus.

2, Activities should be designed for and shoUld include such groups
as:

a. Teaching teams (two or more persons responsible for the
conduct of learning activities for a specific group of
students; included may be teachers, paraprofessionals,
student teachers or interns, volunteprs).

b. Special task force groups (teams created to work on
specific problems or individuals associated to support
each other in the pursuit of common interests).

c. School building staffs (including building admtnistrators,
teachers, special teachers, and service personnel).



Contributing to the development of these skills are arrayed a wide
assortment of inservice training activities, each of which may contribute
in its own unique wai:

1. School building faculty meetTngs focused on_professional problems.
The traditional school meeting is devoted to administrative matters. The

agenda is set by the principal, and the group norm against raising any
question that will prolong thepeeting is invoked. There is need to ex-
plore the possibility of brief but focused inservice educational projects
that might involve thirty to forty-five minutes of the meeting time. .

Principals may need to have available resource materials that will atsist'
them in conducting such meetings and directing them toward a sequential
learning experience for staff.

2. Principal-teacher consultation.
The use of the principal by the teacher as a resource person proviaes a
most effective opportunity for inservice education. The teacher needs
to know what kinds of resources the principal might contribute anigpow
to best work with the principal to take advantage of his resource%4P
The principal needs to develop 51(111 in sharing,his resources effectively.

3. Teacher cbnsultation with university-based resource persons.
University resource people are notorious "in and outers". Effective
utilization of the skills of the university-based scientist or educa-
tional specialist requires careful planning apd a measure of skill:
Orientation of the specialist to the kind of help needed, some opportunity
for free exchange of ideas, extension of the relationship:over a period
of time so that as attempts to apply are undertaken or new obstacles en-
countered, there can be some checking back with the original resource--
all are possible ingredients for the effectiVe use of the consultant.
Skill can,be developed and the process improved if it is a subject for
study in itself.

4. Building a temporary structure within the school system for support of
a particular action-research project.
The use of temporary structures involves organizing.in order to impleMent
a particular innovattm or change project. Such systems not only Contri-
bute to the realization of the goals of the chadge project;'they can also
be utilized to further the learning of the participants.

5. Utilization of a curriculum materials center for r6trieval of basic
research, innovations, and tools.
A most valuable inservice education activity occurs with staff involve-
ment in the retrieval process under the leadershtp of a curriculum mate-
rials specialist. Teachers may help in various ways: searching for
potentially useful materials; setting up schemes for classifying and
arranging them so that they may be accessible when needed; developing
evaluation or screening procedures; perfecting ways of arran§ing for the
most useful materials to get to the staff member most in need of them at
the proper time; and setting up procedures for retrieving from colleagues
materials andltools they have created or adapted $nd making thbm avail-

.
able to others.



6. Sessions for the sharing of 'practices.
Opportunities to share with colleagues, through,face-to-face discussion,
some of the innovative practices that particular teachers have developed
have proved to be stimulating and helpful. The sharing process can be
perfected in a number of ways, such as defining more exactly what kinds
of information.are helpful for a teacher wishing to adopt the practice,
presenting evidence regarding success oe failure of the practice, sharing
hunches about wpys a practice might be further improved or adapted to
othersituations. Some school systems have institutionalized these
sharing sessions, holding them once a month or building them into a

portion of each faculty meeting.

7. Clinic sessions with teachers from other systems.
Clinic sessions (periodic meetings of teachers associated with similar
change projects from different school buildings or school systems) pro-
vide opportunities for support and sharing of ideas often not,existent
within the normal school faculty-communication system. An esprit de
corps may develop among persons engaged in similar projects that results
in cortinuing interpersonal support and motivation. It appears that most
teachers are freer to share the problems and obstacles they face in
carrying through their change efforts and in receiving help if the per-
sons involved are not directly connected with their darto-day working
environment.-

8. Internship with other projects on a released-time basis (curriculum
projects, university-based development, or research activities).
During the past year, one school system has released' a high school
teacher to work with the Social Science Education Consortium in Purdue,
not primarily to further the teacher's graduate degree work but as an,
Internship program planned to feed back directly to the system. The
Ann Arbor school system regularly releases an outstanding elementary
school teacher for a year's internship with the University of Michigan's
teacher education program. The( released staff member serves on the
university faculty supervising Uudent teachers, assisting Wdth the
teaching of methods courses; and becoming involved in the variety of
program-planning,activities connected with the undergraduate teacher
training program. On completion of the year's internship,,the teacher
returns to the .public school classroom. Other arrangements involving
less of a total time commitmentcould also, be described, inctuding the
involvement of classroom teachers in field testing of materials in
Collaborative work with university based-curriculum development projects.,

. Sensitivity training laboratory.
Human relations sensitivity laboratories provide the participants with
opportunities to learn about themselves and about the.operation of
groups. Use of the "T group" or training group, in which no agenda is
provided and'no leadership or rules for operation are imposed, provides
an exciting opportunity for participants undee the direction of a trainer
to focus upon the processes that occur while the group is engaged in
ihteraction. Aspects of group behavior such as ;the development of norms,
patterns of influence, communication systems, and internal leadership
can be studied through such an experience-centered learning situation.
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10. .Colleqe class.

The more formal college class, possibly arraniged through extension pro-
cedures to be taught within the school setting.,..offers opportunity for
systematic review of theory and the' development of.concepts rel.ative to
particUlar aspects afthe school _program. Prequently some adaptation of
the course can be made so that it speaks more directly.to the particular
needs of the school System involved.

11. Membership on an inside-outside team responsible for developing change
strategies for the school or school system.
The University'of Wisconsin is experimenting with the,establishment of
Research and Development Centers within the school buildings as an in-
strument for instigating and furthering the process of change. The Co-
operative Project for Educational Development working in five regional
centers of he tountry has established the inside-outside team as z
central device. Through it, the project can, aSsist school districts in
examining'the mechanisms for instigating and supporting change efforts
within the school system. Teacher membership on such a team constitutes
a unique.opportunity for inservice development.

12. Summer' work sessions.

A block of time for intensive wark by curriculum committees or other
action-research staff groups tan provide opportunity for intensive work
on aspects of their projects. Usually such sessions plan to involve re-
source people and result in products that can be shared with others.

13. Preschool workshop.
Schools reserving a block of time at the ^beginning of the'school\year
for staff preschool workshops are often able to launch particular change
projects at this time. Total staff involvement can be sought, special
resources brought to bear in identifyinTand clarifying the problem,
and beginning steris taken to-establish a plan of action.

A



OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

1. Because mahy teachers have had unsatisfactory experiences with inservice
activities, it is critical that teachers be involved in the identifica-
tion and articulation .of their own training needs. When teachers are
involved in the initiation and organization of training activities-, con-
ditions are enhanced for peer support, shared effort, and eventual utili-
zation of new insights.and skills.'

. A problem-solving approach has the greatest potential for resulting in
real learning. Therefore, most inservice education activities should be
carried on within the setting in which the learners normally work to-
gether. Using the inquiry method, staff members can effectively learn
to identify and analyze their own problems and to participate in achieving
solutions.

3. Personnel resources for inservice training reside in a variety of loca-
tions, including people within the local system, district consultants,
university consultants, and consultants available through national edu-
cational programs. A systematic program must be developed in which
"inside" and "outside" resources'can collaborate to_provide leadership
and assistance.to teaders.

4. If efforts to change the performance of teachers are to succeed, there,
must be a framework to provide continuity of actfon and assurance of
support. Professional growth programs demand long-range planning and
codrdination, appropriate sequencing of activities, And evaluation and
support of change efforts.

5. Many resource materials and technological aids are now available, and
many useful kinds of training facilities have been designed and developed.
Training programs should provide the teadher with the opportunity to
learn to use current resource materials.

6. Group efforts at problem solving encourage the sharing'of acquired skills
and tested methods for dealing with common problems. Thus teachers them-
selves can contribute to a growing body of knowledge that will be of sig-
nificance to the entire profession.

Adapted and reprinted from "Development and Maintenance of Effective
Classroom Learning," by Ronald Lippitt ana Robert Fox, in Improving Inservice
Education: Proposals and Procedures for Change, Louis J. Rubin,.editor.
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WORKSHOP ASSUMPTION INVENTORY

It's impossible to keep the Attention of. an audience in a lecture for
more than twenty minutes..

1 2 3 \ 4 5
True False

2 It's realistic to expect teachers to change their behaviors as the result
of a well designed three hour workshop.

1 , 2 3 4 5
. True False

3) Most teachers feel that inservice is a necessary evil._ ,

l 2 3 4 5
True False

Workshops are the most effective way to help schools change.

1 2 3 4 5
True False

5) Two half-day workshops are better than one full-day workshop.

1 2 3 4 . 5

True False
Workshop partiCipants can accurately assess their own needs without
"outside help"...

1 2 3 , 4 5
True False ,

It's easy to find a good location in a school to conduct a workshop for,
twenty to forty.teachers.,

1 2 3 4 '5

True False
8) A workshop that is simply a "fun experience" is' i s own excuse for being.

1 2 3 4 5
Ttue False

The major Problem conducting workshops for groups larger than twelve is:
,

Reprinted from "Development and Maintenance of Effective Classroom Learning",
by Ronald Lippitt and Robert Fox.



fr WORKSHOP ELEMENTS

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED?

I. WARM-UP

A. Games
B. Introductions
C. Activitiet
D. Other

II. INPUT

A. Lecture
B. Articles
C. Instruments
D, Demonstration
E. Other

III. PRACTICE

A. Worksheets
B. Simulations
C. Problem-solving groups
D. Case studies
E. eracticum
F. Other

IV. DISCUSSION

A. of Input
B. of Practice
C. of Personal exilerience
D. Other

V. APPLICATION/PLANNING

A. Next steps
B. How to follow-up

.C. Personal resolve
D. Planning to attack problems
E. Identification of problems to

address in workshop or follow-up
F. Set timelines for implementation
G. Other

VI. EVALUATION

A. Feedback sheet
B. Discussion
C. Other
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Inservice Planning Sheet

Chairperson Title of Session

Location

Date Time
ar

Anticipated Number of Participants

.

TASK, NA
.

PERSON RESPONSIBLE
.

_ 1. Facilities 1.

a. appropriate - physical set-up a. .

. b. ample space & arrangement - b.

c. equipment c.
_

,
1. extension`COrd 1.

r

.

.
2. movie projector

.
2.

3, slide 3.
I

,

4. filmstrip projector . 4. ..

' 5, video tape 5.

6. screen . 6.

7. other 7:
.

2. Sign-in Sheets 2.

3: Name tags 3.

4. Refreshments - Menu 4.

5. Display 5. /
6. Handouts - agenda, program 6.

a. Print Shop a.

b. on-hand b. ,

7. Maps, directions and information
sent to appropriate individuals.

7.
1

-.

8. Evaluation forms 8.

9. Consultant contracts (accomodations) 9.

10. Invitations
Board Members (when appropriate)

10.

11. Budget (i.e., category) est. costs 11. .

12. Assemblç packets 12.

13. Registration 13. \

14. Entertainment . 14.

15. Host & Hostesses 15.

16. Inservice Date Report/Summary 16. .

17. Costumes/Props 17.

18. Interpreters 18.-
19. Other 19.
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CONSULTATION 111 EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

CONTENT ACTIVITY MEDIA

1. Present and discuss compe-
.

tencies
Discuss role types (hper-

sonality types for t is
role

1

u" 2. Discuss Kiersey Tempera--0
ment Sorter
Managerial Styles

6 ')-

Administer Kiersey Temperji
inent Styles survey from
SERN 3 Resource Specialist
Manual.
Participants take and score
individually

HANDOUTS

OH - Competencies-Consul-'
tation

OH - from SERN 3 ReSource
Specialist Manual

Kiersey Temperament
Scoring Sheets

3. Present do's and don'ts
in communication/
consultation using
OH 17 through 241
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THE CONSULTING FUNCTION

80070.8 THk CANDIDATE-FOR THE RESOURCE SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE

SHALL,DEMONSTRATE THE' FOLLOWING SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE ANIZ

PERFORMANCE COMPETENCIES,

(1) PROVIDE CONSULTANT SERVICES TO REGULAR CLASSROOM

TEACHERS,IN. THE IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF

LEARNINd AND BEHAVFORAL PATTERNS IN PUPILS,

'(2) CONSULUTION AND ASSISTANCE.IN THE UTILIZATION OF

EVALUATION DATA FOR THE MODIFICATION OF INSTRUCTION

AND CURRICULUM,

1

(3) PROVIDE CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE APPLICATION OF

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES,

(4) PROVIDE CONSULTANT SERVICES AS TO RESOURCES APPRO-

PRIATE TO INDIVIDUALS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS TO

REGULAR STAFF MEMBERS, PARENTS AND GUARDIANS,

(5) CONSULT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRE-VOCATIONAL AND/OR

VOCATIONAL PLANS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH EXCEPTIONAL

NEEDS.

(6) CONSULT WITH REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS AND STU-

DENTS AS TO THEIR ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS WITH EX-

CEPTIONAL NEEDS.

NOTE: AUTHORITY CITED: SECTION 44225, EDUCATION CODE,

REFERENCE: SECTION 56362 AND 56362.5,

EDUCATION CODE.



CONSULTAT I VE SK I LLS

The Ottowing ake behaviou and 412Att.6 which ake impontant Son conaut-
tants wonking in educationat zetting6. The ti6t iA not att inctuAive - you
.may add to it, bat it dou upkezent a 'Lange o6 tAait6 which hetp detiine
the conouttant as putoSe64ionat.

I. COMMUNICATION SKILLS

1. Has an easy manner

2. Empathizes with client

3. Is perceived as non-threatening

4. Uses a common vocabulary

5. Establishes a proper relationship with
people in authority positions (e.g.,
respectful but not intimtdated)

6. Has goodeye contact

7. Knows*the signals of body language
and uses them

41

8. Can/does paraphrase

9. Is comfortable giving and receiving feedback

10. Can move into the client's frame of reference

11. Deals with frustration conslructively

12. Asks good questions

13. Offers advice when appropriate

14. Withholds advice wten appropriate

15. Can identify communication patterns in an
organizational setting

16. Can describe feelings accurately/comfortably

17. Avoids ambiguities

18.

19.

20. ON,



PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS

1. Generates alternatives

2. Can prepare a problem statement

3. Moves toward closure

4. Outlines immediate next steps

5. Outlines long-term plans

6. Sets expectations

7. Gets client.agreement on each step in
the process

8. Describes the purpose .cif the contact, e.g.,
-- expected outcomes
-- roles of each party

9. Helps client describe/state problems

10. Knows creative idea-generating techniques

11. Can see both sides in a situation

12.

13.

TRAINING SKILLS

1. Speaks well before large groups
(more than 30)

2. Knows a variety of "warm-up" activities

3. Can create effective post-training
evaluation forms

4. Can energize an audience

5. Can create activities out of concepts

6. Is perceived as both a helper and an expert

7. Establishes clear expectations ibout
training events

8. Creates follow-up activities to extend the
impact of training
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9. Asks questions that set direction for discussions
and solicit a variety of responses

10. Knows when to speak and when to listen

11.

12.

*

13.

14.

No.

-
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CONSULTATION SKILLS FOR THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR

How Ta,Be in the.Show Withou; Taking CentecStage

Oftentimes ddring the action-taking.phase of a consulting relationship,

the.consultant feels out of place, or ''back stage" with little or,nothing to

do. The client is now beginning to put into effect the carefully developed

plans, experimenting with new strategies, methods or materials. But what

does the consultant do during this phase?
- 7

Unfortunately, too often consultants feel their usefulness is over it

this point and leave the client to his own devices. Yet leaving the client

alone during this phase is like asking actors to put on a show with no help

backstage. The actors'. success is dependent on the support they receiVe from

people 'behind the scenes". For example,-there's the stage manager who makes

sure props and scenery are ready, the director who gives the actors training,

and the friends and fans who cheer the actors on.

There are many ways consultants can be "behind the scene" offering

support to their clients during the action-taking Phase. One way is to offer

workshops to help the client develop the skills he or she needs to implement

the plan of action. For example, if the special education consultant and

classroom teacher have planned to increase a child's attending behavior

through a reinforcement system, the consultant might offer a training work-

shop on behavior modification. Locating necessary daterials and resources

for the client is another way lo help. Frequently, the client mAy also need

assistance in learning how to best use these resources. A classroom teacher

may need spetial materials fo working with a perceptually-impaired child in

her class. The consultant coikld help by locating these materials and demon-

strating their use.
.

Trying out something new oftentimes generates anxiety, particularly,if

results are not immediate or are difficlOt to measure. A classroom teacher

who is tonfronted with a handicapped chili' in her class for the first time

May feel anxious about providing special materials for that child because she

'doesn't want the child to feel "different". If the child then does not make

raptd progiress with these materials, the teacher may quickly discontinue them.

An important role for the consultant in a situation such as this would be to

provide the teacher with supportive, guiding feedback vi relieve his/her

anxiety-and to point out small successes.

Not all plans work, and problems will, without doubt, arise during the

action-taking phase. Therefore, the consultant needs to remaim readily avail..

able to the client. Plans and strategies need frequent evaluation during this

phase. If they are not working, the client and consultant should replan.

This process of evaluation, replanning and implementation should be an ongoing

part of the action-taking phase in order to insure the success of the consul-

tation.
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CONSULTATION SKILLS FOR THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR-
,.

Supplemental,Materials for Phase II Contracting,

Continuum of Consultant Roles

1
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Advocate role: The consultant tries'to inflUence the client to accept par-

ticular,goals, values or methodologies.

Example: The special education consultant tries to conviru teachers

to use a token reinforcement system to change children's

behavior.

Specialist/Trainer; The consultant shares his/her special trainirig or know-
.

ledge with the "client through providing a particular service. This may in-

clude conductigg training for.the client.

Example: The special education consultant conducts a workshop for

regular education teachers on task analysis.

Collaborator: The consultant complements and collaborates with the client

during the problem-solving"phase.
The consultant helps the client identify

the "real" problem, helps evaluate alternative solUtions, assists in the

planning of a course of action and sOmetimes partiCipates in making the

decision.

Example: The special education consultant and regular education her

mutually.brainstorm and come up with several strateg es for
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working with-..a learning-disabled child. TheY discuss them ,

and agree orrtrying two of the alternatives.

Fact Finder: The consul. tant functions as a researcher to provide a .broad
,

,

base of information on whith theclient can base his/her decisions.
:..

Example: The special educationcOnsultant cOndutts several diagnostic

tests to specify' 'a child's needs.

Feedbacker: The consultant "'the client "tune in" to hoW'things are doile

rather than focus on what is done. ,The consilltant offers "feedback" to the

client.
1

Example: The -consultant might describe to the, teatherilow a particular

child retponds during transition times in the classroom.

Reflector:- The consultant stimulates the client tb make decisions.by asking

reflective questions thatclarify modify or'change the way in which the

client rierceives a situation.

Example: Through asking qUestions, the consuliant.helps the classroom
.

teacher mnderstand theneed for changing her classroom

arrangement to help control over-active behavior.

Excerpted from James*D. Anderson, Council for Exceptional Children Institute

Series.



Although several definitions for consultation' have been_presented in
the literature'(Caplan, 1959; Lippett, 1959), the most current land perhaps
most relevant one for the resource specialtst is presented by Dinkmeyer
(1968, p. 187).:

Consulting is the procedure through which teachers, parents,
principals and other adults i'ignificant in the life of the
child communicate. Consultation involves sharing information
and ideas, coordinating, comparing observations, providing a
sounding board, and developing tentatiO hypotheses for action.

This definition emphasizes the collaborative relationship between the
"consultant" and the "consultee". The consultee is the person requesting the
consultant's assistance in the solution of a current work problem, usually
dealing with a "client" of the consultee's services. For example, a-teacher
(consultee) may ask the resource specialist (consultant) for assisiance with
a problem presented by a learner (client) in her classroom. The rela-
tionship which develops during the consultation process is one of "collab-
ofation", in which both the resource specialist and the teacher share the
responsibility for developing alternatives to the situation.

P

Value and role of resource specialist as'a consultant.

The consultant's primary role.in the school is that of helping person.
Being a professional helper implies responsibility-for a high level of self-
awareness about one'sown values and needs as they may influence the helping
relationship (Benne, 1959). A resourCe specialist must be committed to
collaborative ways of working, use of valid knowledge and information as a
basis for change,Sand to the reduction of power differentials among people .

as a distorting influence on change (Kelman, 1965). The resource specialist
must be aware of her own values and theoretical biases, and alert to the
possibility that she may be imposing these on the teacher. A resource spe-,.
cialist may wish to ask herself, "What are my motives, as a consultant, for
becoming involved in the relationship? 'What are the bases of my desire to
promote change? Am I creating a situation in which the teacher can make
choices according to his own values, or am I structuring the situation so
that my values dominate?" Labeling our own values to ourselves and teachers
and inviting open discussion, can-mitigate the tendency to manipulate, which
is inherent in most positions of influence. The consultation 'process should
result in increasing the teacher's range of choices and her ability to choose,
rather than commmnicating the resource siiecialist's own values and beliefs
concerning human behavior and models for Change.

Another essential prerequisite is an awareness of the-goals and limi-
tations of one's position as a resource and consultant within the school.
The role of resource specialist varies depending on local conditions, but
some general overall guidelines have been developed from the philosophy of
the program. Persons from the Santa Barbara and Stanislaus County Responsible
Local Agencies (RLAs) implementing the California Master Plan for Special
Education have stated that the primary role of the resource specialist is to
facilitate the mainstreaming of individuals with exceptional needs into the

, regular education program. Specific consultations with parents, adminis-
trators, teachdrs and support personnel would thus revolve around providing
for the needs of particular learners, and preparing regular education staff
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so that the learner may function successfully in the regular classroom.
The consultatfon would thus be designed to help teachers deal more effect-
ively with "difficult" or "different" children in the schools rather than to
"get them out of the classroom". The resource specialist is not someone who
will take the learner's problems off the teacher's hands, but an expert re-
source who will assist the teacher in helping the learner. The objective of
the resource specialist job role is to serve increased numbers of learners
by enabling the regular classroom teacher,to share a greater responsibility
for handicapped children.

This orientation may present problems to the resource specialist when
consulting with a teacher who does not share these values. The teacher who
is made responsible for the atypical learner's education may in fact not
experience this responsibility. She may feel that thiS responsibility is
limited in terms of time, or that it is defined in terms of the trade-offs
and rewards she can obtain in return ft? taking on this task. It is important
that the resource specialist does not campaign actively for her own goals with
missionary or reforming zeal.. Such behavior tends to arouse resistance among
those teachers with different value systems. Open discussion of her role and
value orientation can assist in developing a collaborative relationship.

The resource specialist role is alsosub ect to the "multiple agency
phenomenon" described by Folik and Sigel,. Rolê and expectations may often
-overlap and conflict with each other, and the re ource specialist must be
aware in each situation whose interests may bç4epresented. She must be able
to maintain a flexible relationship with eac of the-parties involved in the

consultation praess so that the problem can be resolved. In other words,
she must remain free from overidentification with any of the major roles
within the system and be available to serve as an agent of the teacher, parent,
student or administrator as the situation demands,. The ability to act as an
impartial and mutually trusted intermediary can be critical to the role. For

effective consultation to occur, each consultee muSt be confident that the
consultant can deal with content or material in a clear and impartial fashion,
unencumbered by prejudice or other interests. If a resource specialist is
closely identified with the school's administration, she will have difficulty
gaining the confidence and trust of teachers, who may see her as an evaluator
of their competencies. If she is closely identified with the teachers, she
may'have difficulty obtaining the confidence of those parents who hive had
previous negative experiences with the school.

Even,though a resource specialist may have delineated her own role to
herself by the time she comes to a school, she may need to deal with the di-
verse role expectations or the teacher's part. Many teachers may be resistant
towards the role of the resource specialist as a consultant. It is obviously

a change in functjon from the traditional special education teacher. The

school staff mayllot be willing to accept this change initially. In addition,
various school professionals miy have fears about what the resource specialist
may do to them or.their program. They may fear that the resource specialitt
twill reveal their inadequacies or do a more effective job than they are doing,
or take over-some of their role. These various fears often impede the estab-
lishment of collaborative relatAnships for consultation.

In order to clarify her role expectations, the resource specialist may
wish to develop an outline which clearly defines her areas of expertise in
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relation to personal needs and the needs of the school. This outline can
then be used with administrators, support staff, teachers and parents as a
basis for further negotiation and clarification of the school and consul-
tant's goals and services. She may wish to meet with these persons in order
to state explicitly what kind of help-she can offer and for what kind of
learners. Some real-life examples about the types of problems with which'
she can assist may prove helpful The resource specialist must also explain
what kind of help she cannot offer. This may clear up the misconceptions
as to proper assistance, and ways of giving and receiving it, which are
inevitably brought by consultees to the helping situation because of premious
experiences. Mutual accommodation of the initial expectations of the con-
sultee and the consultant is necessary for the establishment of an effective
relationship. During the meeting, the resource specialist might also delin-
eate differences between her work and the work of other school professionals
in order to further clarify expectations.

'In addition, the resource specialist should expect resistance and
fears on the part of the staff, and'plan for them. By making herself visible

. and available in informal ways she can encourage contact. The problemsocan
be worked out, eventually, without infringing on others' duties and enabling
better functioning. Thisoccurs when a resource specialist performs a ser-
vice after someone had finally asked for help. This is.when her expertise
about the problem the learner poses, or on techniques for assistance, can be
crucial. Other teachers, who have been standing by waiting to see if consul-
tation is truly a safe and helpful situatidn, will "get the idea" and follow-
up with their own requests for help from the resource specialist.

Since people terid to be confused about a consultant's role, the resource
specialist will most likely have to continue defining this function. Consis-*
tency of action can help in this process of role definition, as most persons
can understand it better if the consultant is consistent in articulating the
role (Caplan, 1964).

In addition to defining her role, the resource specialist must attain
the confidence of school staffs. She must prove herself i viable and respon-
sible member, who will make commitments and extend herself. This may mean
serving on yard duty or campus patrol, taking on an extracurricular group,
engaging in some regular classroom instructiorf, etc. She must assume some
responsibility for actual behavioral manageMent and grapple with the problems
the staff regularly faces. In this manner, she can become a valued "inside"
member of the school.

Article excerpted from Consultation Skills for the Special Educator,
by Anderson, Maloney and Tewey in consultation with James D. Anderson, Council
for Exceptional Children Institute Series.



THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR AS CONSULTANT: SOME STRATEGIES

I've got this kid who...How 6any times have you heard sentences be-
ginning like that? A thousand? Usually, it's in the hall or the teachers'
lounge. You're trying to get yourself prepared, or composed, or relaxed,
and one of the regular classroom teachers in your school comes over and begins
with, "I've got this kid who..." Sometimes it seemt like an imposition on
your time, but you try to give some help anyway: All this is nothing new.
What is new is that you, the special educator, are going to be asked to do
more and more of this type of thing--more and more consultation with regular
teachers.

WHY ME?*

.

Good question. After all, there you were just a few years ago: respon-
sible for a classlof 15 kids in the old mimeograph room at the end of-the
hall. Nobody bothered you. Nobody cared. Maybe you were able to "main-
stream" your kids into lunch or physical education. Maybe not.

Now, all of a sudden, you are a resource room teacher (whatever that
means), and your kids are really mainstreamed--into reading, math, spelling,
or science. New laws have been written adding constraints and responsibil-
ities into your job. One of the new responsibilities is to work with those
regular classroom teachers whom you hardly know outside of the teachers'
lounge. Not only that, but you are expected to get them to do the right
thing by kids with whom they would rather not have to deal at all. So asking,
"Why me?" is understandable.

There'are three good reasons for you, the special educator, to act as
consultant to regular teachers on learning/behavior problems. First, new
laws (e.g., Public Law 94-142) have mandated placement of "handicapped"
children in the "least restrictive environment," which could, and often does,
mean the regular classroom. And, while teachers are technically responsible
for the mainstreamed student, they are supposed to get some kind of help.
Direct intervention (e.g., tutoring) is a time consuming and,"therefore, ex-
pensive process. Furthermore, the effectiveness of this kind of service has
been seriously questiOned (Dunn, 1968; Gallagher, 1972; Lilly, 1970). Con-
sultation, an indirect service, has a "ripple effect". That is, by helping
just one teacher do a better job, you are improving the programs of all the
children in the classroom, something you would find difficult.to do d.irectly.
So, from a cost benefit standpoint, more 'and more cbnsultation seems to be
in order.

A second reason for your doing consultation is that about one-third of
all school age children are_experiencing some kind of difficulty in school
(Swift & Spivack, 1975). That means in an elementary school of 500, 150 to
200 kids need more than they are currently getting from their school experi7
ence. Obviously, you cannot give them all they need directly. What you can
do is help teachers in your school deal more effectively with the problems
in their classes--which is what consultation is all about.. By providing this
kind of indirect service, you are helping not only the individuals about whom
the teacher is immediately concerned, but all the other children in the class.
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And, while the effects of consultatiOn may not be as measurable as, say,

tutoring a dozen kids in readiAr'the'"ripple effect" makes it a more effec-

tive proposition in.the long run.

A. third argument far consulta jtion is that your job as a resource

teacher puts Au in a unique positi n'in the school--one that is pa5ticularly

well suited to working with other t achers. Writers have pointed to several

factors that make consultation worki. For instance, consultation is more

effective when it is a collabôrative undertaking, rather than a relationship

between an "expert" and an "nonexpert" (Dinkmeyer & Carlson, 1973). Alto,

consultation works better when it is a continuing, long-term relationship,

rather than once a month visit from a school psychologist or supervisor

(Mode & Muhich, 1972). You probably have these things working for you al-
ready; that is, you are seen as an equal,.as a permanent member of the fac-

ulty. Here are a few tips on harnessing your position for consultation in

the schoel.

BEING AN EXPERT IS NOT SO SMART

A lot of special educators are frustrated doctors. We like tobe able

to give advice, prescribe cures. It maket us feel good to be "experts," to

know TbtAnswer. We tend to use impressive terms.like hyperkinesis, dys-

praxiakand strephasymbolia not for what, they cOmmunicate about the student,

but for what they communicate about ourselves: that we are, in fact, a special

.breed of teachers.

We often feel that we are the only ones who really understand the

nature and needs of the exceptional child (after all we took a course with

just that title). We see the regular teacher as unacceptable for "our"

special kids. While these feelings are all too justified, they are rarely

very productive. By thinking of yourself as the only hope for the special

child you are building a barrier between your program and the rest of the'

school. Furthermore, by helping regular teachers abdicate their respons-
ibility, you are keeping them from growing, from expanding their capabili-

'ties in needed directions.

Remember this: they are not your kids. They are the responsibility of

their teacher. So, if Mrs. Smith has Johnny for reading, Johnny is her re-

sponsibility, whether he is retarded, learning-disabled, or speech-impaired:

Your responsibility is to help Mrs. Smith do her job better, by offering her

,tuggestions or assistance. Don't let Mrs. Smith make you feel that she is

doing you a favor by "taking one of your kids".

You are neither the expert who is going to tell Mrs. Smith what to do,

nor her aide, helping her by doing her job for her. You need to foster a

cooperative relationship with the regular teacher,, where you can function as

two equals, each bringing your unique skills me-Perspective to the situation.

Curb your natural tendency to tell Mrs. Smith how she should teach

Johnny. Nobody likes unsolicited advice. Wait for Mrs. Smith to feel a need

.and to ask for help. Only,then will she appreciate and benefit from it. Of

course you can help her feel a need for help by being in her room a lot, ask-

ing about the situation, or suggesting to the principal that something needs

to be done about Johnny. But wait to be asked for your advice.
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IT'$ WHAT YOU DON'T SAYTHAT COUNTS

Let's assume that you have developed a nice cooperative relationship
with Mrs. Smith, and that she does ask you what to do with Johnny. It's
your move. What do you do? You, tell her what to do with Johnny,.right?
Wrong: Snap answers are never appropriate. If you're wrong, you've em-
barrassed yourself. If you're right, you've embarrassed Mrs. Smith, who
may have been struggling with the problem for months.

The first rule for consultants is to listen. It seems like a simple
notion, but it usually marks the difference between an effective and an in-
effective helper. -Being a good listener is not just polite, it's smart.
By giving Mri. Smith a chance to talk freely about the problem, you are doing
two positive things: helping her relieve her anxiety about the situation,
thereby making her more receptive to your ideas, and.gathering valuable in- =

formation--her view of the problem for months. What's more, even if you are
right, it's unlikely that Mrs. Smith will take your ideas seriously unless
she feels that you have taken the time to gather information and give
thoughtful consideration to the problem.

So practice listening--not the passive, polite, waiting for your turn
kind--but active, concerned, therapeutic listening.

IF EVERYBODY LIKES WHAT YOU'RE DOING, YOU'RE PROBABLY DOING IT WRONG

Change hurts. It's a more or less painful experience for everyone in-
volved. If you, as a consultant, are doing anything worthwhile, you are
causing change--in the Way Mrs. Smith teaches reading, in her attitude to-
ward "kids like Johnny", in the atmosphere in her dlassroom, or in her rela-
tionship to her class.

So, expect a certain amount of discomfort. Expect teachers to get'
upset with you from time to time, to tell you to mind your own business, to
try to avoid you. Don't consider it an indication of failure. Just the
opposite! If you have established the right kind of relationship with'her, .

Mrs. Smith's occasional negative behavior is probably a sign of growth, which
always involves anxiety and uncertainfy.

Systems resist change. Like giant oysters they try to smooth down or
expel irritants.. Successful consultant/change agents know just how irri-
t§ting to be--enough to stimulate change, but not enough to be kicked out of
sEhool. School faculties are very good at smoothing out your rough edges.
They want you to go along, not to rock the boat. "After all," they say,
"we're a team. We all have to pitch in." This often means "helping" teachers
to abdicate their responsibility to kids who repreent problems to them.

Be on alert for attempts to get you to do things for the convenience of
the system, rather than for the benefit of the children. Don't let Mrs.

Smith tell you that she will not teach Johnny because she doesn't have time.
(You'll hear this one at least twice a day:.) Help her to find time, to re-
alize that it is her responsibility to teach Johnny unless she has a contract
that allows her to teach only the kids she wants to, and to see that by ex-
panding her skills now, she will do a better job witn her whole class and with
other "problem learners" that she might have in coming years.
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A TEACHER'S' CLASSROOM IS HER CASTLE'

One of the surest ways to get the average teacher uptight is to invade
her sanctuaryher classroom. Whatever your reason for being there, your
presence Trivites her anxiety or even hostility. The problem is that you, as
a consultant, need to see how her class works, how she manages her time, how
the kids respond to her instructions, many things that can only be reliably
observed in person. So how do you get the information you need without kr
causing (or experiencing) undue discomfort?

Keep in mind four things regarding classroom observation. First, Ts.

Smith's reaction toyour presence ip natural. Everybody gets anxious when
someone is looking over his shoulder. This is especially true in schools,
where, typically, classroom visitors are there to evaluate the teacher. Sec-
ond, be as unobtrusive as possible. Don't get too involved with helping or
talking to the kids. Take a seat and disappear as much as possible. Third,
make a point to talk to the teacher after your visit, and stress your posi-
tive reactions to her teaching. Finally, make visits often enough to accli-
mate Mrs. Smith and the kids to your presence. The more-you are around, the
less threatening you'll be.

EVERYTHING BROKEN DOESN"T HAVE TO BE FIXED

.A few years ago I took my car.to the shop for routine maintenak'e>
About noon the mechanic called me at work to.tell me that the left turn sig-
nal was broken and it would cost ten dollars to have it fixed% I thanked him
for calling and explained that, While the turn signal did not blink on and
off automatically, it did blink each. time I depressed the lever. So, as long
as I was willing to move the lever up and down (and I was) the blinking effect
was normal. Thus, I concluded, there was no need to fix the turn signal.
"But," came his unruffled reply, "it's broken." I went on patiently, "I
don't mind operating the lever manually, so there is no problem. And since
there's no problem, there is nothing to be fixed." "But," he repeated,
"it's broken."

It's easy for us to fall into a "fix it" mentality. Whenever we diag-
nose a "hyper-something," or an "a-something," or (heaven forbid!) a
"dys-something," we feel duty bound to treat it, to bring it up to manu-
facturer's specifications. 'Often, in our blind-pursuit of normalcy, we
overlook the fact that no problem exists, except in out own heads. Johnny
reads with his book turned sidewayP, or kneels instead of sitting on his
chair, or wears his jacket in class. Do we "fix"'him or let him be? Before
we can answer that question realistically we must ask, "Is it a problem for
Johnny--or for us?" Does it hamper Johnny's learning, or do we see Was a,
problem because of our own preoccupation with things being normal, with
Johnny acting like everyone else?

In dealing with teachers who bring you problems, use caution. Make
sure that a problem, not just a difference, exists. Don't waste your energy,
the teacher's time, and the child's self-concept fixing something that
doesn't need to be fixed.

Having said that, let me add: If a teacher sees a problem,- you can bet
that a problem exists. A contradiction? Nothing of the sort. If Mrs. Smith
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sees Johnny as a problem, then whether or not Johnny turns out to be a prob-
lem, something is probably wrong with the relationship between him and Mrs.
Smith, or with Mrs. Smith herself, or with the school's expectations of
Johnny. Look at some of these areas for the problem.

THREE FINAL SUGGESTIONS

First take yourself seriously. Consultation is a real job. It can
provide your school with an invaluable service if it is undertaken con-
scientiously. Second, look and listen. Input comes before output. Watch
what's going on in your school. Listen to the concerns of tbe teachers.
Third, learn. There is a lot to know, both about the nature of learning and
behavior problems, and about the process of consultation. Following is a
list of books to provide you with some additional reading.
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INSERVICE BRIEF

ASSIGNMENT

You have been asked, as a consuliant, to help clarify the responsibil-
ities of junior high school special education and regular education (or
classroom) teachers toward mainstreamed learning-disabilities students.
The meeting'is at the building level and is scheduled to be held.after
school for approximately one hdur. 1.

IDEA

Responsibility Exchange. At the beginning of the meeting, ask the
group to be thinking of the responsibilities of both special educatlon and
regular teachers toward mainstreamed learning-disabled students in their
building.. About ten minutes before the end of the session, ask the regular
teachers to list on A separate sheet of paper three to five of the responsi-

a
bilities of the special education teacher(s). Ask the special education
teacher(s) to list three to five responsibilities Of the regular teachers.
Tell the group that they have three minutes to complete the activity and
that they must do it without consulting with their colleagues. Ask them
not to sign their names. -At the end of three minutes ask the special
education teacher(s) to read the list to the others. Allow for a short
discussion period. Then have the regular education teachers givetheir
lists to the facilitator. In turn, the facilitator gives the lists to
the special education teacher(s) to go over and to discuss with the regular
classroom teachers at'a later date. Experience with this activity has
proved to be very helpful in clarifying roles, pinpointing misperceptions,
and improving communication.

Reprinted from -Service Consultor, Vol, 2, No. 5, p. 7, July-August 1976.
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TIME MANAGEMENT

T IME

.

CONTENT
..

ACT INI TY
.

MEDIA
. HANDOUTS .

..,

10.min
.

30 min

11

chto

.

,

ii

15 min

,

Importance of time

,

.

,

_.

.

, ,
.

,

, . .

.

.

Ind-tvidually:
- write down personal and
professional goals for the
next year.

- establish priorieies uSing
A;B,C itiethod.

- select "A' goals and task
analyze; list "A" goals
on weekly- pl an form.

- fill out.weekly calendar
assuming that this is the
first week of the next'
school year, making sure
that "A" goals' are ad-
dressed.

-,

,

.

OH # 25

.

.

.

"Effective Use of Timi
(pg 76 )'

,

-

.

,

Sample forms (pg 77-71

,

,
3 ' --,

,

management to Resource
Specialists.

4. , .

,- characteristics of
effectiVe executive%

"The Time of Your Cife"
Cally Curtis Co.
1111 N. Las Palmas
Hollywood, CA 90038
(2)3) 467-1101

. ,

-

0

.

,

,

,

,

, .

Introduce film.

.

. 4 .
,

,

Introduce 'activity.

..

, 0

,

.
Discuss:" (--'"

- practical start-up,
scheduling and
organization tips'
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INTRODUCTION

Trainer's Notes

TIME MANAGEMENT

"Take Your Time"

It is not enough merely to save time or to get more
done in less time. An approach to time management that
has as its primary thrust the imperative, Hurry up!, is
quite pointless. Time management must contribute to get-
ting more of the things done that promote the processes
of life, human dignity and freedom. For these things we
must take our time.

Bill Daniels, Take Your Time, 1977.

Peter Drucker has shown that effective executives have a number of'
characteristics in common. According to his studies, effective executives:

.

. . . Know where their time goes.

. Focus on outward contributions. They gear their efforts to results
1ather than to work.

. Build on strengths - their own strengths, the strengths of their
superiors, colleagues, and subordinates; and on the strengths in the
situation, that is, on what they can do. They do not build on weak-
ness. They do not start outImith the things they cannot do.

. . Concentrate on a few major amas where superior performange will pro-
outstanding.results.

. Make effective decisions. Effectivt'decisions are based on "the
right steps in the right sequence..."; they account for "dissenting
opinions rather than on consensus of the facts"; and,are based on
the "right stratsgy rather than razzle-dazzle tactics".

OBJECTIVES

1. . To recognize the need for effective time management.

2. To identify how participants spend their.time.

3. To prioritize goals and organize time accordingly..

Basic Concepts of Time Management

1. Be proactive, not reactive.

2. .Plan and control your time.
Ineffective managers are controlled by events nd constituents.

3. Identify your Quality Time.
Quality Time = sufficiently large blocks programmed during your most
creative period of the day.
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4. Schedule uninterrupted one to two hour time blocks for planning.
ConCentrated time blocks are more effective than short time spaces
scheduled separately.

5. Schedule tasks-requiring intensive thoughtinto your most.creative work
hours.

6. Don't overwork yourself:
Studies show there is little correlation between effective management
and-the amount of time spent on the job. There is, however, a high
correlation between effective management and the amount of quality
time spent on high priority objectives.

Know How You Spend Your Time

Effective management involves knowledge of how you utilize your time.
Managers who have kept daily records of their time are usually shocked at
the outcome. Results of surveys regarding this information show:

1. Excess time is spent in crisis situations.

2. .More time is spent on trivia than is necessary."'

3. Frequent interruptions destroy-planning incentive and momentum.

4. High priority objectives receive less time than low priority objectives.

5. Quality time is not.spent on items requiring creativity.and productivity.

Prioritize Your Goals and Organize Your Time Accordingly

Effective management depends upon estkblishing clear'and realistic
goals and deciding what needs to be done right now to move closer to the
achievement of those goals. Every manager has goals covering diverse areas -

personal, professional, family, social, recreational. Mismanagement of time

or over-indulgence in one area of interest may lead to i-iavoc in the neglected

areas.

In his book, Take Your Time, Bill Daniels offers these suggestion:

A simple but very effective 'system of prioritization is to divide all
of your possible activities into three parts: A's, B's, and C's.

A's: About 5% of your possible activities rate first priority ranking.
These are the things that lead directly to the accomplishmEnt of goals.

On any particular day, it is rare for a person to haVe more than three
A type activities = you'should never be in doubt about what these are:
and every effort should be made to focus attention and energy upon
making progress on them.

B' About 15% of your possible activities fall into this category. These

are things that are important and are eelated fo your goals but which

do not have to be done immediately or which are not actdally required'

to reach a minimal level of goal achievement. As you become sucCessful
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in managing time for accomplishment of A's, it becomes possible to
pzrform more of the B's. As you are able to perform more B's your
reputation for excellence grows - you become known for "doing it
right".

C's: 80% of all possible activities fall into this category. These
activities do not relate effectively to the accomplishment of goals.
They are usually easy little tasks that can be performed quickly and
in large volume. You Are tempted'to do them in order to have a sense
of "getting things done". In fact, they are a waste of time and
effort. They-rob youtfine for A's and B's.

In order to create and maintain ball:Ince, you must:

I. Set objectives in every area of life.

2.. Determine which objectives are high priority.'

3. Allocate time to those of highest prior*ity.

4. Monitor you-r schedule to insure that high priority objectives continue
to receive high,amount and high quality time allocations.

Excerpted from Take Your Time, by Bill Daniels, New York, 1977,
and The Effective Executive, by Peter F. _Drucker, New York, 1966.

"st
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DEVELOP AND UTILIZE A DAILY CALENDAR

Suggestion: Use a 3-ring binder. Identify secti'ons and include:

-Daily planning pages
-Directory of frequently called people
-Note pages

Suggestion: Transfer district and school dates onto your daily planning
pages.

Suggestion:

Suggestion:

Suggestion:

-

Daily planning pages can be used to record:,

- Appointments/ scheduled events
- Priority tasks to be accomplished each day
-IEP Process dates
- Teaching, Consultation, and Parent responsibilities and
contacts

Note pages can be used when you are in meetings - such as
IEP, faculty, department meetings.

As time goes by, you may want to add dividers of-recurring
rOponsibilities and activities, such as:,

-Orientation programs
-Testing schedules
-Budget deadiines

Suggestion: Follow priorities for the day in numerical order; the ones
-you don't finish-become number ones tomorrpw.

Sugg8tion:. Plan your day - follow your plan.

REDUCE PAPERWORK

Suggestion: 'Try not to handle a peice of paper more than once. Write on it,

file, or send it on; however, don't put it down to pick it up or

shuffle through later.

Suggestion: Prioritize with the "two touch system"

-First touch: prioritize mail; memos, etc. into three boxes:

Box 'A" = 1st priority
Box "B" = 2nd prioriti
Box "C" = circular file
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-Second touch: throw away Box "C". Respond to Box "A" and
Box "B" according to the priorities.

Suggestion; Purge files at least annually: It is estimated that you can
throw away at leas,t 80% of what you file -it will never be
used again!

DEVELOP YOUR AIDE

The Special Education teacher and aide are'a team. Each is essential -

to effective management, but teamness'only developes through care and
nurturing.

Suggestion: -Establish procedures, forms, etc., to help him/her.
-Provide him/her with inservice training.
-Make suggestions and recommendations.
-Get help from the district officevisitations, etc.

Take five minutes each morning to discuss priorities for the
day, changes in schedules, answer questions, etc.

-Encourage him/her to show initiative, find answers and not al-

ways come to you.

Suggestion:

Suggestion:

Suggestion:

Suggestion:

Suggestion:

Suggestion:

Keep your aide informed.

Build on your aide's Strengths.

Praise your aide.

Back up your aide particularly when he/she has made,decisions
to save you time or to increase your eYficiency.

a,
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EFFECTIVE USE OF TIME

SET GOALS--What are rriy long-term goals? What are my goals for the hext

six months? Include goals in all areas of life: personal,

professional, family, social, community, etc.

ESTABLISH PRIORITIES--Which of my goals are most important? Use "A" to

designate items of high value, "B" to denote items of moderate

'value, and "C" to label items of low value.

,

.
ANALYZE PRESENT TIME USE--Am I usind my dine to reach my high priority

goals?.

ELI,MINA1T TIME WASTERS-Spend tim1bn priority tasks that lead to priority

goals.

RECOGNIZE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "Urgent" and "Important".

DON'T PROCRASTINATE--Instead, break large tasks into smaller manageable

tasks. Begin the s'maller task immediately.

MAKE A DAILY TO-DO LIST--Make one list, update it daily, and prioritize

exery item,

BEGIN WITH HIGH PRIORrTY TASKS--This is the 80/20 rule: 80% oi the benefit

comes from completing 20% of the tasks, that, is the high

priority tasks. "C" tasks may be postponed.,

ASK YOURSELF: IS THIS THE BEST USE OF MY TIME RIGHT NOW?
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RESOURCE SPECIALIST DAILY PLANNER

IEPT/Annual Review Meetings

Name Date

Month

Day

Date

'4 APPOINTMENTS/SCHEDULED EVENTS: PRIORITY TO BE DONE TODAY

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30

10:00
10:30
11:00
11z30
f2:00
12:30.
1:00 s

1:30

2:30
3:00
3:30
it:00

4:30

Special Needs:
STUDENT ACTION FOLLOW UP

consultat'ion:
TEACHER ACTION' FOLLOW UP

-77-

INSTRUCTIONAL'AIDE:-

Parent Contacts:
PARENT ACTION
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A FIVETYEAR PLAN

PRIORITY,

-

ROLES
GENERAL GOALS

FIVE-YEAR. ONE-YEAR SIX-MONTH ONE- MONTH

,

,SELF-SERVICE: Physical maintenanq .

activities such as eating
s,leeping; exercising,

personal care, etc.

.

.

'

.

.

PROFESSIONAL: Ybur work - that which, .

brings in the money to
support your lifestyle.

.

.

,FAMILY: '

Your parent role, spouse
role, and son/daughter
mile.

SOCIAL-

ZULTURAL-
RECREATIONAL:

Activities you partici-
pate in with friends,
usually for enjoyment.

.

.

,
.

.

COMMUNITY: Voluntary political or
philanthropic associa-
tions.

.

.

.

,

RELIGION OR
CHURCH: Religious activities in

which you participate.

,

6

-6

PERSONAL: Activities'you do
essentially alone such
as pleasure reading,
hobbies, etc.

,

.

.6, 6

.

I

9 Adapted from Halverson, Don E. Time Management, San Mateo County Office of Education
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Date

Time
7:30 - 7:45
7:45 - 8:00
8:00 - 8:15
8:15 - 8:30
8:30 - 8:45
845 - 9:00
9:00 : 9:15
9:15 - 9:30
9:30 - 9:45
9:45 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:15
10:15 - 10:30
10:30 - 10:45
10:45 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:15
11:15 - 11:30
11:30 - 11:45
11:45 -_12:00
12:00 - 12:15
12:15 - 12:30
12:30. 12:45
12:45 - 1:00
1:00 - 1:15

, 1:15 - 1:30
1:30 - 1:45
1:4-5 - 2:00
2:00 - 2:15
2:15 - 2:30
2:30 - 2:45
2:45 - 3:00
3:00 - 3:15
3:15 - 3:30
3:30 - 3:45
345 - 4:00
4:00 - 4:15
4:15 - 4:30
4:30 - 4:45
4:45 - 5:00
rvecing:

Notes:

DAILY RECORD OF TIME USAGE SHEET

To evaluate your improvements,
make'out a copy to compare later.

Task

a.



Resource Teacher Time Utilization:
An Observational Study

LAURENCE R. SARGENT

Abstract 1.u.1 of adr mote clew riptive
door suppqrting the ()proton', rind
Mb( not of rCsolio c rolom ',rowan's
prompted ttie investigation of resource
tencher time utilization To meusure lime
use, a time sampling technique was
employed and compared with teacher
estimotes of their time use. The teacheis

- were found to spend less ttme than the$,
estimated for direct tnstrttri ion,
participating in staffings. and working
with Individualized Education Progams
(IET's). They spent more time than
estimated on preparing for instructinn
and general school duties. In addition, no
differences In the distribution of time use
wen fouhd for teachers sen.Ang larger
and smaller numbers of pupils.

-
LAURENCE R SARGENT Is Consult/int
on Meng)! DisablItttes. Iowa Department
of :labile Instruction, Oes Mmnes. Iowa

420

As part of the movement to integrate hand-
icapped children into the mainstream ol -fiT
u ler education, resourc:e room progra Rib
emerged als a predominant service delivery ap
pooch for re,pdlst disabled pupils. Civil rights
issues prompted many professional educators
to encourage resource program implementa.
hon without a great deal of data to support the
function or effectiveness of resoun e teaching
models

Resource room proponents described these
programs as attempts to keep mildly himidi-
capped r enrolled in the mainstream by
shafing responsibilities with regular educa-
tors, serving the children in the resource set .
ting for no more than a few hours per day; and
offering support to the regular program through
spedal materials, consultation, and inservice
training. The advantages anticipated for this
approach included suppositions that chi klren
would-incur less stigma by being assigned to
regular classes, they could be served in their
neighborhood schools, resource teachers would
have a multiplier effect, and placements would
he more acceptable% parents (Courson, 1976;

1972: Hatnmill & Wioderholt. 1972:
Lott, 1975; Roger & Kopprnan, 1971; Sabstino.
1972;Miederholt, hlitmmhll, & Brown, 1978),

OBSERVATIONAL DATA NFIDED

Before evaluating the effectiveneu of resource
programing, its operation and function had to
be examined. lInfortunately, administrative
descriptiont of resource teacher models rep-
resented conceptualizations of program oper.

Exceptronal Chihlren, Volume 47, Number 0. Copy.
right (i) MI The Council for Exceptional Children

Marchlisi
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-

ation rather than descriptinw. 411 programs in
actual operation. Ai.corthug to Semmel (1975),
descriptions of administrative operations had
little utility in differentjating between special
education programs. He Added that these ver-.
bal descriptions of programs provided insuf-
ficient evidence that shared respbnsibility,
planning, and implementation had become
reality.

Sindelar and Deno' (1978) pointed out that
neither the efficacy of resource programs nor
the function of program components had been
adequately verified. 'Further, Brandt 0972,
1975) indicated that observable evidence of in-
riovations was seldom available for so-called
innovative programs. He-suggested that until
a considerable amount of descriptive investi-
gation occuered, on e. could only' guess how
widesjaread particular practices were or how
applicable the findings of selected studies
Were in school settings.

As pointed out by Semmel (475), Sindelar
and 'Deno (1978), and Brandt (1975), much
more data, especially observational data.`viere
needed to verify the workings of restiurce pro-
grams. Thpurpose of this study was to begin
the process Of collecting such data in the
school setting. The iyestigator choseAto focus
on finding out how resource teachers use theft
professional time, how pupil load affects dis-
tribution of teacher time use, and how obser-
vation of time use compares with teachers'
perceptions of time use.

METHOD
411.

The specitivd activities were delinttd hroodly
enough to include ail of the teachers' job re-
lated work.

Participants

This study of resource room teachers' time uti-
. lization was conducted in five states repre-

-senting major geogrophic regions of the coun-
try. Resource teachers within a 60 mile radius
of the following cities participated: Rochester,
New York; Dubuque; lowa; New Orleans. Lou7
isiana; Greeley. Colorado; and Sacramento,
California. Up to 40 resourCe,teai:hers serving
mildlyhandicapped pupils in each of the five
areas were surveyed.

Resource teachers wore defined as teachers
certified in special eduhation, assigned to_a
classroom, providing direct instruction, re-
sponsible for writing IEP's, consulting with
regular class teachers, serfsing'no strident for
greater than a half day daily, assessing pupil
perfoimance. and participating in staffings. Of

.r.the 144 respondents, 132-resource teachers fit
the descriptions of resource programs being
used in this study,To randomize the selection
of teachers for observation, -aach qualifying re-
turned questionnaire was *assigned to its geo-,
graphic group and given a two digit number.
The first five lines of ran.dom number. chart
(Kerlinger, 1973) were used to select Mk re-
source teachers from each geographic area to
be ohserved in their classrooms.

In this study, data were collected on only orre
aspect of resource room programing, that is,
the percentage of time resource-teachers apend
on specified at:tivities, The acti,eities, selected
from the professional literature and adminis-
trative descriptions of rasource programs. in- ,

cluded:
1. Direct ,tosirlaglipn
2. Consulting with staff

- 3. Consulting with parents
4. Conducting inservice training
5. Preparation and plwing for instruction
6. Participating in siliathgs
7. Assessment and evaluation-
8. Preparation ahd marntenance of Individ-

ualized Edtication 'Programs (IEP's)
9. Record keePing

10. General school duties

Exceptional Children
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In response to the survey questionnaires, re-
source teachers provided the number of stu--
tlents served and two time- utilization esti-
mates. First, they estimated the 'time spent On
each of the specified activities; second, they
estimated the peecelitage of time,99e.4ed'to
perform each activily adequately.ernce-many.
of the specified activities, do not occur every
day, the estimates represented averages over
the entire school year.

To collect data to compare with teacher es-
timates, trained observers spent two sessions,
one morning and one afternoop, observing
each of the 30 randomly selected resource
teachers while they were at school or attending
job related functions. To acquire a distributed
sampling of activities, no two observations of
'a single teacher occurred on the same day,and
observations were spread out between March4

and*May 21, 192.9. A total qf 60 observations

q r
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were made and care was taken to ensure that,

in each geographic area, both morning and
afternoon observations were male on every
day of the work week.

During the observatior ;, teachers' activities
were recorded at 2 minute intervals using a
time sampling technique (Hall, Hawkins. &
Axelrod, 1975) selected because of its proven
accuracy and convenience (Baer, 1977). To en-
sure the reliability of the observations, teach-
ers recorded their own activities on data re-
cording sheets -at five random times during
sessions when the observer was recording
data. Interobserver agreement was obtained by
comparing the time interval recordings.made
by teachers with the same interval recordings
made by the observers. Interobserver data was
collected during 32,of the 60 observational ses-
sions, and a 97% rate of agreement was ob-
tained.

A null hypothesis was proposed that there
would be no significant differences between
teachers' estimates of time spent estimates of
iime needed, and time use recorded through
a time sampling technique. A second null hy-
pothesis was proposed toat no differences in
distribution of time use occurred between
teachers serving larger and.smaller numb-rs of
pupils.

The percentage estimates of time spent, es-
itimates of time needed, and recorded time use
were compared using a 2 x 10 x 3 analysis of
variance design with repeated measures orf the
third variable (Kirk. 1968). Difierence,5 in time
use were also compared for teachers serving
19 or more pupils and 18 or fewer pupils. In
addition, Kirk's (1968) t-test procedure for
comparing means used in a three-way analysis

0 of variance equation was used to find signifi-
cance across time use variables for each spec-
ified activity. Through this procedure, signif-
icance was' calculated by comparing the
differences between: (a) e0imated time needed
and estimated time spent; (,b) estimated time
spent and recorded time use; and (c) estimated
time needed and recordcd time use.

RESULTS

The distribution of 'resource teacher , time,,
as measured by a time sampling pr,oceduras
showed 51.48% of time spent in direct instruc-
tion; 8.51% in consulting with staff; 3.6% in
consulting with parents; 0% in conducting in-
service training; 16.38% in preparation and

planning, for instruction; 2.11% in participating
in staffings:, 1.38% in preparation and main-
tenance of IEP's; :1.77% in recor(l keeping; and
9.22% in general school duties. The mean per-
centages for time use variables including es-
timates are reported in Table 1.

The first mill hypothesis was re)ected when
significant differences were found between the
teachers estimated time spent, estimated time
needed, and recorded tirne use, F (2, 560) =
26.75, p < .001. The analysis of variance data
is reported in Table 2.

Through use of t-tests (Kirk, 1968), signifi-
cant differences at the .05 level were foetid
between the estimated time spent and esti-
mated time needed variables for direct instruc-
tion, preparation and planning for instruction,
and assessment and evaluation. In addition,
significant differences at the .05 level were
found between estimated, time spent and re-
corded time use variables for direct instruc-
tion, preparation and maintenance of IEP's,
and general school duties. The differences be-
tween estimated time needed and recorded
time use were also significant for direct in-
struction, assessment and evaluation, working
with IEP's, and generaf school duties. No sig-
nificant differences were found between time
use variables for consulting with staff. con-

Mean

TABLE 1

Percentages for Time Use Variables

Activ.ity
Estimated
time used

Estimated
time

needed
Measured
tinw use

0

Direct instruction
Consulting with

staff
Consulting with

parents
Conducting

inservice
t Preparation for

instruction.
Staffings
Assessment and

evaluation
Work with IEP's
Record' keeping
General schbol

duties
S.

P.

63.67

7.13

3.73

1,25

12.08
5.05

7.68
5.92'
5.38

3.1

69.86

10.93

-7.71

4.08:

17.6
6.45

13.83
9.15
7.27

.3.6

51.4.8

8.51

3.6

.0 r

16.38
2.8

8.82
1.38
3.77

9.22

Note: N = 30

422 March 1981
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a TABLE 2

Analysis of Variance for PUpil Load. Specified Aciivities. and Time Use Perientages

Source df Ss MS

Between S's 299 293752.66 1182.4

Pupil load (Al 1 9.41 9.42 .068

Activities (11) 9 254347.22 28260.6 202.97'

AB 9 410.02 45.56 .327

Error 280 38986.20. 139.24

Within S's 600 . 45203.63 75.34

Time percentages (C) Z 3324.46 1862.18 26.749'

AC 2 143.83 71.99 1.157

BC 18 5875.59 326.42' 5.235'

ABC 18 1061.13 511.95 .949

Error 560 34798.72 62.14

Total 899 338956.49

Significant at .0'5 and Al levels

sulti`ng with parents, inservice instriskti on, and
record keeping. The t-test comparisoris\are re-
ported in Table 3.

- The second null hypothesis was retained.
No significant difference's in the distribution
of time were found between teachers serving
larger and smaller numbers of pupils.

Of interest though not an objective of this
study, was the fact that regional differences
occurred in the number of pupils served, The
mean number of pupils served by area were
Rochester, 19.64; New Orleans, 19.48; Greeley,
13.15; Sacramento, 23.5'4; and Dubuque, 16.13.

DISCUSSION -

Rpsource room teachers' estimates of time
needed to perform their duties adequately was
significantly greater than either ',their esti-
mated time use or recorded time use. This may
indicate that resource teachers need more time
to accomplish their duties satisfactorily. I low-
ever, their expressed need for more time may
indicate feelings similar to those of other
teachers or persons in any profession.

More importantly, teachers' estimates of time
use may not be reliable indicators of actual

time 'use. 'When estimates were compared. to-
time use recorded through a time sampling
procedure, teachers in this study underesti-
mated time spent oh preparation for instruc-

- lion and general school duties. They overes-
timated the amount of time spent on direct
instruction, working with ISP's, and partici-

pating in .stailings. These findings indicate
that programing and funding judgments should
not be based only on teacher estimates of time
use.

Direct instruct iyn takes more attic, resource
teacher's time than any of the other specified.
activities, although teachers tended to over-
estimate the time spent on direct instmctibm
This finding may result from a number of in-
terruptions in the teaching schedule. The Ob-
servers noted interruption in the instructional
schedule when students remained with their
regular classes to engage in special activities,
to attend school assemblies, and to participate
in various other events during instructional
times. Resource teachers interrupted the in-
,structional schedule to ,engage in activities
such as consulting, assessing pupils being
considered for placement, and staffing& Inter-

. ruptions in instruction might be reduced by
careful scheduling and the provision of addi-
tional personnel to accomplish such things as
assessing children.

When surveyed, a majority of respondents
indicated that they were expected to provide
inservice training instruction; however, no
data were recorded on the provision of inser-
vice training by resourceleachers. In addition,
their estimates of time spent in this activity
averaged only 1,25%. This finding may indi-
cate that resource programs have a smaller
multiplier effect than early proponents antic-
ipated. The data also indicates that this activ-
ity should be removed from program descrip-

Exceptional Children 423
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TABLE 3

Time Use Variables 1-test

Activity Comparisons

'Direct instruction
Consulting with staff
Consulting with parents
Inservice instruction
Preparation for instruction
Staffings
Assessment and evaluation,
Work 1;tith IEP's
Record keeping
General school duties

Significance

11<8 -2.99* ).-A <(5.89"le,C
B<C<A
B<A<C
B<A<C
B<(2.66 )<A
B<A<C
B<(2.42')<C<A
B<A <(2.19')<C
B<A<C
C<(2.71"(<8'A

significant
not significant
not significant
not significant
significant
not significant
sign i ficant
significant
not significant
significant

Note: A = estimated time use; B estimated time needed: C measured time use.
Numbers in phrenthesos represent significant i-ratios at .05 level.
Significant at 01 level

tions or that school administrators need to
work toward facilitating inservice training
conducted by resothrce teachers.

Resource rown teachers were observed
spending less time on lEP's (1.38%) than their
estimates for this activity. This may be ex-
plained by noting that: (a) Teachers write DT's
almost exclusively at the beginning and end
of the school year when observations were not
made; (b) TeaChers work on IEP's at home he-
cause ho school facilities- or eqeipment are
ne-eded to accomplish this task; and (c) Teach-
ers find the task so irksome that they overes-,
timate the amount of tittle spent in preparation
of these documents. These data may indicate
that efforts should be made to distribute the
IEP workload thfoughout more of the year. that
teachers need released time to adequately pre-
pare IEP'st and that support. such as data re-
trieval systems, should be made available to
help make the task less.annoying.

Surprisingly, the distribution of teacher time
across the 10 specified activities was net af-
fected by the numbers of pupils served. The
investigator had anticipatod that teachers serv-
ing larger numbers of pupils would spend a
greeter portion of their time writing IEP's,
keeping records. paiticipating in staffings. and
preperinwfor instruction than teachers serving
smaller numbers of students, One possible ex-
planation is that while at home, teachers ac-
complish a significant portion of the extra
work created by having more students. &sec-
ond plausible explanation is that teachers 1.411,

424
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larger no mbers of students prepare and teach
group lessons, while' teachers with smaller
numbers of students engage.in more individ-
ualized instruction. As the result of these
grouping procedures, both the ,teachers serv-
ing large( a.nd smaller numbers of pupils used
their time in proportionately the same manner.

NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

During the course of this investigation., the
need to conduct_ additional research on re-
source teacher time use became eVident. The
following additional research appears war-
ranted to confirm the findings of this study,:

1. A greater number Of observations should be
made in :mire locations to ensure that
chances for observing on atypical days are
reduced.

2. Resource teachers should be observed over
the entire school year. The observational
data collected in this study and the inter-
pretations of the data analysis are appl ica-
ble only to the middle and late portions of
the school year.

3. Further study is needed to account for t inte
spent on preparation and paperwork at
home. In this study, no provisions were
made for measuring time spent on work'
after the normal workday.

_4. The area of staff consultation needs to be
broken down to differentiate betweea
everyday business and consultations for the
purpose of facilitating integration of hand-

;
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.hildien into regular classmoms.
The observers noted few instances of the
second type.

5. PerhaPs the weakest aspect of 'resource`
room Kograms discovered in The review ol
the literature and in this accounting of re-
sourLe leacher time use is the lack of estali-
lished priorities for how resource. !yin:her
:time should be spent. The most important
needed reiearch un time ,use will identify
'priorities for respurce teacher time use.

The present time use study covers only a
small part of the research needed to verify
what serviCes are actually provided through
resource room programing. More observa-
tional-research must be accomplished before
the suppositions of resource program propo-
nents can be supported.
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TIME MANAGEMENT

Setting up a successful Resource Specialist Program requires many

organizational skills. Being able to manage your time efficiently becomes
crucial when you begin to balance responsibilities including assessment,
instruction, and coordination.-

An important concept to keep in mind when you begin to organize your

program is knowing where you are going. By using a "task/systems analysis"

approach, determine:

1. Specific responsibilities.
2. Sources Of support ahd interferences.
3. How your administration and faculty see your functions.

Once all thesd expectations, obligations and aCtivities are determined,

you can begin prioritizing and developing a workable schedule for yourself

and your'instructiodal aide.
,

4
446

The following-are very brief suggestions for your consideration in im-

proving your use oftime and perhaps in finding the 25th hour in'each day:

1: Use an appointment book.. Carry it with you. Keep your aide in-

formed,,particularly if she is helping you set up meetings, child

study team stafftngs, etc.

2. Keep a "THINGS fo DO" list and add to it regularly. It may be

something that you want to do just before you leave in the after-

noon to organize yourself for the next day. -Don't fai] to cross

off what you have done for a sense of completion and accomplish-

ment. '4.

3. Clean off your desk or work area. T 0 S S ! Often 80'percent

of the material on it is worthless or belongs in a file or binder.

Only go through your mail and memos once! Don:t let them pile up

day after day. File everything wheA yop get it. Try to put away

papers/foldees you are working on before you start something new.

4. Recognize that your supply of energy varies in a daY. Become

aware of these energy cycles and schedule your activities accord-

ingly.

5. Determine how you prioritize your activities when you have time

for the "office work". Ask yourself these questions the next time:

a. Do I consciously select thelmost important item to work on?

b. Do I pick up the first thing I see?
c. Do I work on the item or project that interests me the most?

d. Do I work on theeasiest problem?

If you answered anything except "a", you need to develop the habit

of establishing priorities.
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6. Learn to write up iour classroomhobdervations during or immediately-
after the visit. You will forget less and do a much better job.

7. Learn to use all those spare minutes while waiting for an appoint-
ment, for a meeting to start, while waiting on phone calls, etc.
Never be without a pen and paper/for those important memos and
notes.

'8. Two suggestions for handling correspondence:

a. Handle any piece of paper only once:
b. Write short answers on the original correspondence, Xerox one

copy for your file and return the original.

9. Telephone logs: 4

a. Keep a list of frequently placed calJs; i.e., district office,
parents' work and home numbers.

b. Keep a card file of useful numbers and contact namesi i.e.,
Mental Health, probation, police, emei-gency number, family
contacts, continuation school.

c. You may want to log 'all of your important incoming and outgoing
calls with data including date, time, name of caller, topic,
and action.

TIME MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY'

Directions:

List the suggestions yoU would give to a new resource specialistoin
regards to managing his/her time with all the varied i-esponsibilities. Share

your list with other group members.
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True False

PRE-TErST

TIME MANAGEMENT

1. Though time management is important, it does not consti-
,tute a major factor in the effectiveness of a manager.

2. Effect-I've managers know where their time goes.

3. Blocks of time should be scheduled into the day for
planning sessions.

4. Putting more time on the job assures the manager of a
Oetter outcome.

5. Every manager shouldtpend at least 25% of his time im-
proving his/her capabilities (input time).

*MULTIPLE CHOICE

Answer

6.. The greatest time waster is:

standing in line for lunch
b. waiting for the copying machine
c. telling aides where to find things
d. looking for things you mislaid

7. One of the following is generally the most difficult to
change:

a. personal goals

b. school site schedules
c. spending time on trivia
d. doing what you like.to do

8. One of the most effective ways to improve meeting effec-
tiveness is:

.a. do not set timelimit9
6. prepare an agenda
c. limit speaking.time to five minutes regardless Of topic

d. do not establish follow-up procedures on items dis'-

cussed.

9. One way to develop an effective team relationship with
an aide:

a. is to build on the aide's weaknesses.
b. is to disregara inservice training opportunities
c, is to discuss priorities, schedule changes, special, ac-

tivities, etc., each day to develop coordinated efforts

d. is to criticize him/her whin a mistake is made
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10. Most Ineffective managers spend too much time:

a. worrying
b. planning
c. putting out fires
d. keeping ani"open door" policy

'6 !cl '8 !cl 'L !e '9 i 'S 'E ! i :sJahisuti

TIME MANAGEMENT OUTLINE

Understanding and utilizing the basic elements of time management cin
save you time. In order to improve your management of time, it is important

to

I. Understand the basic concepts ot time management.

II. Know how you 'spend your time,

'474*

III: Prioritize your goals and organize your time accordingly.

IV. Utilize a few basic time management tools.

4.;
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SUMMARY

1. Determine your goals and objectives in all major aspects of your life.

2. Devote at least 25% of.your work weeicto per,onal improvement in your
managerial role.

3. Block out a large amount of time daily for planning tn your maSOr

management areas.

4. Know and keep track of where yourpme goes.

,5. Prioritize your time to match yoUr high-level Objectives

-6. Avoid barriers to effective time usage such as interruptions, t. v, etc.

7. Plan for and utilize basic time management tools such as proper dele-
gation, role definition, aide development.

-90-
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POST-TEt .

TIME MANAGEMENT

1. List at lreast five time wasters you can do something about.

a.

b.,

C.

d.

e.

2. List at least five basic principles of time management that, if yOu

followed, you would become a more effective manager.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

3. List the proper sequence of the following steps in determining

effective use of time.

a. Monitor your plan.

b. Determine your objectives.

c. Allocate appropriate time to priority objectives.

d. Determine your goals.

e. Prioritize your goals and objectives.

f. Check how you spent your time last week.



0
ANSWERS TO POST-TEST

- 1. Time Wasters - Select any 5 (or others which have merit)

a. television
b. telephone
C. commuting time
d. doing low-priority activities
e. never saying "No"
f. office traditions
g. executive hobbies
h. Protestant ethic
i. unclear role definition
J. assuming a temporary condition

2. Basic Principles of Time Management - Serect any 5

a. Establish written goals and objectives

. b. Periodically check goals, objectives, and activities with your

employer
c. Develop a plan for each role
d. Establish proper working conditions

e. Delegate
f. Use a pocket daytimer/calendar
g. Block out your time
h. Develop a secretary/aide

i. Have periodic evaluatton meetings
J. Have a daily creative tiMe
k. Improve reading and listening skills

3. Proper Sequence

a
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TIME ANALYSIS te

I.
Directions

-

'I., Using the Inventory of Personal Skills and Habits on tfie next page,
pictare yourself yesterday or dUring a typical weekday. Imagine your-
self at work and at home, experience the sights, sounds, and details
of the day. In the space for each, write what you did.

2. Circle the time period when you think you functioned best and most
productively.

3. Drawra square around the time period in Olich you were least.energetic,
-least productive.

4. List 10 task6ou need to do duing a typical day.

(1) PU SW 7

(2) PU SW

(3) P U S

(4) P U S W

(5) P U S W

P U S'W

(7) P U S W

(s) P U S W
-

(9) Ph S W

(10) PU SW

5. Next, put a "P" next to the items you would tend to do during your most
productive times and a "U" next to the items you would do during your
least productive times as identified in your Inventory.

6. Evaluate: do you tend to do your most important work during your pro-
duftive, energetic periods? If yes, then you are getting good produc-
tivity/for your efforts. If not, try to re-order your schedule. ,

-

7. We all have "shoulds" in our lives, of course--demands of a job, hoUse-
work, grocery shopping. paying bills. But at least some of your acti-
'vities should be things you really enjoy or want to do. Too many
"shoulds" will Make you feel out of control. -Go back over your In-:
ventory and write ,an "S" for each should,and a "W" for each want.- If
there are too many shoulds, keep it in mind as you do future planning.

to



INVENTORY 0 PERSONAL SKILL AND HABITS

I

7:00 A.M. -EARLY

8:00 MORNING

9:00

10:00-

11:00

MID MORNING

z

12:00 P.M.

1:00

MID DAY

2:00 MID

3:00 AFTERNOON
41,

4:00

5:00

600

7:00

8:00

9:00

fe:oo

9

LATE

AFTERNOON

EARLY

EVENING

MID EVENING

. 11:00 NIGHT

12:00

57



4

TIME WASTERS

We all-waste a certain'amount of time--even the most productive amoqg
us. The trick is to keep it to minimum. While we may say thing's like '

"that meeting sure was a waste of time," we too seldom take the time to look
at what is stealing our.precious time.

Look back at your Inventory and see if you can identify your ten big-
gest timewasterS.. Write them down on the list below. ,Dettde whether each
was caused by someone or something e3se, or your own fault, Write E or I
(external or internal) next to each timewaster.

Next, think of a possible solution to each itemon the list. It could
be as simple as reschedulihg your morning coffee so that it'i'a reward for
completingxertain tasks instead of a way to put off starting them.

-

TIMEWA,STERS

2.

EXTERNALUC INTERNALLY
CAUSED CAUSED,

3:

5._

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



PARENT EDUCAT I ON

. The ResourEce Spec.iatat shaft demonzttate thi Ottowing
sfatts, knotagdge, and/ot pet6otmance competeneie4.

(1) Provide parents with bdsic knowledge of assessment
procedures and instrumentations, and howdto utilize
the information.

(2) Provid4 parents with basic understanding of remedial
methods and techniques as they relate to their own
child's .program.

(3) Jrovide parents with basic home enrichment and home
management techniques designed to meet the 9eeds of
their child.

Counsel parents in areas'related to their child's
abilities, including strengths and wbaknesses, as
well as to the child's needs and goals, including
career" and vocatiobal planning alternatives.

(4)

(5) Provide parents with information as to effective
utilization of coñimunity resources.

(6) Assist in planning of parent education workshops.

A 't

A

I.

11 2
-



PARENt EDUCATION
f

TIME

5 min

20'niin

15min

20min

CONTENT ACTIVITY MEDIA HANDOUTS

Review CTPL regs. re: parent
FEJETHion*

Introduce video-tape-

-background and focus'

Debrief video

-understanding feelings,
of parents

4

Share ideas re:
Communication witnparent
support/involvement infor-
mation

*Commission for Teacher
Preparation and, Licensing

113

LG:

rainstorm:
at do you think are Oome

Of the feelings that parents-
of handicapped children
feel?"

"Who of you are parents? Can

you relate to the feelings
we've just described?"

"What can yob as a Resource
,Specialist do to help parents
in dealing with some of
these'feelin§s?"

"What concy:ete activities can
you as Resource Specialist
implement to involve parents
in the whole special
education process?-"

"What About.Tomorroe
(stop tape before discussion
of Pi_ 94-142)

OH# 26 to 29

I.

"On Being the Parent c

a Handtapped

111
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Trainer Notes

PARENT EDUCATION

Objectives:

- Participants will e4'ress an apprecilition of the parents' viewpoint/
feelings about having a child in special education.

- Participants will identify componsnets of their role in working to-
gether with parents and the available resources to carry out that role.

Materials:

- Videotape may be borrowed from your local SERN or from:

California State Department
of Education

Personnel Development Unit
7421 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814

Introduction:
-(

*A,

The tape was developed to provide an overview of all aspects of being
- a parent of a handicapped child. It should be noted that these.parents

represent all levels of handicapping conditions in placements from
Resource Specialist to the self-contained classroom, and yet they all t.

share-the same feelings and concerns (7 mfnutes).' The film should be
shown up to the point of the PL 94-142 explanation (20 minutes).

Debriefing Videotape:

The focus of the discussion should be threefold:

- Identify the feelings of the parents.

- Draw parallels between participants' experiences and those of the

parent in the tape.
-Describe ways the Resource Specialist can assis.t parents in dealing .4

with these feelings.
A

Brainstorm:
0

To share-ideas for parent support, involvement, and in'formation:

-Listen to the parent. They know the child better tban anyone else.

- Communicate.
-Create ao atmosphere that will encourage free and open communication,
jargop-free.
-Focus on the child as a "whole" human beifig.-
"-Set up a parent support group--parents learning from each other.
--Provide parent education on legal rights, IEP process, use of re-
sources, etc., as needed.
-Set up a resource file and parent library for individual use.

1.11)

to-
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GUIDELINES TO PARENT CONFERENCING

DO

1. Do select one or two major goals for the conference.

2: DO be on time.

3. Do be prePared in advance.

4. Do remember that you're talking to another adult and not a child.

5. Do KISS - "Keeli It Simple and Straight".

6, Do watch body language and voice tone.

7. Do provide support when appropriate.

8. Do abandon and yell for help when necessary.

9. Do share information with child in advAnce when possible.

10. Do share soae positive feedback with all parents.

11. Do keep information confidential.

12. Do give the parent plenty of time to share ,his/her perCeptions.

13. Do provide for R & R fdllowing conferences.

DON'T

1. Don't minimize the problem.

2. Don't use jargon.

3, Don't make promises that can't be kept.

4. Don't be afraid,to s'interrupt.

5.- Don't share personal eiperiences.

6. Don't say anything that you wouldn't Want the.chtld to know.

7. 6on't argue.

8. Don't take things personally.

9. DoWt cover too much information.

10. Don't drag the conference out tO'o long.

116
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WHEN MY SON, BRUCE, ENTERED THE FIRST GRADE, HIS REPORT
CARD SAID, "HE VERBALIZES DURING CLASS AND PERIODICALLY
ENGAGES IN EXCURSIONS UP AND DOWN THE AISLES."

IN THE SIXTH GRADE, HIS TEACHER SAID, "WHAT CAN WE DO
WITH A CHILD WHO DOES NOT RELATE ,TO SOCIAL INTERACTION?"
(I RAN-.HOME AND GOT OUT MY DICTIOVARY.)

Ai THE START OF HIS SENIOR'YEAR:BRUCE'S ADVISER SAID,
"THIS YEAR WIL'k. HOPEFULLY OPEN UP OPTIONS FOR YOUR SON
SO HE CAN REALIZE NIS POTENTIAL AND AIM FOR TANGIBLE
GOALS."

ON MY WAY OUT, I ASKED THE SECRETARY, "DO YOU tPEAK
'ENGLISH?" (SHE NODDED.),, "WHAT WAS SHE TELLING ME?"

"BRUCE IS GOOFING OFF.", THE SECRETARY, SAID FLATLY.

I DON'T KNOW IF EDUCATION IS HELPING BRUCE OR NOT, BUT
IT'S CERTAINLY IMPROVING MY VOCABULARY!

(From AT WIf'S END by Erma Bombeck
Copyright, 1978 Field Enterprises, Inc.
Courtesy of Field Newspaper Syndicate.)
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By Jo Israelson

lOward a Reali4tic Image of Parents:
,A Teacher's Point of View

Children spend an average of six hours per day
within the walls bf an educational setting. If

we subtract two 20-minute recess petidds, a one-
hour lunch penodind 30 minutes of counseling or
sex ducation, then direct teaching time can be
estimated to be 2.6 hours per'day. If we divide this
by one teacher with approximately 30'students,
then the end result i§ an incredibly large amount of
education which needs to be gained outside of
school.

Most teachers would concede that parents, are- a
child's first and major teachers. Skills that are
neci,s4ry for success in school-are ()Oen directly
tied to the, expenerices a child encounters before
entering school, even experiences as remote as the
prenatal care a mother receives.

Recently schools have bt3.en assuming a greater
percentage of the "parenting" role in an effort to
emdicate some nimschool deprivations. School
breaktasts, true lunches, after-school recreational
and dayCare programs, and tutoring may help
children, hut they also make parents feel
inadequate. As schools and teachers expand their
roles, both parents and educatoN are affected.

Educators base their images of parents on the
role modjk they themselves have directly
experienced or hoped for. Perceiving parents as
receptive to teachers' needs, teachers recall-note
exchanges, report card endorsements, lunch box
snacks, P.T.A. papas, homework help, and parents
who say,"Begood, pay attention, work hard."

Teachers with these traditional values are now
being confronted with an unfamihar specterthe -
single head of a household or two working parents.
Accompanying the altered roles are altered
b.chaviors. It seems that the Dr. Spock version or".'",.
"Mama" and Father-Knows-Best "Papa" are gone
forever.

Teachers often comment 'that today's parents
have little responsibility toward their children. As
accountability increases and more demands are
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made by parent-child advocacy groups, teachers .

begin to lament the death of their own.classroom
' role and the role of the "model parent."

The various stages of the mourning process that
parents-experience when they learn about a child's
disability have been.described by many writers. The..
remainder of this paper ittempts to describe the
vari&y of stagesleachers often work through when
confronted with the death of the model parent.

Denial
Beginning in September, teachers face the coming

year with trepidation. They wonder whether the
children will learn all they should, how Many
behavior problems will arise, and if their own
creativity and energy will last. Ako, the teacher
wonders, what kind of parental support there will
be, and how much.

When a teacher first meets parents at initial
meetings, report card conferences and crisis
counseling sessions he relies on his established
role f the authority figure to conduct the meeting.
When that particular crisis or issue is resolved, then
the teacher dispenses with the parent who is
desperately needed as an ally. The teacher has only
engaged the parent in a superficial discussion of the
problem child and never really takes the time to
learn about that parent as an individual.

Then the fateful day arises and the teacher again
seeks the crisis conference necessary to solve a
problem or initiate a solution. But this time no one
comes to his or her aid. Is it that the parent is too
busy, too far removed from the situation, resigned
to let the school handle it, or too involved in his
own problems? The teacher asks, "Why me? My
own parents would never have acted this way. I've
done lesson plans, report cards, weekly
newslettersphone calls. How can they fail me
when I'm ready for their help?"

The teacher re-evaluates this parent in terms of
"never returned notes" and "never supported
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P.T.A." The teacher retreats from further contact
with this "nonmodel parent," returns to isolition,
reaffirms the authoritarLn role and perhapS
assumes additional responsibilities toward
the child.

Anger and Envy
.

As this isolation continues, anger and envy may..
ensue.. For whatever reasons a' teacher-teaches
kwe of children, love of learning, job securitythe
failure of a child is 'possibly a direct reflection of the
teacher's success or lack of it.

Anger b'ecomes resentment or maybe rage
direited toward parents who, according to the
re.icher, have not whaled their obligations to the

.cluld' in either physical or emotional ways.- Envy
toward other teachers with "model parents," and
thtlretore model pupils, creates professional -

tensions and a great deal of critical self-evaluation.

Bargaining
At some point during the year, teachers rekindle

a hope that their "model parent" may still exist.
They may begin to initiate bargains with
themselves. their supervisors, and their students;
they plan parent-teacher communication
workshops, give prizes to classes that have the
most parents at P.T.A. or praise the children who
bring homework denoting parent support. (All this
is done by the school, /or the parent.)

No amount of "what ifs". will reach the
unresponsive. paront. A teacher can promise daily
goodwill phone calls: but they will only be achieved
if the. parents have a phone, the parent is home,
they are ready fo listen, and equal-respect exists.
Respect grows from interaction, of which there is
often very little.

. Depression and Guilt
Soon depreqsion repbceg "what ifs." Realism

becomes the mentor. No longer will the teacher
hope for recewery in the. relationship. Along with
depression, a tworheifeied animal rears its head
devp griet combined with deep guilt.

Death of any kind brings remorse. For teachers,
the model parent's death is often the loss of any
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expectation for a child tothange or suCceed. Many .

teachers'realize their influence is minimal compared
to that of a parent and thuS' feel failure. Tiachers -
view this death as des:troying all hope they had for
the children,1nd for themselves as professionals.

Guilt bringS with it tiuestions: Were goals too
high? Were attempts insufficient? Blame,
displacement, and rationalization all lead back to a
teacher's belief that he or she did not do enough to

'relate to that parent or educate the child.

Resignation, Acceptance and Renewal
Resignation, which is different ftom acceptance,

may f011ow guilt. Teachers may totally. 'give in to
those things which do not go the 'Way they want
them to.,A teacher may erect a stronger wall
between 'himself and the parent. Without
expectations there arc no disappointments; without
comMunication there are no confrontations.

If teacherS move from guilt to acceptance, then ,

there is hope. Teachers can then begin to Wry their
image of the model parent and replace it with their
own pedestal of clay. Placing themselves on equal
footing with parents allows teachers to see parents
as they are, whether they are economically or
educationally deprived, overworked, or simply
different from the teacher's expected image.

At this point a teacher becomes less egocentric
and more empathetic.,-Maybe the educator will seek

assistance from specialists or begin the task of
getting to know parents as individuals. Where there
is hope, there are new possibilities and approaches.
And, there is always next September!

Jo laraelson has been a leacher of the deal for five years $h is
currently employed as s planning specialist with the Outreach
Unit of Pre-College _Programs at Gallaudet College where she is
responsible for planning, designing and implementing
dissemination activities to achieve the goalS of th Kendall
Demonstration Elementary School
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The Professional's Dilemma:
Learning to Work With Parents

by Milton Seligman ancfPatricia Ann Seligman

If professionals do not
understand the sources of
their own stress, then they
may prematurely label
parental behavior rather- -

than understand it.

ttention has been focused on children with
disabilitiestheir characteristics, learning and

behavioral styles, as welhas, their medical and
educational needs. Morerecently, an increased
awareness and understanding of the families of
these chilsiren has occtirred, with particular
emphasis on the impact a disabled child has on the
family.

As a consequence of this ho*htened study of
exceptional families and their circumstances, the
relationship between families and the professionals
from cvhom they seek help has Come under ,
scrutiny. Althougti we need-mach more
information about the nature of parent-professional
relationships, especially from a research
perspective, there are indications that this
important partnership is sometimes less than
satisfactoryespecially from the parents' point
of view.

Collaborative relationships, whether between
husband and wife or between parents of children
with disabilities and professionals; are dependent
on the positive contributions of both parties. From
this perspective, when parent-professional
relationships are poor we can assume that both
parties contribute to the situation. Therefore, both
parents and professionals must work to improve
their relationship.

In the past parents were usually held responsible
for all difficulties. Although parents do contribute
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to difficulties, we hold that the "expert," because of
professional training and vocational commitment,
must bear the major responsibility for developing
positive working relationships.

To establish a positive working relationship with
parents, professionals need tar understand 1) the
impact of professionals on parents during the
search fox help, 2) the impact of the child with a
.disability on the entire family over an extended
period of time, and 3) the impact that the child and
the familyehave on the professional.

Impact of Professionals on Parent!'
Problems can emerge when the parents have

their first meeting with a professional. The parents
may have consulted or contacted a variety of
"experts" before this meeting. At the end of the
consultation they may also indicate that they intend
to see yet another expert. Professionals often label
this behavior as "shopping around." They often
feel that shopping around is an indication of the
parents' denial of the child's problems. They
believe that parents are endlessly searching for a
favorable diagnosis or or an optimistic prognosis.
This labeling may obscure the professional's
understanding of the parents' behavior.

Actually, parents may consult other professionals
for perfectly,legitimate reasons. They thay wish
another opinion, or may want to have the initial
diagnosis and current program reviewed. For some
parents, going from professional to professional._
may be precipitated by the changing needs of their
child. Also, many parenis feel they'have been
treated with little respect in the past. They may be'
seeking professionals who have the required
expertise and who treat them as human beings.

Impact of Child With a Disabiliti on Family
We believe that it is wrong to ignore the strain a

disabled child places on the family. It is equally
wrong to consider this situation as significantly
different from the effect any tragic event has on the
family unit. The difference, however, is the
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rhronicity of thu strain (if in fact the family reacts
with strain).of having a disabled child, as opposed
to the more short lived traumas that are part of
e'Vervday tanoly hte.

Fveryone needs time to adjust to problems that
may be chronic SOW turmoil.is common during-
aijustment.- In any event, a professional conclusion
that turmoil means the family is emotionally
unstable reflects a jaundiced and negative view of
familiesiho happen to have a child with a
disability. Research has illustrated' the.phases that
families go through as they adjust to the child's
disability. It is necessary for professionals who
work witli parents of disabled children to
understanecopmg mechanisms parents use during

.the different adjustment phases. Variation from
these patterns may reflect problems which require
psyf hological 'help.

(some professionals assume that all exceptional
- parents have difficulty accepting their child and

they tee! thlb Is unhealthy. The key word Here is
"unhealthy." Knowledgeable professionals would
consider the lack of acceptance, assuming that it is
accurakly assessed in the first place, as a natural
reaction when parents first learn of their child's
exceptionality It is important for professionals to be
able to distinguish between the lack of acceptance,
when it occurs early, and long-term denial, which
may indicate that some type of cou-selinwis
needed. In both instances exceptional parents can',
hardly be considered emotionally disturbed but,
similar to a recently divorced spouse, they need
timeand sometimes counselingto become
accustomed to the new situation.

Parents may feel depressed when they first learn
about the child's difficulty. Professionals sometimes
attribute these feelings to the process called

mternalizAtion of unacceptable hostility or death
wishes toward the disabled child." I.e., The feelings
of anger parents can have t'oward the child are,so
upsetting that they deflect these angry feelings
toward themselves. The assumption is that turning
anger toward 04self leads to_feelings of
depression cult h thoughts and feelings occur to all
parents, not only- those of disabled children, and
these feelings do not necessarily constitute ,

unhealthy reactions. I fere again the professional
_needs to distinguish ordinary, temporary
depression from chronic depression where
professional help is needed.

Some parents are afraid of letting anyone else
take care of their youngster'who has a disability.
This makes it difficult for the parents to have any
time to themselves and it can make it difficult for
the child to learn to work with other people.

This behavior has been labeled "parental
overprotectiveness" by professionals and has been
attributed to repressed hostility toward the
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handicapped child. At fording IL this theoretiLal
explanation, the parent (eels angry toward the child
for being disabled and;or for being diffiLult.
Because hostile feelings are unacceptable, they are
pushed out of awareness, only to resurface as the
exact opposite of hostilityoyerprotectiveness.

This explanation of parental overprotectiveness is
but one of several possible explanations for this
beha0For. Professionals may misconstrue realistic

,protective Measures as parental overprotectiveness
Even when the behavior is inappropriate, it would
also be more productive-for professionals to focus'
on the behavioroverprotectivenessto,help
parents understand the potentially harmful effect it
may have on their child. This approach would be
-more effective than to view it as.an ?motional
disturbance.

Professionals are just as
liable to feelings of denial as
are parents.

Impact of Child and Family on Proiessionals
Working with the pain and anguish that parents

and children with disabilities experience arouses
intense feelings. We havy already discussed the
impact of a disabled child on the family. Yet the
impact of the child's difficulties on professionals
and the ways it can affect their work is often
ignored. If professionals do not understand the
sources of their own stress, then they may
prematurely label parental behavior rather than
understand it.

Research tells us that societal attitudes toward
those who are "different" in some way tend to be
negative. Not surprisingly, the response of
professionals toward those they serve is not always
positive. Negative attitudes are often trani;ferred
into stereotypesdiStorted, erroneous and rigid
yiews of a particular group of people.

Our own subjective feelings are not always clear
to us. Yet the more'aware of our "inner
experiencing" we are, the better we are able to
modify negative feelings that can interfere wtth
collaborative relationships. For exaniple, it is useful
to be able to distinguish between subjective feelings
of empathy (truly understanding someone else's
circumstances) fectm feelings of sympathy (which
can be characterized as a feeling of "you poor
thing"). Professionals Who consistently experience
feelings of sympathy, pity, fear or hostility toward
parents of disabled children should consider
another field of endeavor.

'Other feelings that professionals can have, such
as hopelessness and disgust, are difficult to keep .
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hidden from parents and can liae theeffect of
geilerating similar parental .kelings tnward-their
child.ifhese reactions are often the consikluences of
insecunt\ the professiOnal teek. For'example, the
protessional imagines how it would be to be in the
pannts' situatiiih and concludes that it would be
difficult, if hot impossible: lie then commubicates
his teehngs it hopclessnjss to theparents.

As o result of the multiple disabilities a child may
have and the difficulty the family expc:riences in
.dealing with the situation, the proiNsional may
truly feel helpless. A professional can recognize his
or her own feelings and, discuss the situation (both
.the parents' circumStances and his feelings in
working K4 ti3 the parents) with a respected
colleague. Another poSsibility, whiCh requires much
tact and senOtivity, is a referrallo another
professional-who is in a position to be more
helpful. .

Professionals are just as.liable fo feelings of
denial as are parents. For example, because of
personal feelings t;ome professionals are unwilling
or unable to recogniie and ocknowledge children's"
difficulties..This can leave the parents.uncertain,
more anxious, and unwittingly contributes to
parental denial. ,

In some circumstances,- especially whben a difficult
birth haFtoceurred a profesSional (e.g., an .

obstetrician) may, feel that he has contributed to the
chiid's problem: Such feelings ot guilt may, in some
.Subtle %vavs, interfere with productive parent-
professional relationships.

Foil many of the-reasims we have discussed,
some pro1es4onals consider parents more of a
nuisance than a resource. Parents are seen as
persons who have lost their objectivity and who
theretorepossess'distorted perceptions of their
circirmstances and their child. These professionals
belie% c that since they are specially trained and are
beio; paid tor thei-rexpertise, only they can give
proto.Und, expert opinion's. Although parents
ordinarily have high expectations from service
pro% icier, this expectation has some negative
consequences when professionals are reluctant to
consider the ipinions and perceptions of parents

IN hen considering a particular tamily situation,
often .the most usetul vantage point is that of the
parent. h Would be extremely beneficial-if
professionals would value the parents' perspective
about i particular chik1 ond- family. It is necessary
for the prokssional to view parental perceptions as,
adding to the information they already have,
instead of considenng them contradictoryi
Professionals who base their evoluations on the
information received from other professionals,, their
own observations, the child, and the parents are ii
the strongest position to beberpful.
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Professional Training Needs
Professional training programs ge,wrallY ignore

alp possibility that those they educate may be only
.minimally etfective; prOfessional training does not
make thi'l prOfessional immune to stereotypic
thinking. In fact, a major.contributor to
stereotypiciprejudicial thinking is the profrssional
litrature, esrecially the'earlv literature related tO
disabled children.and their parents. As an
illustration, 'mentally retarded children were
commonly referred to as defeCtive and both
children and their parents were, ;and to sOme extent
contirtue to be, charaderized by their deficiencies.
Little regard Was given to their strengthS as
individual human beings. Nor does profe4sional
training make professionals immune to the stresses
we hove discussed earlier in this article.

One way to deal with these problems is to
recognize and admit to theM. Without self-
awareness little change in attititie can 'occur. ,

Enlightened professional prograrnscan includp
seminars, workshops, and 'other small group
experiences designed tO explore the notion of
stereotypes as well aS examine the specific
prejodices held by the participants of these .

educational experiehces. Small discussion groups
where one can safely talk about stereotypes tend to
be Useful. Also, interaction with disabled.children
and adults and their families can help to reduce
stereotypes. .

The professional issues we have discussed here
are just part of the problems that occur in this
phase ot,desigriing new ways to work together. Just
as We have made progress in getting patents and
professionals to work together, we remain
optimistic that these barriersto effective
Communication can be,pvercome.

In wily event, a professional
conclusion that turmoil
means the family is
einotionally unstable reflects
a jaundiced and qegative
view of families who happen
to have a child with a
disability.

Milton Seligman, Ph D., is a professor and director of tbe
Rehabilitation CounselotTraining Program at the.University Of
Pittsburgh. He is the''authof of Strategies for Helping Parents ot
HandicappedChildren (New York: Free Press, 1979). Patricia.
Anr Seligman. M.A., is an elementary school teacher She is
currentlystUdying for her Reading Specialist Certificate
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IEP Developmerit and Implementation:
Systematic Parent-Teacher Collaboration

MARY D'ZAMKO
LYNNE RAISER

III Special educators have long known that _the one iey to
Successful remediation is the active involvement of parents in
a child's education. Public Law 94-142 reflects this important
concern by including the parent as an essential member of
the individualized education program (IEP) team. Although
most.would applaud the intent of P.L. 94-142 to encourage
cooperatiVe responsibility between the school and the home,
few practical" ideas have emerged to help special educators
define the parent's role in IEP development arid assure active
participation on the team. It is commendable policy for parents
to be invited to the child's education planning meeting, but
how can fhey be included as more than vitally interested ob-
servers at the IEP conference?,

The proposed model suggests a.systematic viay to involve
parents as active diagnostic-prescriptive home teachers.
From the time of initial referral parents can be included as
essential tearrt members, observing changes in learning
behavior and extending the learning begun by the teacher at
school.

Many studies have been conducted with preschool and
school aged pupils that demonstrate academic gains result
from parental instruction. Perry (1978) found that direct
parent involvement in a structured home teaching program
resulted in achievement gains for fourth, fifth, andsixth grade

, pupils.-,Wise (1972) found that by using a parent or older
sibling as, a "home instructor" low in,come remediak students-
made significant gains in perceptual learning when compared
to a nonparticipating control group. She suggested that

_ parents can ,,be trained to teach their own children if the
skills to be taught are stated in behavioral terms. Della-Piana
(1966) found that oral reading accuracy and .comprehension
improved with the use of parents trained as home teachers. ,

Although some researchers have questioned the lasting
effect of the home environment on learniqg (Durkin, 1974;
Miller, 1969), there is extensive research to support the fact
that academic gains can be achieved through parent involve-
ment, The Coleman Report (1966) found that pupil achieve-
ment is strongly related to family background. Mosteller and
Moynihan (1972), in a reanalysis of pupil achievement data
from several large Harvard studies, confirmed Coleman's
findings. In 1975 Coleman analyzed achievement test data
collected from children aried 10" to 14 from six countries,
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including the United States, and concluded that home vari-
ables fiave at least as much, impact upon pupil echievernent
as do schoql variables,

Guthrie (1977) studied 10 years of researcn on the Follow
Through compensatory education projects and found that the
three (which had the most impact on pupil achievement had a.
strong parent involvement 'component. One of the projects,
The Florida Parent Education follow Through 'Program,
described five parent involvement strategies which involved .

the parent as (a) audience, (b) decision maker, (c) volunteer,
(d) paid employee, and (e) home teacher (Gordon & Breivogel,
1976). Goodson and Hess (1975), in their extensive review
of parent programs, interpreted their followup data to suggest
that there are lasting: effects when parents are involved in
teaching their own children.

- While special education teachers hive traditionally rec-
ognized the value, of the active involliement of parents in a
child's education, parents, too, of ten express a willingness to
become involved. A recent survey of public school parents in
Jacksonville, Florida, fOund a large percent wanted their
children to have more homework (Florida Times-Union,
1979).

THE PARENT-TEACHER COLLABORATION MODEL
Parents who-want to help their child at home need more than
the suggestion, "Read more to him" or "Go over her spelling
words with her each week." The IEP meetings offer a struc-
tured, formal time in which parents can have input into de-
veloping of th-annual educational goals for their child. If
parents are to be involved in IEP meetings, why not involve
them in the diagnostic and prescriptive processes?

Stage 1: Pre-IEP Development

At the time bf the initial staffing, the special education team
member can provide a list of questions to the parents to guide
their observation of the child during the intervening time be-
tween eligibility staffing and thet IEP meeting.' These questions
or behavioral objectives can be derived from an informal
assessment instrument such as the Van Nagel Diagnostic
Series2Examples of the questions follow.
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1. Does the student have difficulty saying the sound of the
initial consonant in words such as the r'in Rice Krispies?
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2, Does the studgnt have difficulty identifying.the final con-
sonant in words such as the d sound in Kool-Aid?

3. Does the student have difficulty recog6izing the 'short
vowel sounds in words sucb,as the a in Carapbell's
Soup?

'4 Does the student Kaye difficulty blending two inItial con-
sonants in words such at the tr sound in Frool Loops?

5 Does _the' student have difficulty blending consonants
and vowels in words suctras tid in Tide?

6 Does the student have difficulty recognizing words that
show possession such as Pringle's?

7 Does the student have dillictilty recognizing compound
words such as good and bar in Mr. Goodbar?

A Does the student have difficelty applying the double.
vowel generalization such as the ea in Shredded Wheat?.

V.

9. Does the student have difliculty selecting details from a
paragraph such as finding- the color of an item from a
catalog description?

'10: Does the student have difficulty stating the m ain idea
such as reading the TV Guido and telling what a show
was about?

11. Does the student have diffiCulty inferring what might
happen in a newspaper article if it is not stated? .

. Stage 2: The IEP cent erence.

Following the home observations of the activities, the meat
will !low be prepared te become an active participant Oiling
the meeting when the IEP is developed. For examtite, the
parent may have noticed That the child recognizes *several
letters of the alphabet by name or can add one digit numhr-s

TABLE 1
Home Activities to Extnd and

Reinforce IEP Skills

Skill

Form constancy

Initial tAnds

Long vowel
generalization

Compound words

Syllabication

Plural nouns

Vocabulary

Finding facts

Comprehension

Activity item

Child will find tt word "soup" as many tiMes as he can.

Child will find as many initial blends as he can.

Child will find and say as many long vowel words as he can.

Campbell'sSoup label

Pringle's Potato Chip can

Tide box

Child will find as many compound words es he can. Mr. Goodbar

Childwill divide the following words into syllables: artificial, flavor, Kool-Aid
vitamin, directions, contents, Information.

41,

Child will find as many plural words as he can. Nabisco Shredded Wheat

Child will find the following words and.tell what they mean: essential, Froot Loops
natural, nutritioh, fortified, analysis.

Child will recall facts from "Marshmallow Treats" recipe. Rice Krispies

Child wilt compare 4 sets of directiOns and tell how they are different. MugO-Lunch
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together in his or her head, although not on paper. When the
IEP is.wrillen the teacher and-parent can collaborate On- their
findingS related to -the child's academic needs The teacher-
can enqourage the parent to continue to make observations
of the child's learning behavior, guided bt the list of clues-
lions or objectives the teacher has-provided

-
Stsg.3: IER Implementation

As the long term goals and short term Objectives are identi-
fied, the parent arid teacher move into the'next stage of the

. model. The parent can be given a copy -of the-IEP toy use-
'concurrently as the objectives are taught Pn the classroom.
The parent can implement thelEP in an informal manner irf the

-4 home environment. The teacher Should emphasize to the.
* parent that the suggestions are hot time consuming and are

meant to extend school learning threugh home activities. The
learning activities are- intended to complement and reinforce
school learning through the use n readily available materials
found in any home. The materials and activities should appeal
to children and parents because of the relevance and inci-
dental nature of the learning.

Recognizing that opportunities for parent-teacher com-
munication are often minimal, this model can be conducted
by using periodic conferences or phone, calls. Once the
teacher and the parent' are engaged n the home learning
system, communication should evolve naturally..

Table 1 illustrates ways in which the parent- can extend
and reinforce the skills specified in the IEP. Each is Telated

0, to items conimonly found in the.home.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Examples have been suggested of reading 'skills on different
levels. However, this technique is applicable to any school
subject. Af ter the parent becomes familiar with the system,
the ideas _for activitieS should become self generating. The
parent should soon discover that each label and item in the
hom environment can serve as a multipurpose learning aid
to e tend and reihforce many subject areas. -

'fri.modef that has been presented offers a systematic
a proach to involving parents in the development and imple-

mentation of the 1EP. The model requires minimal time and

effort on the par4 of both parent and lea.:4her There is no cost
to the parent and Mlle training is required. I his approAch fac.

dilates collaboration between leacher and parent to enute
conceited effort to meet the pupil's specific acadenti,. now::
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ON BMNG THE PARENT OF A HANDICAPPED CHILD

Many of the basic problems with which parents of handicapped children
have to deal come directly from society,. Such problems originate in soci-

.ety's perpetration of certain myths or frauds, to put it bluntly. We are

especially susceptible to these myths as we are growing up. One myth en-

couraged by the romance magazines that teenagers read is that marriage is.-
"eternal bliss". Another more pertinent myth is that out of this eternal
blissful union will come children who are both physically and mentally beau-
tiful and perfect. Therefore, the parents of a handicapped child have not
lived up to the,ideal and have produced an imperfect 'replica of themselves.

. This may. cause much unconscious, if not conscious, guilt, as well as_feelings
of inferiority. At the.same time, if parents are unfortunate enough to have
a handicapped child (which society says subtly they are not supposed to do),

society then hypocritically says they must be superparents. They must supply

N, ,enormous additional amount otocare, love, and attention to their child. They

N.Jmust do this, additionally, on a 24-hour-a-day, 365-days-a-year basis; other-
wise they are superbad.

As a professional evaluating a child's progress, I can be the most
patient, empathetic person on earth for half an hour. I can look critically

at the impatient, harried parent. Unfortunately many professionals encoun-
tered by parents of handicapped children do not take the 24-hours, 365-days-
a-year responsibilities of parents into account in their evaluation of the

parent.

Pai-ents of handicapped children must realtze that fleeting moments of
resentment and rejection of the burdens presented by a handicapped child are
natural and are not indicative that they are bad parents. They need to seek

help in solving their practical day-to-day problems. The best helli can be

found in interaction with parents who have experienced and solved such prob-
lems. Even though every familY's situatibn is unique and what'works for one
family may not work for another, having someone with common .problems with
whom to interact is in itself therapeutic.

I the back of parents' minds,.then, is a vague awareness that society

is looki over their shoulders and judging if they are carrying out their

prescribe duties, giving much love, attention, and deyotion, not missing

any treat nt appointments, providing the best available care, etc. This is

'a "goldf sh bowl" type of existence which eventually takei itS toll in
energy, strength and courage. ,

Parentt must realize also that onlfby banding together can they bring
about the changes in society which are needed. Legislators and other govern-
ment leaders listen to groups when they might notlisten to individuals.
Therefore, in order to have their voices heard, parents of the handicaPped
must unite and seek common goals for their children's welfare.

This article is part of an address given by Bobby G. Greer, Associate
Professor of Special Education and Rehabilitation at Memphis State University.
He is handicapped himself, and is the father of a handicapped baby girl.



PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES

(--\

Accept: Parent Study Groups (Parts of K-6)
Jane Nielson
Elk Grove School District
Sacramento, CA
(916) 383-1562

A

Adult Education
Kim Rhodes
Burbank Unified School District
338 N. Buena Vista Ave. -

Burbank, CA 91505
(213) 845-7237

Adolescent Workshops (Parents of adolescents)

Essence Publications
168 Woodbridge Ave.
Highland Park, NJ 08904

California Task Force on Positive Parenting
John Vasconcellos
State of,California Department of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814

Curriculum for Parenthood Education
Phyllis Marcus
333 Main Street
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 364-5600 ext.2560

Education for Parenthood and Resources
W. Stanley Kruger (Parent/EarlyiChildhood & Special Programs Staff)
U. S. Department of Education
7tj and D Streets S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20202

Exploring Childhood (Could be used for H.S. students and adults)
EDC School and Society Programs
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Education Development Center
School and Society Program
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 0A60

it



Footste s(Parents of. 0-6)
tieveoped by a consortium of:

1.- Applied Management Sciences, Inc.
Silver Springs, MD .

2. Educational Film Center
Springfield, VA

3. Institute for Child Study
University of Maryland
College Park,,MD

University Park Press, Publisher
233 East Redwood Street or

Bartimore, M6 21202

-

EED-Facilitative Environments Encouraging Development (for H.S. students)

901 Buena Vista, S. E.
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 247-9837

Focus on Parenting (20 skills, video and gutde)
Guide - S.D.U.S.D. - Materials Development

4100 Normal
San Diego, CA 92103 ($20.14)

Video Bert Edwards
County Department of Education
6401 Linda Vista
(7)4) 292-3704

Home and School Institute
Dorothy Rich
Trinity College
Washington, D. C.

1. Special Needs of the Modern Family
2. Basic Reading/Math Skills
3. School/Community
4. Special Population

Look At Me - Phil Donahue (7 videos, for parents
Pat Bugelas
WTTW
5500 No. St. Louis
Chicago, IL 60625
(312) 583-5000

March of Dimes - Starting
1275 Mamaroneck Ave.
White Plains, NY 10605

a Healthy Family

Office of Child Development -
1500 5th Street
Sacramento, CA
(916) 323-1310

^yr

of"young children)

Mrs. Margary Remy
Voc. Ed. Unit
State Department of Edu ation
1 Bunker Hill Building
601 W. 5th, Suite 1010
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 620-3740
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PPTP - Parent Partnership Training Program (parents of severely handicapped)

Author: Mary H. Moore, Published by Walker Education Book 'Corp,
720 Fifth Ave.,.New York, NY 10019

I. Introductory Guild
2. Parent's Manual
3. Basic Communications Skills: Classifications and Concepts
4. Developing Social Acceptability
5. Developing Responsible Sexuality
6. -Work Skills: Light Housekeeping and In-home Assistance
7. Work Skills: Heavy-duty Cleaning, Yards and Grounds Care
8. Skills of Daily Living: Towards Independence

Parenthood Education Resource Center (7 states - mandated parent education)
120 E. 10th Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Parenting (Colfege-level course)
Northern California Learning Consortium
12345 Elmonte Road .

Los Altos Hills; CA 94022 ($200.08)
948-8590

Parent Readiness Education Project
Redford Union School District
18499 Beech Daly Road
Redford Township
Detroit, Michigan 48240

Pargpt TECH Project (Parents of special education)
WasNington School
825 Taylor Avenue
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 522-4836

Positive Parenting
F ily Communication Skills Center
3 0 Sharon Park Drive
S ite A23
enlo Park, CA 94025

Resources for Infant EdUcators
1550 Murray Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90026

SDUSD "Parent Education Resource.Guide"
San Diego Unified City Sehools
4100 Normal Street.
San Diego, CA 92103
(Stock NO. 41-P-0310)

-113-
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School Age Parenting and Infant Development Program

Frank Powell
California State Department of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 323-1310 4

"STEPS" To Independent Living (Parents of severely handicapped)

A
4
thors: Bruce Baker,Alan Brightman, Stephen Hinshaw, published by Research

Press, 2612 No. Mattis Ave.,-Champaign, IL 61820

1. Early Self-lielp skills

2. Intermediate Self-Help Skills
3. Advanced Self-Help Skills
4. Toilet Training

Speech & Language Levef-.1 and 2

6. Behavior Problems

Strategies for,Effective Parent/Teacher Interaction (Teacher Trainers)

rnstitute for Parent Involvement
Univecsity of New Meicico
1700 Pennsylvania*, N. E.
Albuquerque, NY 87110 ($90.08)

Special Education Parent Facilitator Program Parents of handicapped Children)

San Diego Unified School District

4050 Appleton
San Diego, CA 92117
(714) 483-1921

Working Together for Quality Education (Parents of handicapped children)

.California Department of Education
Office of Special Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA

Prepared by Ann Langstaff Pansanella, California Regional Resource Center,

School of Educationi University of Southern California
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I NSTRUCT I ON.

TIME CONTENT ACT I V ITY MEDI A HANDOUTS

30 min. Introduce instructional
goals content
Provide overview of
assessment

Discuss learning styles Find your modality strengths

and modalities pp. 121-122

Additional materials 4
on adapting curricular,
materials' in Resource
Speciadst,Vol. III:

132

.

What modality is your
classroom?
pp. 123-124

Film - "find the One That's
Different" (15 min.)
Available from Resource
Service Center

Content Area Instruction
OH 30 & 31

Find your modality
strengths
pp. 121-122

133
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL 'FUNCTION

In4tAuctionae competencia alte atteady zatistiied thnough the
,po44e44ion.oli a Ba4ic Teaching CAedential and/ok a Special Education

' Ckederaiat.

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

The major instructional goals of special education are similar to

those of general education. They are:

- Communication skills - to assist pupils in acquiring and using,

to the extent of their capacity, the basic communication skills
which will benefit the individual and society.

Information - to assist pupils in learning how to obtain and
use information.

- Phys4ffl development - to assist pupils in developing physically
to theextent of their abilities.

- Personal values - to assist pupils in reaching and maintaining
their mental and emotional potential and to establish acceptable
moral and ethical standards.

- Occupational preparation - to assist pupils in preparing for

careers, ranging from working at home to full-time employment.

- Problem solving - to assist pupils in solving problems inherent
to living in a complex and changing world.

- Social values - to assist the total education community in accept-
ing the responsibility for preparing itself for maximum acceptance
of children with a wider range of individual differences than may
have been present during the past few years. The result will be
that normal pupils will have greater understanding of individual
differences and ill persons will be better prepared to live in a
world ofinfinite variety.

- Development of intellectual potential - to assist and promote the

intellectual development of all exceptional individuals.



APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT: NON-BIASED

%

Bias is defined in the Webster's New World Dictionary as "a mental
leaning or inclination; partiality; prejudice; bent". Non-biased assess-
ment addresses the issue of how to minimize the effect of bias in assess--
ment of children. The aspect of bias that makes it sa difficult.to deal
with is that it is not intentional. Those who are responsible for con-
acting assessments are often unaware of the different biases which may be
operating and significantly influencing program and placement decisions for
each individual child.

Historically, public education has been the basic responsibility of
parents, state and local public school systems. Recently the federal goy-
ernment.has been exercising increasing power over education. In the past
decade significant federal and state court decisions affeoting Special
Education, and in particular assessment and placement, have served to
heighten the bias issue. Districts must now consider issues such as ap-
propriate testing in the primary language of the child and the use of al- '
ternatives to IQ testing in the placement decisions. PL 94-142 and SB 1870
reqUire educational opportunities for all children, birth to 21, and man- ,

date non-discriminatory assessment.

In the,whole area of assessment and placement, we must try ta mini-
mize bias and strtve for appropriate.practices for each individual child.'
All those involved in the total assessment of.the child can move in this
direction by being sure factors such as the following are considered::

- Personal attitudes, expectations
- /Language differences and deficits
- Cultural differences
- Adequate test instrumentk
- Appropriate use of tests
- Alternatives to formal tests
- Appropriate techniques and procedures

Professionals working together as a team (e.g., child study or multi-
disciplinary team) can make more aparopriate educational decisions than any
one person. Through- wofking together, the team can help to ensure the best -
selection of assessment tools, the best use of assessment information. In

addition, the team as a whole can function as the most effective means of
controlling the identified sources of bias and of minimizing the effect of
bias in the decision-making process. For assessment is not just using a
collection of test instruments, however adequate they might be(0(but is a
system of data gathering, problem solving, and decision-making done by
people to meet the specific needs of an individua] child.



DIAGNOSTIC FRAMEWORK' .

Auditory

1. Receptive Language: The comprehension of the spoken word, including,

concept and category formation, understanding of word meaning and

understanding of grammatical changesand.interrelationships.

.
Expressive Verbal Language: Theshild's expression of the spoken word,

including ability to use vocabulary', td recall appropriate words for

appropriate use, to make correct grammatical judgements, and to formu- .

late words in-an orderly sequence in, order to express thoughts.

3. Auditory Discrimination: The.perception of sounds or sound'sequences

as being alike to different. *Example: flip/flop (d) - sun/sun (5).

4: Audttory Analysis: The ability to Select a sound or sound sequence out

as part of a whole, such as identifying first sounds or syllables.

Example: /h/-

Auditory Synthesis: The ability.to take sounds or'iound sequences and

blend them together into a whole word. Example: /b/-/o/-/a/-/t/ w "boat".

6. Auditory Memory: This skill is actually divided into three parts: (i)

Immediate - The inimediate recall of a sequen'Ce of digits, words, or a

sentence, no storage of the information is required.- Example: phone

numbers; (b) Recent - The storage and retrieval of newly learned infor-

mation which, if not reinforced will be forgotten. Example: directions;

(c) Remote - The storage and retrieval of informatton that has been

overlearned through 'reinforcement; this information is available for

retrieval at any time. Example:, Songs and stories.

Visual

1. Ndnverbal Meaningful Langdage: The comprehension of pictures, of

sequences of events in everyday life, of concepts such as.cause and

effect, of gestures and facial exPressions, body language, and of

social interactions. Much in this area forms the basis for develop-

ment of verbal language.-
(

Visual Disciimination: The perception of forms or letters as being

alike or different.

3. Visual Analysis: ,The abijity to see the parts within a whole.,

4. Visual Analydis-Synthesis: The ability to see the interrelationships of

oaks to wholesuch as required inlmizzle solving.

St Visual Memory: This skill is also divided into three: (a) Immediate -

The immediate recall of a sequence of digits, words, or designs, no

storage of information is required. Example: Name of a product llashed
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on T.V.; (b) Recent - The storage and retrieval of newly learned-infor-
mation which, if not reinforced, will be forgotten: Example: Location
of where car is parked:. (c) Remote - The storage and retrieval of infor-
motion that has been'overlearned through reinforcement. Example:. Faces
of family members; this information is available for retrieval at any
time.

Sensori-Motor

1. Gross Motor Coordination: The ability to coordinate farge.body move-
ments for running, walking, throwing, etc.

2. Fine Motor Coordination: The abilitY to coordinate fine.body movements
sub, as hand movements for writing, building, drawing or to coordinate
the speech musculature.

. Praxis: The ability to initiate and sequence movements according to
some kind of command; ability to do this may vary,with the kind of

'command. Command ney be picture, imitation, verbal or an object.
Example: Hop on one foot. (

4. Sensori-Motor Memory: This skill is also divided into three: (a)

Immediate - Recall of a sequence or movements, no storage of informa-
tion is required. Example: Imitate a gesture; (b) Recent - Storage

,and retrieval of motor patterns which if-not reinforced will be for-
gotten. Example: Practicing a tennis stroke; (c) Remote - Storage
and retrieval of motor patterns that have been overlearned through
reinforcement. Example: Proficiency at any sport., This information
is available for retrieval at any time.

Spatiat Organization

(In the literature, spatial learning is seen as a result of inter-
relationships of visual and sensori-motOr skilfs.)

1., Interpersonal Space: The ability to make correct judgements about
one's own body space. This would include body part identification,
right-left orientation, and ability to dress oneself.

Exträpersonal Space: The Ability to correctly make judgements about
I the space that exists outside of one's own body; this would include

letter orientation, ability to move adequately through space without
making erroneous judgements about distan7, and the ability to con-
struct designs or simple patterns.'

1:12EYIL

1; The ability.of understanding'a sequence over time This area includes
the ability tO duplicate-rhythm patterns, to understand time concepts,

. and to Understand stOry plots.



SoCial and Planninq Skills

1- Ability to in4tiate, inhibit, sequence activities,-. to'
'Attention, to: scan visually and to set gOals and plan

SOcial adjustment-in terms of self-concept, ability to
and adults, social Acciptability,of behavior.

Academic Skills and Achievement

1. Reading skills and achievement.

2. Spelling skills and.achievement.

3. Writing skills.

4. Written language skills and achievement.

5. Arithmetic skills and Achievement.

138

attend, to.shift
for reaching goals.

relate to peers
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WHAT IS YOUR MODALITY?

As so one who also has a modality strength, you

should be aw of that strength and how to capitalize

on it. This section deals with recognizing your

modality strength and how it might be evidenced in the

-classroom.. Remember that not every child in the class-
,

room will also show that strengtii. So, if a child

fails to grasp a lesson, your,follow-up instruction

should be directed toward that child's modality

strength.

9



FIND YOUR MODALITY STRENGTHS

Listed below are ten incomplete sentences and three ways of'completing each sentence. Check the statement that is'

most typical of you. Then-count the number of checks in each column. This will give you a rough idea of the relative

strength of each of your modalities.

1. My emotions can often be ( ) Facial °expressions

interpreted by:

I keep up with current
events by:

3. If I have business to
conduct with another
person, I prefer:

( ) Voice quality ( ) General body tone

( ) Reading the newspaper ) Listening to the radio
thoroughly when I-have or watching television
time news

( ) Face-to-face meetings ( ) The telephone, since it
instead of writing letters saves time

4. When I'm angry, I usually: ( ) Clam up and give others
, the "silent treatment"

5. When drivin , :

6. I consider myself:

7. At a meeting, I:

8. In my spare time, I

would rather:

14u

( ) Frequently check the rear
view mirrors and watch the
road carefully

( ) A neat dresser

( ) Come prepared with notes
and displays

( ) Watch television, go to a
movie, attend the theatre,
or read

( ) Quickly reading the
paper or'spending a
few minutes watching
television news

( ) Conversing while
walking, jogging, or
doing something else
physical

( ) Am quick to let others ( ) Clench.my fists,

know why I'm angry grasp something
tightly or storm off

( ) Turn on the radio as ( ) Can't get comfortable

soon as I enter the car in the seat and con-
tinually shift posi-
tion

( ) A sensible dresser ( ) A comfortable dresser

( ) Enjoy discussing issues ( ) Would rather be some-

and hearing other points where else and so

of view spend my time doodling

( ) Listen to the radio or ( ) 'Engage in a physical

rkords, attend a con- 'activity of some.kind
cert, or play an in-
strument

141



9. The best approach to
discipline is to:

10. The most effective way
of rewarding students is
through:

( ) Isolate the child by ( ) Reason with the child
separating him or her and discuss the -

from the group , situation

( ) Positive comments written ( ) Oral praise to the

on their papers, stick ons, student and to the rest
- or posting good work for of the dais

others to see

Total nunber of bimes checked: Visual Auditory

( ) Use acceptable forms
of corporal punish-
ment ,o

( ) A pat on the back,
a hug, or some other
appropriate physical
action

Kinesthetic

Source Unknown -

14:3



WHAT MODALITY ISYOUR CLASSROOM?

What follows are descriptions of classrooms-organized-by an auditory
learner, a kinesthetic learner, and a visual learner. Perhaps you might
recognize yourself. ,

ROOM 113, THE AUDITORY CLASSROOM
The physical organization of this Olassroom is not immediately notice-

able. Teacher and student desks are grouped together toward the front and
center of the room. The chalkboard is at the opposite end of the room from
the teacher's desk. There is one bulletin board in the room with a seasonal
display on it. Two learning centers and a listening station are along the
right side of the classroom. The listening station has a tape recorder and
a record player. There are numerous tapes and records that provide instruc-
tion in basic skills, plus some records of sounds and music.- Each of the
learning centers has a cassette recorder in plain sight. The directions for
each center are on cassette tapes.

Instruction in the classroom is mainly in the form of verbal discussions
and lecture. Student talk is encouraged, and language lessons are accoMpanied
by much discussion. Reading aloud is stressed.- Reading instruction is built
on phonics lessons. There are frequent "spelling bees". The children are
encouraged to do verbal math problems and games, and respond orally to flash
cards. There is a constant "buzz" of activity as students chat back and
forth about their lessons and other activities.

ROOM 114, THE KINESTHETIC CLASSROOM
The physical organization in this classroom is not evident at all. The

teacher's desk is out of the way in the far left corner. Items on the desk
-are in disarray; the desk is used mainly as readily accessible storage space
for blocks, beads, jars, lids, scissors, and other assorted items. The
student desks are lined up along the left wall with wide aisles between rows.
The center of the room is open space. Beyond the open space is the chalk-
board. The chalkboard giires much evidence of constant use. The open shelf-
space contains many items such as blocks, counters, models, diagrams, and
construction materials. The shelves are organized by activities: art sup-
plies, books, models, student7made materials:. Around the room are examples
of student-made art pieces, including macrame, string art, and car and air-
plane models. The bulletin board is near the teacher's desk and contains
geometric drawings by the children.

Much instruction takes place in the open space In the center of the
room. Acting out a scene or activities occurs frequently. The teacher pro-
vides guidance for fine 'Motor tasks. Instructional examples are to write
spelling words, either at their desks or on the chalkboard. Unknown words
are traced. Each child has crayons that are used frequently.

ROOM 1159 THE VISUAL CLASSROOM
The physical organization in this.classroom is immediately clear. The

student desks are organized neatly in groups facing the teacher's desk.
There are several bulletin boards &bout the room, each colorfully decorated
and displaying material relating to some element of the current lessons.
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There are three learhing centers, identified by attention-getting artwork.

The math center contains numerous graphs and pictures of math examples.

Numerous posters, signs, and pictures are displayed about the room.
The letters of the alphabet are in orderly display along the wall opposite

the windows.
Much instruction takes place from the teacher's desk. Workbooks, work-

sheets, and pictorial presentations dominate instruction. ,Readirig is fre-

quently done silently, stressing a sight-word approach. Configuration and

pictures are used as clues for unlocking new words.' Math drill.is either
from worksheets or flash cards. Spelling is practiced *through the use of

flash cards. Instructions to the children are often common, usually two

dimensional, with line, color, and shape stressed. And slide films and

moyies are often viewed to provide instruction or as a special activity.



PRESCRIPTIVE TEACHING

In ordbr to provide instruction in those specific curricular areas in
which a resource room student needs help, it is necessary to employ pre-

scriptive teaching. Prescriptive teaching begins with the diagnosis of
strengths and weaknesses by means of' both formal and informal testing pro-
cedures. Following the diagnosis, an educational prescription is written.
This should include the exact goals expected of the student, the methods
necessary to attain these goals, and the evaluation process that will deter-

mine that the goals have been met.

Prescriptive teaching aids the resource specialist in making the best
use of the limited time available to him/her. The designing of a learning

profile and prescription provides an organized means of describing thefl
learner in terms of his educational performance and style. It allows the

Resource Specialist and the Regular Classroom Teacher (RCT), along with
other concerned personnel and the parents, to share a common pool of know-

ledge about the student and what will be expected of him.

Learning Profile
,

The Learning Profile describes a student's past and present perfor-

oe
mancethose tasks at which he has been s ccessful and those at which he

has not succeeded. It defines the leve of academic, social, and psycho-

motor skills and specifies learning te niques and modes which have suc-

ceeded or failed.

Almost all of the data needed to complete the learning profile can be

found in the information gained from the consultation forms and the diagnostic

tests compiled by the Resource Specialist. Before attempting to write a

prescription or profile, this informa9m1must be available.

First, the Resource Speciall t mutt list the student's learning

strengths anti weaknesses. These are treated together for several reasons.
While the student may exhibit a learning problem in a specific area such as
reading or math, there.always exists a foundation or strength on which to

build. The success of prescriptive teaching lies in finding these founda-

tion points. An example of a learning difficulty matched to its strength

would be:

Learning difficulty: The student cannot correctly work problems in
addition with carrying.

Learning strength: The student can work addition problems consisting
of two three-digit addends.

The second reason for treating strengths and difficulties together is
that, while sometimes difficult, the listing of a strength for each weakness
helps both the Resource Specialist and the teacher to identify some positive .
aspects of the student. Pointing out these strengths can also aid the self-

&Incept of the student. Many, times:he is 411 itoo aware of his own short-
comings and having someone point out his abilities is most beneficial.
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Each of the three skill areas or domains -- the affectiye, the cogni-
tive, and the psychomotor -- will be presented here. ,Common strengths and
weaknesses will be mentioned, along with-a brief description of the kinds of
skills classified in each area. Learning techniques and modes will follow
since the datvincluded in this section spans all three skill areas or do-
mains. Lastly, the Learning Profile will be diagrammed to show the rela-
tionships between the various areas.

Strengths and Difficulties in Affective Areas

The affective area includes the student's attitudes and behaviors in
school. In searching for strengthS and difficulties, the Resource Specialist
observes the relationship of the student to his teacher(s) and peers. Does

the student get along with one and not the other? Is he withdrawn or does

he constantly act out? Is the student overly talkative or too quiet? What

are the impressions that he has of himself? Is he confident? Looking at

the learner in this way does not tmply that these items are identified as
problems. During consultation with the Resource Specialist, the regular'
teacher may mention behaviors or attitudes which he/she has noted in the stu-
dent, and these should be considered as possible problem areas if so iden-
tified by the regular teacher. Another facet of the affective area is the

ability to attend to a task. Appropriate questions include the length of

time that the student pays attention during a class discussion, a silent
xeading assignment, a math worksheet, a movie. The Resource Specialist

should also observe the manner in which the student's attention fluctuates
as a key to the way in which he might learn best.

While there are some formal evaluative scales in the affective area,
the Resource Specialist will most likely be presented with one or more prob-

lems identified by the teacher. It is then a matter of recording how often
a.behavior occurs, in order to develop a baseline for future improvements.

Strengths and Difficulties in the Cognitive Area

'Cognitive skills can also be defined as academic skills. Difficulties
encountered in the various subject areas of math, reacting, phonics, social
studies, science, etc. fall into this category. 'Most problems, however, seem
to center around the areas of reading and language skills, and mathematics.
Most students who experience difficulties in science or social studies are
Usually poor readers, which makes it difficult for them to use the assigned
textbooks and to read the worksheets and tests that the teacher passes out.
Some students have difficulty with the abstract concepts presented in science
or social studies, and these needs must be considered. Other students excel

in one particular subject area, while doing poorly in others.

Skill levels in math and the language arts are assessed by means of
formal and informal tests. Future sessions on diagnostic testing will help
the Resource Specialist construct tests which are appropriate for her/his
particular situation. Formal tests and some informal tests are available
from many leading publishers and the results of these, along with the resultS
of the teacher-constructed tests, pinpoint the exact skill level of the stu-

dent. For example, the intermediate student may know the consonants, but
not the vowels. The junipr high student may be able to multiply two.two-
digit numbers, but not if carrying is involved.
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The 'age of the student is al% of prime c nsideration. In addition to
examining the skill level, the Resdrce Speciali t must also Consider if the
student has progressed to the point in school wh re the focus should be on
tutoring rather than on remediating, in order to elp him succeed in this

academic setting. This is especially important ai the secondary level where"
students do not want to appear different than the peer.s, but at the same

time, they have speciftd course requirements fdr g aduation.

If the student is of jUnior or senior high sc ool age, it is particu-
larly important to survey his potential job and cons mer skills. What are

the skills needed to successfully hold a job, live in a home or apartment,
take care of one's self? There is an entire continuuç of skills including
filling out forms and applications, using checking and savings accounts,
-cooking balanced meals, voting, maintaining an automob le, dealing with in-
surance companies, and being able to get help from vail us agencies when
needed. There are also the related affective skills of getting along with
one'.s employer and co-workers and using leisure time successfully.

When listing strengths and weaknesses, it is necessary, also, to jus-
tify how one established them. The Resource Specialist should list all for-
mal and/or informal tests, word lists or inventories which were used.

Strengths and Difficulties in the Psychomotor Area

The psychomotor area includes the gross and fine motor skills. Gross ,

motor skills include such tasks as walking, running, jumping, hopping, and
catching a ball. Fine motor skills include using the scissors, writing with
a pen or pencil, coloring, manipulating toys, and putting puzzles together.
Most fine motor 'skills which are appropriate to the school setting are visual
motor skills. They require the eye to work with the hand to cut along a
line, copy a shape, or put a puzzle together correctly.

Problems in this area are usually obvious. The'student who can't
print or color and the student who has difficulty on the playground stands
out to both the regular teacher and theResource Specialist. There are many

published tests which can be used to more closely examine the student who
is demonstrating a problem in this area. Strengths and weaknesses found in
the psychomotor area should be listed on the learning profile, along with the '

manner in which the skill was evaluated.

It should be noted that students may exhibit problems in one, two or
all of the skill areas, but no skill area need be listed if no problem exists.
The Resource Specialist may also match a learning strength from one area with
a learning difficulty from another, as in the case of the student who has not
yet learned to tell time (a cognitive skill), but whose parents have promised
him a watch when he learns (an affective strength).

Learning Modes

Learning modes or styles are the particular ways in which one le4rns.
Each ,person has his own best style or mode. Some remember a phone number by
repeating it out loud; others must write it down and then look at it. The

same thing is true of students. Some learn better in a' One-to-one setting,
others work well in small groups or in whole class activities.



Many students pick up a good portion of their learning from reading

assignments. There are others, who for a variety of reasons, pick up more
information by-listening to a tape or a record, or watching a filmstrip, an .
overhead transparency, or a movie. '

Is the student easily distracted,by sounds, either inside,the classroom

or out, such as other groups in the hallway or traffic sounds? Visual dis-
traction is also possible, exaggerated by such things as too many problems on

a page or colorful, busy pictures.

How does the student approach problems or tasks -- in an organized or

disorganiitd fashion? Does he look a task over.before attempting it? Does

he give up after a few quick tries, or stick to it until the task is com-
plete?

The Resource Specialist must consult with the teacher in oeder to de-
termine the particular styles or procedures which have been successful or un-,
successful in the past, and, therefore, which LConditions and techniques
should be employed or tried to insure the hfghest degree of success. The

information, thus gained, would be placed on the Learning Profile under
Learning Modes.

LEARNING PROFILE

DIFFICULTIES STRENGTHS LEARNING MOD S.

AFFECTIVE and/or
4'

COGNITIVE and/or .

PSYCHOMOTOR . .

-

This is the model of the Learning Profile. °It includes the difficul-

ties, strengths and learning modes of tbe student in the three skill areas

of affective, cognitive, and psychomotor. To revieW,there should always

be at least one strength for each difficulty. There may be a problem listed

in a single area, in any two, or perhaps all three areas. Learning modes

relate to all three areas. When this information is complete, the Resource
Specialist then moves to the Learning Prescription, the aCtual plan to be
used to assist the student.

Learning Prescription

Once the learning profile has been constructed, the process of pre-

scription writing is greatly simplified. The Resource Spdcialist knows the

precise skill level at which the student is functioning and the learning

modes which have previously been successful or unsuccessful. It remains then

' to: 1) set educational goals for each of the identified difficulties, 2) set

down specific techniques for accomplishing them, and 3) form evaluative pro-

cesses for determining if they have been met: In the following section,
goals, techniques, and evaluation will be discussed, and the prescriRtion

format will be illustrated.
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Goals

Educational goals are chosen by the teacher and the Resource Special-
ist. Together, they decide the spetific skills which the student needs in
order-to funttion at a highetilevel. The golas should be written using the
data found under Stren ths and Difficulties in the Learning Profile. For
example, if a learning dfficulty has been identified as the inability ,of a
student to perform subtraction with regrouping, and the related learning
strength was,that he can subtract one three-digit number from another as long
as regrouping Was not required; the goal might be: "The student will,subtract
one two-digit number from another when regrouping is required."

This general goal cad alsb be stated in terms of a performance objec-
tive, such as, "The student will., given a sheet of 20 subtraction problems
involving regrouping, correctly answer 18 of the 20 within a halfhour".
There are many formats for performance objectives in educational literature.
There are, however, several criteria ythich are shared by most. They involve
the identification of:

1. The-learner
2. The specific task .to be accomplished
3. The conditions for completion
4 'The evaluation

Performance objectives should always be stated in positive terms:

NOT: Tom will not get out of his seat.

INSTEAD: Tom will stay at his desk during the seatwork period foi-
ten minutes, raising his hand if he needs help.

They should be concrete and observable:,
t

NOT: Ann will be able to do addition.'

-

INSTEAD: Ann will Complete 19 out of 20 addition problems, adding 2
double-digit addends without carrying. .

They should be measurable:

NOT: Bob will imprOve one yeai in 'reading.

INSTEAD: Bob will identify'90% of the Dolch words when presented on
flashcards,_given 5 seconds in which to name each word.

By being specific in stating the objective, the teacher, the Resource
Specialist, the student, and his parents can all know exactly what is ex-
pected of him. By stating the condittons under which the student will work
and the manner in which he will be evaluated? each person concerned will
know exactly when the student has achieved his goal.

Techniques

* That area of the Learning PresCription label as Techniques reflects the
knowledge gained in analyzing previous Learning ModeS (as described under the
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Learning Profile) and resultsin the selection of appropriate materials and

modification of curriculum which are both disgussed later in this chapter.

Techniques from these area, specific math or reading "programs employed, and

behavioral programs designed for the student can be listed under this heading.

In this way, those concerned'with the student will know under what guidelines

the Resourte Specialist is working. Additionally, decisiOns at to where the ,

student will perform some of his tasks will be made, and skillt which will te

'
dealt with in the Resource Room and in the regular class will be specified.:

In selecting the techniques to be used with a partidular student, the

Resource Specialist must consider several questions.

1. Will'this technique make the student less unique and more accept-
,

able in the regular class?

2. Will this technique improve the regular teacher's peeception of the

student, helping to make her realize that with the properly chosen

work the student will be both more successful and cooperative

3. Does the technique reflect the student's strengths as well as his-

difficulties?

With these factors-in mind, the selection of materials and techniques

is greatly facilitated.

Evaluation

Diagnostic testing is an essential preface to the prescription writing

process, and just as importantly, post-tests should be utilized to insure'

that the educational goals have been'reached. Testing is Used when the stu-

dent enters the Resource Room, to identify those skills which the student

does and does'not possess. 'This evaluatiovcan take the form of informal or

formal diagnoStic tests. These measures are used in the varidus academic

'areas to identify highly specific skills which the,student needs. They can

be purchased commerdially, or they can be constructed'by the Resource Special-.

ist in order to match the texts,and concepts of the particular situation in

which she works.

Evaluation can include baselines, frequency comnts, and charts for

demonstrating gains in behavioral programs or those*academic areas which are

suitable for charting, such as the number of flashcards'identified by the

student or the number of math facts correctly answered in a given time period.

A baseline is used before any technique is attempted. The teacher, social

*worker, or psychologist records the number of times a behavior occurs, the

length of time the student performs a task, or the nuMbee of items coreect.

Then, during and after a technique has been implemented, the frequency con-

tinues to be recorded so that Ole teachers, the student, andothers involved

can see the progress that is made. Charts are,a Omple means of recording

this data. Either the teacher or the student can fill in the data for a

daily or weekly progress check.

Testing can be done by the Resource Specialist, the regular teacher,

the psychologist or social worker, depending on the.area being-evaluated.

Pre- and post-tests used to evalMate a student's progress must be equivalent.
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That is, the post-test must be measuring the same exact skill or skills whiich
were measured in the pre-test. Only in this.way can the student's gain be
clearly substantiated. Many commercially made diagnostic tests can.be pur-
chased in two forms, labeled as I and II or A and B. Two forms of the same
test muSt be used so that the chance of a studentrecognizing the test items
is diminished. I!' a teacher-made test, the syllables used for the studept to
identify vowel-sounds can be changed so that different examples evaluated the
same sounds. Reading passages' ofthe same levels as the pre-test can be used
to check improvement in reading gpmprehension.

The importance 6f proper evaluative techniques cannot be underestimated.
The continuing evaluation of the student by charting or testing alerts the
teacher to problems as they arise and allows changes to be made when neces-
sary.

below:
The Learning Prescription as it has been described is illustrated

LEARNING PRESCRIPTION

GOALS TECHNI OUES EVALUATION

AFFECTIVE and/or

COGNITIVE and/or

PSYCHOMOTOR

:

.

,

To summarize the information required for the chart, the Resource
Specialist first defines an educational goal for each of the difficulties
listed in-the profile. The techniques for achieving these goals are then
listed. Lastly, the methods us'ed in evaluating the student's progress are-
recorded. These tests should be parallel forms of the pre-tests so that the
most valid results can be obtained.

In summary, the prescription formula attempts to establish several
objectives:

1. Problem Specificity

,1 The prescription process defines the problem in concrete, measur-
able terms so that all concerned with the student know what he is
expected to accomplish.

2. Appi6priate CurriculUm

The process allows the Resource Specialist to examine the student's
curriculum and provide alternatives where necessary to insure the
success of the student.



3. Learning Strengths

This format exposes the student's strengths, as well as his
difficulties, so that positive traits can be built.

4. Skill levels -

The prescription examinei the hierarchy of skills in which the
student is working to identify the exact point at which he should
begin. In this way, too, the Resource Specialist knows which,
skill's to require of the student next, so that skills are not
taught in isolation, but as part of a continuum.

5. Learning Conditions

The environment in which the student is working is examined to
see if there are factors which contribute to his learning problems.

6. Program Maintenance

The prescription allows for decisions to be made regarding where
the student is to-perform various tasks - the Resource Room, the
regular class,-or at home.

7. Prescription Revisions

The evaluation of the student's progress i§ the best indication of
how well the program is working. If the student is not progressing,
then the data in %the profile whould be re-evaluated and changes in
the program Made.



CAREER AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CONTENT\ ACTIVITY MEDIA HANDOUTS

Present overview

tregnI,- "The.OregonWay" as
basis for career education At
elementary level*

1 Discuss differences between
51-ii-ian'd Vocation Education

.tu

Discuss objectives and
program development specific
to audience

*It is important that the
audience understand that
career education and voca-
tional education are not
limited to secondary=level
instruction.

15,1

OH-3?

CM-33

Edwin Marti') Statement

Career Education
Overview

OH-34 Differences between
Career Education and
Vocational Education

Film - '"Where's There's a
Will, There's a Way"
by.California State
Departmentof Educa-
tion

SERN
Resouke Service Ctr
California State Dept

' of Education
Personnel Development
Unit

721 Capitol MAll
Sacramento, CA .95814

Whart ca'reer education is

and what career educatic
is not
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BY 1977 EVERY HANDICAPPED CHILD WHO LEAVES

SCHOOL WILL HAVE HAD CAREER EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

'RELEVANT TO THE JOB MARKET, MEANINGFUL TO HIS

CAREER ASPIRATION, AND REALISTIC' TO HIS FULLEST

POTENTIAL.

EDWIN MARTIN, BUREAU OF EDUCATION

FOR THE HANDICAPPED



OBJECTIVES OF CAREER EDUCATION, FOR EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIDUALS

"By 1977 eveny handicapped child who teavea achoot will have had
caxeet educational tnaining Aetevant to the job ma&ket, meaning6ut,
to hia cakeek aapikation, and teatiatic to hia liutteat potentLat."

Edmin Mattin
&Luau o Education
OA the Handicapped

Unfortunately, a large proportion of handicapped students are still not
receiving the kind of training recommended and expected by Martin.

There is no doubt that handicapped individuals need career education
and they need it immediately. Our educational system is failing these stu-
dents even more drastically than those who are not handicapped.

The Council for Exceptional Children lists the following objectives of
career 'education for exceptional individuals:

To help exceptional students develop realistic self-concepts, with
esteem for themselves and others, as a basis for career decisions.

To provide exceptional students with appropriate career guidance,
counseling and placement services utilizing counselors, teachers,
parents and community resource personnel.

To provide the physical, psychological, and financial accommodations
necessary to serve the -career education needs of exceptional children.

To infuse career education. 'concepts throughout all subject matter in
the curricula of exceptional children in all educational settings from
early childhood through post-secondary.

To provide the itudent with the opportunity to leave the school program
.with an entry level saleable skill..

To provide career awareness experiences w'ilkh aim to acquaint the in-
dividual with a broad view of the nature of the world of work, including
both unpaid,and paid work.'

To provide'career exploration experiences which help individuals to
yponsider occupattons which coincide with their, interests and aptitudes.

To provide exceptional individuals programs with occupational prepara-
tion'opportunities for continuum of occupational choices covering the
widest possible range of opportunities.

To help insure successful career adjustment of exceptional students
through collaborative efforts of school and community.



GOAL STATEMENTS FOR CAREER EDUCATION

1. SELrAWARENESS

Students.will develop a positive attitude toward self and others, a
sense of self-worth and dignity, and motivation to accomplish personil

goals.

2. OCCUPATIONAL AWARENESS

Students will develop a continuing awareness of occupational opportuni-
ties and relate these opportunitiet to personal aptitudes, interests,
and abilities.

3. ATTITUDE DEVELOPMENT

Students will develop a positive attitude taward work and appreciate
the contribution of work to self-fulfillment.

4. EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

Students will recognize that educational experiences are a part of per-

sonal career development.

5. ECONOMIC AWARENESS

Students will understand the relationship of productive work and the
individual's well-being.

6. CONSUMER pMPETENCIES

Students will achieve sufficient economic understanding and consumer
competency to make wise decisions in the use of their resources.

7. .CAREER ORIENTATION

Students will explore career possibilities to increase awarenes and
understanding of the occupational options available to,them.

'8. CAREER PLANNING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will participate in a career development process that will
assist them in making meaningful occupational decisions.

9. CAREER EXPLORATION

Students will participate in a program of career exploration that con-
tributes to the individual's search for occupational and personal
satisfaction.
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10. CAREER PREPARATION

Students will acquire marketable skills leading to employment In a
selected occupational cluster.

Developed by the California State Department of Education.
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DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF CAREER EDUCATION

EACH STAGE OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT ENCOMPASSES OBJECTIVES. CAREER

EDUCATION FOR THE L. D, STUDENT SHOULD PROVIDE EXPERIENCES IN THE FOUR

STAGES OF SEQUENTIAL CAREER GROWTH: AWARENESS, PREPARATION, EXPLORATION,

AND PARTICIPATION.

AWARENESS

DURING THE PRIMARY LEVELS, EMPLOYMENT SHOULD BE VIEWED AS AN ESSEN-

TIAL PART OF THE CHILD'S LIFE. HE/SHE SHOULD BECOME AWARE OF THE WIDE

VARIETY OF OCCUPATIONS IN THE WORLD OF WORK AROUND HIM/HER. THE MASTERY OF

THE CONTENT OF THE OBJECTIVES IN THE AWARENESS STAGE IS GAINED BY PROVIDING

THE CHILD WITH SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES HE/SHE CAN DIRECTLY BE INVOLVED IN

THROUGH ACTION AND MANIPULATION.

NEAR THE END OF THE AWARENESS STAGE, THE CHILD WILL BEGIN TO USE THE

KNOWLEDGE GAINED ABOUT THE WORLD OF WORK IN FIRST HAND LEARNING EXPERIENCES

AND BEGIN TO GROUP AND CATEGORIZE THESE EXPERIENCES IN ORDER TO APPLY THE

SAME KNOWLEDGE AND CONCEPTS TO A VARIETY OF SITUATIONS.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To understand self in terms of his/her own daily activities, character-

istics and attributes, and recognize uniqueness of own self.

2. To understand the difference between work a'nd play.

3. To relate present experiences to future jobs.

4. To familiarize self with jobs held by his/her immediate family, his/her

extended family, the school, the neighborhood, and the community.

5. To begin study of career clusters.

6. To identify own interests and relate them to various work activities.

7. To understand that participation ih work is a productive way of life.

8. To increase clarification of values and acceptance of themselves.

te

9. To apply the decision-making process by participating in some hypothe-

tical situations, thereby discovering factors that influence decisions

and considering the consequences of the decisions made.

EXPLORATION

IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, THE CHILD BEGINS fa FORMULATE SOME

DECISIONS ABOUT CAREER CHOICES; TO EXAMINE THE REASONS FOR WORKING; TO EX-

PLORE CERTAIN JOBS IN ORDER TO GAIN INFORMATION ABOUT THEIR QUALIFICATIONS

. AND RESPONSIBILITIES; AND TO EXAMINE HIS/HER OWN STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS.

AN INVESTIGATION OF MANY OCCUPATIONAL AREAS AT THIS STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
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ENHANCES THE INDIVIDUAL'S KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CAREER DECISIONS.- THE STUDENT
EXPLORES, IN DEPTH, THE VARIOUS JOBS THAT COMPRISE A CAREER CLUSTER, EXAM-
INING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE JOBS - SIMPLEST TO COMPLEX - AND HOW HE/
SHE VIEWS THEM IN COMPARISON TO HIS/HER OWN CAREER CHOICE.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES ,

1. To re-enter the mainstream of life through active participation as a
productive member in the world of work by broadening the student's
comprehension of the world and developing knowledge of different occu-
pations, the reasons people work, and the life styles of different
workers.

2. To see the importance of performing a job to the best of one's ability
which, in turn, will provide the child with a feeling of self-esteem and
better self-understanding.

31 To explore the kinds of specific'jobs and related fields of work avail-
able in terms of his/her abilities and interests using a job analysis
approach.

4. To explore the process of producing income by participating in the
economic'system.

5. To accept the responsibility for career planning.

PREPARATION

IN THE BEGINNING YEARS OF THE HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, AN OPPORTUNITY MUST
BE PROVIDED TO ENGAGE IN AN INDEPTH STUDY OF ONE OR MORE OCCUPATIONS AND TO
DEVELOP SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN A FAMILY, WORK, AND COMMUNITY SITUATION.
THE PREPARATION STAGE MAY INCLUDE PREPARATION FOR COLLEGE TRAINING, FURTHER
SPECIFIC SKILL TRAINING, OR DEVELOPMENT OF ENTRY LEVEL SKILLS SO THE STUDENT
CAN PROCEED DIRECTLY FROM HIGH SCHOOL TO THE WORLD OF WORK. THE PREPARATION
STAGE MUST INCLUDE ALL OPTIONS.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To realize the dignity of work by developing an apOreciation and respect
for all types of jobs on all levels of work, recognizing that every job
is important and has a social usefulness.

2. To develop competency in predicting contequences ofthe student's own
behavior in areas concerned with effective social, personal, and occu-
pational interaction With his environment and to accept responsibility
for this behavior.

PARTICIPATION

THE LATTER YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL CAN AFFORD THE L. D. STUDENT AN OPPOR-
TUNITY TO BECOME EMPLOYED IN AN ON-CAMPUS JOB, IN AN APPRENTICESHIP FIELD
EXPERIENCE, OR WITHIN THE COMMUNITY.
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To develop Confidence in his/her ability to perform a variety of jobs and
a positive regard for him/herself as a productive person by being exposed

to a variety of occupational activities.

2. To recognize his interests, assets, ind limitations, neither overesti-
mating or underestimating his/her job abilities; to develop them accord-
ingly; and to perform despite the limitations.

3. To develop the emotional ability to postpone gratifications for per-
forming a job.,,,

4. To develop vocational maturity in an area of interest and within actual

capabilities.

5. To develop and clarify work attitudes and values.

6. To apply the decision-making process with knowledge and confidence.

AT EACH OF THESE DEVELOPMENTAL CAREER STAGES, THE STUDENT WILL NEED TO
MEET AND COPE WITH INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT DEVELOPMENT TASKS ASSOCIATED WITH
EACH. THE EVOLVEMENT THROUGH ALL THESE AND THE COMPLETION OF VARIOUS CAREER
STAGES WILL EVENTUALLY LEAD TO OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE.
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ACTIVITIES FOR CAREER EDUCATION FOR THE'LD CHILD

ELEMENTARY LEVEL

1. Collage The collage activity may be-used with small groups or as an

individual activity. Assign-a job,.work theme, or social relationship
to each group. The students need to be given time to find pictures in
magazines or newspapers exemplifying the career or theme assigned. The

completed collages should also be used-to stimulate discussions related
to the pictorial meanings and'how these pictures exemplify the theme or
job. Hang a card from each collage indicating the career or theme pic-
tured. These collages are created using seissors, magazines, and glue
mounted on tagboard. Another alternative theme could be a "People Work/
People Play" college. .

2. "Come-As-What4ou-Want-To-Be-Party" - Each child can plan his/her cos-
tume in an original manner. Have the child describe the duties of his/
her selected job and ask him/her to illustrate these duties through
pantomime or with drawings or pictures cut from. magazines.

3. Pantomime - Have students explain what they want to be by pantomime
while others try to guess the job.

4. Related Game - 'Have matched cards which are related in some way to the

same career (uniform-tools) (product-person). Deal out half of each

related set to students. "Caller" holds up half of the related set and

the student with the "match-up" puts them together.

5. Job Dictionary - Students can make a dictionary showing a variety of
job titles from A to Z.

6. "What Do I Do Each Day?" Booklet - Children can list activities, find
pictures, and/or illustrate the activities done during a typical day.
Later, the child can indicate if these are "Have-ti:po Activities" or
"Choice Activities". Add a clock to each page of Ore booklet telling
them when each activity is performed.,,..

7. Murals - Draw murals depicting "When I Wdrk, I Like to Work" and "When

I Play, I Like to Play".

8. Class Chart - Develop a class chart to match classroom skills with a
specific job (mastering of alphabetical order . file clerk). This could
also be put in the form of a matching card game or a flannel board
activity.

9. Coloring Book - Teachers can make ditto masters to produce a coloYing
book for primary levels showing worker, tools, and uniform associated
with the job pictured.

10. Experience Chart Stories - Experience chart stories can be written about
workers and the world of work.
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11. Gaines Games can be motivating to.the student. thy-also provide ,

repetition mnd practice yet avoid reading. 'Many games use.a partner,or
team workinb together for a common purpose, thereby ,peoviding for a

, socializing environment and a way to promote cooperativeness. Popular
Games = Adapt popular games to reflect careers. Play "Charades,"
"What's My Line," and "Twenty Questions".

12. "Spelldown" - The teacher or one Of the students cam read a descrip=
ntion,of an,occUpatton or describe the tOols which are used in an occu-
pation and the students are asked 0 identify the job_ on the basis o.V
the inforMation Which has been presented.

13. Popular Stories = Turn stOriet into a.career education theme, i.
The Little Train That Could ,-7,Who runs the train? What workers are

involved in the railroad business? How does.the business world use
'trains? :

14. Arts and Crafts Activities - Arts and crafts activities can be used tO
develop many objectives of the career education program fine motor dex-
terity; following dimections; seeing a task through to completion; f01-
lowing a. Step-by-step procedure; conserving materials; usinTa variety
of tools and, Materials; timing; and maintaining an appropriately kept
work station. All these act as prerequitites for:the-actual work study
.program at the high school level.

15. Notebooks = Other themes fornotehooks to be made by individual students
Or small groups: "All About Me Books" (physiCal characteristics, likes,
dislikes, etc.); "Parent Occupation toor; "Notebook of Career Clustere,'

-16. Newspaper - Develop a newspaper where the itUdents can list ocCupations
they have diicussed in class; write feature articlet; note new develop-
ments in the field; compose editorials; Create career Cartoon strips;
write want ads; and i-epOrt the interviews with the resource people.-

17. Letters - Assign students the task of writing letters to successful -

people in the community and nation asking them to tell about their job,
why they selected it, and the qualities they think are necessary for
success in the field. 4,Pley might also be asked to tell what advice they
would give to a young person who is interested in the field. The let-
ters can be displayed in the sdhool library. This may be a "paired pro-
ject" so that a student with written expressive language problems could
diCtate the content to another student who could do the actual writing
task. -

18 Posters - Deve)op poster activities that picture lobs associated,with
seasons of 'the year and holidays.

19. Puzzles - Cut out or draw pictures of people performing their jobs;
mount them on cardboard; laminate (if'possible); and cut inia variety of
pieces.
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JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL

At the junior high school level career education should still not be
viewed as a subject to be taught, but as a process by which other parts of
education become'relevaht and meaningful. Career education attempts to in-
fuse the life-coping skills into the educational pr6cessi'showing the student
ways of dealing with the Oroblems and challenges of livin§, changing, and
growing. The process involves imluing, decision-making, confronting issiws,
experimenting, withdrawing and recessing, fantasizing, mediating, and even,
to a degree, failing.

,The junibr high school program should continue to,offer a career tom-
Went, continuing the program initiated on the efementary level. Emphasis
should be placed on relating school activities to later achievement. Also,
during this school period, the students should understand that there are
other viable alternatives to achievement other than a college degree.

At this level, the student's self-condept is deterMined to a large ex-
tent by how,his/herneeds are met. This self-cohcept is formed through the:
processes of exploration; differentiation, identification, role playing and
reallty testi7k

Junior high school students need encouragementahd help in as8ociating
with work situations and in expanding, their understanding of ,the my,riad ways
in which persons 'earn theirlivings in the'community.

The turriculum, here, begins to focus more specifically on vocational
skills during the career education class. Career,tenters can be established

,for this purpose. Eich Center can develop,an indepth.study of a particular
job. -Lists of.vocabulary terms pertinent to.that job with appropriate
matching,pictures tan be'hung around the room. An assembly of tools with
accompanying photographs and,pictures showing their usage and charts showing
the steps and processes involved in the manufacture of the product orin the
performance of,the service can also be displayed, as well as,used in the
study of the chosen career,.

The class would study the career area, specific jobs that are included
in this cluster, vocabulary, and usage of equipment. Knowledge of job re-
sponsibilities are acquired through actual practice. Students le&rn about the*

skills through: actual on-site visits to see the,workers first-hand; visits
by resource persons involved in the particular career; and filmstrips, films,
written materials, cassettes-.

For example, the career to be explored by Class A is beauty culture.
The students have studied the career through the various techniques described
above. They prattice the job skills through using actual equipment and mate-
rials associated with the career. Other classes are invited to come to the
"beauty culture" career center as consumers to partake of the "service".

Each class of LD students could develop a different career center.
Some should offer services; others, products.

Other junior high school activities that can be used in the instruction
of career education include:



1. Drawing cartoons to illustrate advantages and disadvantages to certain
career interests.

2. Developing a "Class Work Force4 to do jobs around fhe classroom.and also
general jobs in the school (decorate bulletin boards, rtfinish desks,.
build a greenhouse for science, make macrame holders for plants). 'Each

.student would make a contribution.

3. Jracing a certain product from its beginning to completion. A chart or
'wall,mural could pictorially tell the story. Little written language is
!
needed.

4. Playing "What's My'Line?" with emphasis-on categorizing.. Students play-
in9 determine if the occupation is dealing With ideas, people, or
things.

S. Acting out skits concerning what would happen if certain occupations did
not exist.

6. Completing crossword puzzles using words that relpte to specific jobs or
the general world of work.

7. Developing examples with the students of people pyramids to,illustrate.
interdependency. The figures could be.drawm on blocks to graphically.
point out that when one person doesn't perform his/her important job
(pull out A block) an end product is not completed (the pyramid "col-
lapses").

8. Having teams of two to f9ur students set up checking stations at class-
room windows or on the school-grounds at points where a street or high-
way is clearly visible. Students record and/or.tally,the kinds'of busi-
nesses and industries jndicated on passing trucks, vans, or buses. .,From
such a "count", students can make frequency charts on various occupations,
cluster "charts" or "trees" on listing, etc. Each team contributes to
the class tally sheet which is placed on the bulletin board or written on
the chalkboard.

9. Use pictorial representation in cartoon format of a,situation found in a
career, business, service in the community, or everyday living situation.
Have spaces left by each person in the scene to allow students to write
whatever is appropriate for the situation depicted.
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SENIOR NiGH LEVEL

1: Provide students with activities that unify basic subject areas with
career development concepts and skills to make academic instruction mare
relevant.

2. Provide guidance and counseling services which will assist the student in
- determining-occupational choice.

3. , Provide placement services for all students, upon\iermination of school-
, :ing, in a jab, a post-secondary occupational training program, or a col-

lege program.

4. ,Provide students with an opportunity to conduct a job analysis of cer-
tain jobs they would like to investigate.

5. Complete a study of the general economic system by which goods and ser.-
vices are produced and distributed.

4'

6. Provide a'variety of group and individual work tasks 0 determine the
interests, aptitUdes, and abilities. .

7. Provide opportunities for skill training on a job entry level in a
variety of experiences such that gainful employment tan be obtained in
a variet9 of different kinds of jobs.

8. Provide for opbortunities to engage in a wide variety of occupationally
related and leisure time activities.

9. Develop the, student's awareness of oCcupational areas in terms of work
roles, related life styles, and potential satisfactions and disgatis-
factions.



HAVE YOU EVER

1. Related supermarket checking and math?

2. Set up a school store for dispensing items?

3. Related painting with rollers to fiberglass work?

4. Divided a class into teams to accomplish a single project?

5. Borrowed an adding machine for cTass use?

6. Set up a "take apaW table with tools, clocks, old radios, etc.?

7. Inventoried parents' occupations and/or invited them to speak?

8. Made an art projeCt on a "mass production" basip

9. Let children weigh and measure and relate the activity to adult jobs?

10. Made a field trip where you looked more at people than at things?

11. Related recess time to "outside occupations"?

12. Set up a school newspaper with editors, proofreaders, writers, etc.?

13. Made a comic book to illustrate the job of a marine biologist or an
electronic technician?

14. Related the tourist industry of a state or country to real jobs and

people?

16. Identified "serving other people" as a group of occupations?

16. Visited a vocational schoOl?

17. Asked mothers who hire baby sitters to visit class and discuss job
requirements. ,

18. Had students role play service occupations at lunch time?

19. Toured a hospital or brought old X-rays to class?

20. Invited the school secretary, bus driver, custodian, cook, or principal
-' to class to discuss their jobs?

21. Tried cardboard carpentry?

22. Had students draw floor plans?

23. Related a science activity to its counterpart in the work world?
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24. Played "What's My Line"?

25. Elected a bike safety engineer and made vehicle safety inwections?

Z6. Computed the increase in Cost from raw grain to a box of cereal?

27. Named class helpers after their adult counterparts in a given industry
(supt., timekeeper, comptroller, foreman, leadman, etc.)?

28. Collected hats or tools of occupations and had students guess the job? .

29. Constructed a measuring wheel?

30. Had students write or tell about "What I like to do in my free time....?

31. Related, personal interests and hobbies to occupations?

32. Made a dictionary of canned or bulk goods and traced their points of
origin?

Limited reproduction granted by Career Education in Today's Schools,
published by Academic Therapy, 20 Commercial Blvd, Novato, CA 94947.
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TRANSPARENCIES

4

1 70



AUTHORIZATIONS

3

THE CLEAR RESOURCE SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCE

AUTHORIZES THE SPECIALIST TO:

(1) PROVIDE INSTRUCTION AND SERVICES FOR PUPILS WHOSE NEEDS

HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED IN All INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

DEVELOPED BY.THE INDIVIDUALIZED EpUCATION PROGRAM TEAM AND

WHO ARE ASSIGNED TO REGULAR CLASIROOM TEACHERS FOR A

MAJORITY OF THE SCHOOL DAY.

(2) PROVIDE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE-TO INDIViDUALS WITH

EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS AND TO THEIR PARENTS.

(3) PROVIDE CONSULTATION, RESOURCE INFORMATION, AND MATERIAL

REGARDING INDIVIDUALS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS TO THEIR

PARENTS AND TO REGULAR STAFF MEMBERS.

(4) COORDINATE SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES WITH THE REGULAR
-

SCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL WITH EXCEPTIONAL

NEEDS ENROLLED IN THE RESOURCE SPECIALIST PROGRAM.

(5) MONITOR PUPIL PROGRESS ON A REGULAR BASIS, PARTICIPATE

IN THE REVIEW AND REVISION OF INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION

PROGRAMS, AS APPROPRIATE, AND REFER PUPILS WHO DO NOT

DEMONSTRATE APPROPRIATE PROGRESS TO THE INDIVIDUALIZED

EDUCATION PROGRAM TEAM.

s
-

(6) EMPHASIZE, AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL, ACADEMIC

ACHIEVEMENT, CAREER AND VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND

PREPARATION FOR ADULT LIFE.



FILMSTRIP SB 1870

. RANGE OF SERVICES

RESIDENTIAL

CARE

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE
(DIS)

REGULAR CLASSROOM #4#

SPECIAL CENTER

SPECIAL CLASS

RESOURCE ROOM
(RSP)

OH-2



THE SPIRIT OF SB 1870

THE INTENT IS . .

FREE APPROPRIATE PUBLIC EDUCATION

. . EARLY EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

. LOCAL PLANS AND CAC'S

MAXIMUM INTERACTION

TRANSFER OUT WHEN SERVICES NOT NEEDED

AVOID UNNECESSARY USE OF LABELS

NONBIASED ASSESSMENT AND PLACEMENT

PROGRAMS COORDINATED WITH OTHER AGENCIES

. ACCESS TO PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

CONTINUOUS EVALUATION OF SERVICES

. , ADEQUATELY PREPARED PERSONNEL

OH-3



GUIDE TO MAJOR CHANGES - SB 1870

Completes statewide implementation of Master Plan during
2-year transitional period, 1980-81 and 1981-82.
(Section 56195)

Requil'es county superintendents to submit to SPI a cOunty-
wide plan for special education. Designates Special Educ-
ation Service Regions. .(Section 56031)

Requires local plans. (Section 56200)

Designates multidisciplinary personnel to perform assess-
ment. (Section 56322)

Requires parents' rights be attached to assessment plan.
(SeCtion 56321)

Prohibits referral until after regular education resources
considered and/or utilized. (Section 563b3)

Changes statement regarding nonpublic schbols. (Section
56365-d)

Designated IEP team (1 level instead of 2). (Section 56341)

Clarifies provisions regarding the IEP. (Section 56345)

Requires procedural safeguard indefinitely. (Sections
56500 - 56507)

Changes in evaluation, audits, and information -- author-
izes special evaluation study on program costs. (Sections
56600 - 56607)

Provides funding pursuant to service-based apportionment
formulas.

Requires County Superintendent to allocate revenues to
special education programs.

171
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FILMSTRIP - 1870

3 pRINCIPLES,

- FREE APPROPRIATE PUBLIC EDUCATION

2 - NON-BIASED ASSESSMENT

3 I E P.

- ,LEAST RESTRICTIVEENVIRONMENT

5 - SERVICES PROVIDED ACCORDING TO NEE6

- EQUAL PARENT INVOLVEMENT

- DUE PROCESS PROCEDURES

1 75
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ADULTS AND EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS TAP PARTICIPANTS' EXPERIEW AS A MAJOR

RESOURCE FOR LEARNING.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE A SOURCE OF NEW EXPERIENCE FOR

PARTICIPANTS.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS HELP ADULTS CONVERT EXPERIENCE INTO

LEVNING,

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS HAVE EFFECTIVE-C4IFS'OR A GOOD MANY

COFFEE BREAKS.



ADULTS PM EFFECTIVE IsORKSHOPS

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE SENSITIVE TO ADULT HABITS AND TASTES AND

ACCOMMODATE AS MANY AS POSSIBLE.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS DEVELOP GREATER ABILITIES IN SELF-DIRECTION AND

RESPONSIBILITY.

EFFECTIVE WORKSMOPS'AIM,FOR ONE HUNDRED PERCENT SUCCESS.-

EFACTIVE WORKSHOPS MAKE APPROPRIATE USE OF AUTHORITY.



ADULTS SAND EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS TEND TO BE BOTH PROBLEM-CENTERED AND

ENTERTAINING.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE SENSITIVE TO THEIR SPACE IN THE

ADULT WORLD; THEY ARE NOT HOGGISH.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ACHIEVE A BALANCE BETWEEN TIGHT

PRESENTATION IAND THE' TIME NEEDED FOR LEARNING INTEGRATION. 7.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ASSIST ADULTS IN SELECTION.



ADULTS AND VFLCTIVE hORKSHOPS

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS CONCERN THEMSELVES WITH THE NEEDS OF-THEIR

PARTICIPANT'S.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ATTEMPT TO MEET THOSE NEEDS IN WAYS THAT ARE

HELPFUL TO THE GROUP.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE A BLENDING OF MANY KINDS OF BEHAVIOR.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ASSIST ADULTS IN MAKING BEHAVIOR CHANGES.



ADULTS. AND EFFECTIVE VORCHOPS

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ASSIST ADTS IN BECOMING MORE COMPETENT.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS MAY ASSIST ADULTS_IN MAKING CHANGES IN THEIR

EMOTIONAL FRAMEWORKS WHEN-THERE IS A HIGH DEGREE OF SAFETY,.MUTUAL

COMMITMENT),AND CHOICE.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS EXERT SOME CONTROL OVER STIMULI.

EFFECTIVE hORKSHOPS FOCUS ON MORE THAN ONE SENSING SYSTEM.



ADULTS AND EEFEcTIVE VIORISOPS

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS PENETRATE THE FILTERS.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE BUILT:OINAPPROPRIATE REINFORCEMENT.'

ADULTS ARE PEOPLE WHO NEED A VACATION, AND EPFECTIVE WORKSHOPS

ACCCMCOATE THI S NEED,

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS DO NOT ADD TO-THE BARS, NEITHER.DO THEY PRY OPEN

THE DOORS. A



ADULTS AND EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE PREPARED 'FOR EMOTIONAL RELEASE IF IT OCCURS.

EFFECTIVEMORKSHOPS ARE FILLED :WITHrSUCCESS EXPERIENCES.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ALLOW THEM TO KEEP PACE AND GRDW WITH.CONFIDENCE.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE NOT BOUND TO BA;ICS.



ADULTS AND EFFEME WRKSHOPS

it*

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS GET ON WITH HELPING ADULTS LEARN TO COPE WITH

PRESENT PROBLEMS.

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS ARE LITTLE CONCERNED WITH REMEDIAL EDUCATION,

EFFECTIVE WORKSHOPS GO BEYOND HELPING ADULTS COPE; THEY HELP THEM

LEARN TO LIVE AGAIN.

EFFECTIVE WORKS6S ARE CONCERNED WITH DEVELOPING NEW COMPETENCIES;

THE "WHY'S" OF THE PAST ARE SOMEONE ELSE'S CONCERN.

18S
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PEOPLE PROBE%

H DDEN AGENDAS

BROKEN RECORDS

ATTACKERS

DOUBTERS & HEADSFAKERS

KisIOW I TALLS & DomI NATORS

RES I STERS

X
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PARAPHRASING

1) WHINTERRUPTIONS/ *.

EXCEPT FOR CLARIFICATLON

OF WORD OR PHRASE

2) BEFORE ADDING AN,IDEA,

REPEAT SENDER'S MESSAGE.

*

%IP

(
a 191

OP.
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QUESTIM kliNTS

A

LEAD I NG

FACTUAL

DIRECT

GENERAL
KIND OF ANSWER .

.4i I GUOUS
YOU WANT

PROVOCAT I VE

RED I RECTED
HOW AKSICRED ,

CONTROVERS I AL

YES OR NO

THE 5 W's

(WHY/ WHEN/ WI-LAT/ li-IERE/ 14-10)

OH-20



GAPE minis

CONSLNER

LEADER

FACILITATOR

RESOURCE

ROLES

(IDENTIM

FIBIBILITY AND RPECTATION

S E T

OVERLOAD

CONFLICT

OH-21



V.

4' NONJUDGMENTAL RESPONSES

I'M RIGHT. YOU'RE WRONG:



LISTENING

ACTIVE PASSIVE

UNDERSTAND BETTER LISTEN

REPEATING MESSAGE NO.INTERRUPTION

'VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION

(WORD OR PHRASE)

USE PARAPHRASING



IS
THEREA

CURE?HOW
BAD

IS
IT?WILL I

LIVE?

WHO
WILL

HELP?



EFFECtIVE EXECUTIVES-

KNOW WHERE THE TIME GOES

FOCUS ON OUTVARD CONTRIBUTIONS

'BUILD ON STRENGTH§

-CONGENTRAT, 'ON A FEW MAJOR AREAS

MAKE EFFECTIVE DECISIONS.
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WE TINK

YOUR GIRD

NEEDS A

elIDT32.
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0

GOALS OF CONTENT AREA INSTRUCTION

1. MASTERY OF SALIENT INFORMATION'

ACQUISITION OF CRIYICAL READING-STUDY SKILLS

3. FOSTERING INDEPENDENCE

,

\,
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k

'CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTENT AREA MATERIALS

VARIETY OF dRGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

VOCABULARY WHICH IS DIFFfCULT TO DECODE AND UNDERSTAND

UNIQUE TYPOGRAPHIC FEATURES
\4110.46.

'et

6RAPH1CS

HIGH CONCEPT DENSITY

NUMEROUS DEMANDS ON READER.

203
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13111LOSOPIV

PROFESSIONAL

internship

CONTINUING
EDUCATION

0

EN

TECHNICAL TRAINING

apprenticeship
on-the-job training

CAREER PREPARATION

Skill Development, Self Analysis,
Program Planning

10

FRANK R. CROSS,,,Elementary
School.Careers Education;
A Humanistic Model, Columbus
Ohio: Merrill Publishfng
Company, 1974.

ENVIRONMENTAL
° AWARENESS 3

4

5

6

8

12

2

THE OREGON WAY,

204,
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.CAREER EDUCATION

OVERVIEW

WHAT CAREER EDUCATION IS

CAREER EDUCATION IS A CONTINUUM OF LEARNING EXPERIENCES
BEGINNING WITH AWARENESS, ORIENTATION, EXPLORATION AND

, EXTENDING THROUGH THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC SKILLS,
KNOWLEDGES, AND ATTITUDES NECESSARY FOR SUCCESSFUL
EMPLOYMENT.

CARtER EDUCATION IS THE PROCESS OF SYSTEMATICALLY
COORDINATING ALL SCHOOL, FAMIITY, AND COMMUNITY COMPONENTS
TO FACILITATE EACH INDIVIDUAL S POTENTIAL FOR ECONOMIC,
SOCIAL, AND PERSONAL FULFILLMENT.

IHE "OFFICIAL" pEFItpTION ApOPTED BY THE U. S. OFFICE OF
DUCATION IN 19/4: 'CAREER tDUCATION IS THE TOTALITY OF

/EXPERIENCE THROUGH WHICH ONE LEATNIS ABOUT AND PREPARES
'TO ENGAGE IN WORK AS PART OF HIS/HER WAY OF LIFE."

WHAT CAREER EDUCATION IS NOT

VAREER
EDUCATION IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR,BASIC EDUCATION'.

THER, IT BRINGS MEANING TO THE CURRICULUM BYTMAKING
INDIVIDUALS MORE AWARE OF THEMSELVES, THEIR POTENTIALS,
AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL NEEDS.

-

CAREER EDUCATION IS NOT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.-

OH-33
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SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CAREER EDUCATION AND VOCAiIONAL EDUCATION

CAREp EDUCATION

FOCUSES ON PAID AND UNPAID WORK
(E.G., VOLUNTEER, LEISURE AND,
RECREATION, HOMEMAKING)

EMPHASIZES GENERAL CAREER
SKILLS

PROMOTES COGNITIVE, AFFECTIVE,
AND. PSYCHOMOTOR SKILL DEVELOP-
MENT

MEETS THE NEEDS OF THE LEARNERS

IS A'SYSTEM-WIDE EFFORT, NOT
SPECIFIC COURSES OR. AN
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

IS TAUGHT BY ALL EDUCATORS

FOCUSES ON ALL INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAMS AT ALL LEVELS OF
EDUCATION

INVOLVES FAMILY, AGENCIES,
AND BUSINESS/INDUSTRY

VOCATIONAL-EDUCATION

EOCUSES ON PAID WORK (ALTHOUGH.
UNPAID WORK IS REFERRED T9 IN
THE VOCATIONAL tDUCATION AMEND'
MENTS)..

EMPHASIZES OCCUPATIONAL PREPAR-
ATI.ON

PROMOTES PSYCHOMOTOR SKILLS FOR
.ENTRY INTO OCCUPATIONAL SOCIETY

MEETS THE NEEDS OE THE LABOR
MARKET

IS DEFINED IN TERMS OF COURSES
AND IS AN'INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

IS GENERALLY TAUGHT BY VOCA-
TIONAL EDUCATORS

FOCUSES ON THE SECONDARY AND
POST-SECONDARY LEVELS

INVOLVES PRIMARILY BUSINESS/
INDUSTRY
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